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~
What this thesis attempts to do is to render as full a picture
as possible of Yeats's interest in Ben Jonson, using to the fullest
advantage the many hints that come from Yeats and secondary oriticism. Specifically, the focus of this paper is on the process by
which Yeats was able, like Eliot, Pound and others, to found a tough,
new poetic style with reference to this seventeenth-century period
of Jonson. Yeats's reading of "Jonson and the others," which took
place at the turn of this century, triggered a whole series of discoveries by Yeats which anticipated the aesthetic beliefs of his

2

famous friends in the modern movement, whose later influence upon his
poetry generally fortified poetic principles which had alread3' found
their Wa::f into his work.

His early plays for the Abbey Theatre, for

instance, demonstrate his call for a return to the "roots" of poet ic
power that Synge associated with the best plays of Jonson and Moliere,
and his poetry of that period demonstrates his first attempt at finding the "passionate syntax" of Jonson, Donne, Shakespeare and others.
But before turning to the subject of Yeats's poetry and his interest in Jonson as an accessory to the change of poetic style that
took place, it must be conceded that Yeats and Jonson worked from essentially opposite points of view--as opposite as are their respective
romantic and classical modes.

Therefore the first chapter is devoted

to the critical problem of demonstrating Yeats's accommodation of
Jonson despite the difference between their approaches, an accommodation that was achieved by Yeats's unorthodox interpretation of
Jonson as a romantic or deliberate writer of Imagination.
Next, the second chapter demonstrates how Yeats's early drama
gives voice to the poetics which were at the same time transforming
his verse.

The portrayal of artist and art in relation to contrast-

ing elements of society (king, "citi-sins" and beggar-man) in the
early Abbey pla.ys illustrates Yeats's increasing use of Jonson's arguments in defense of aristocratic values at court, and the second
chapter recognizes in the pla3's of Yeats a critical defense of poetry
-- which both elaborates the findings of the first chapter and anticipates the third, which is the chapter devoted to the poetry.

Yeats's

use of characters in poetic drama is shown to be related to Jonson's

3
theory of humors, a use of dramatic

charac~er

that helped Yeats to

modernize his verse by creating masks or personae which represent,
as in Eliot's poetry, the "disembodied consciousness" of the poet.
Finally, the third chapter illustrates not only Jonsonian material, form, and language to be found in the poetry that Yeats wrote
after the profound change of style had taken place, but also the profound change of vision that had accompanied it.

Caught between the

dream of Innisfree and the vision of apocalypse, Yeats vacillated between two Jonsons, the Jonson of' the verse-epistle and the versemasque, on the one hand, and the Jonson of the humors comed¥ and the
anti-masque, on the other.

In Yeats's poetry, the opposition to one

another of the two Jonsons is apparent when the custom, ceremony and
"radical innocence" seen in "A Prayer f'or my Daughter" are opposed
to "the worst" who, like Volpone, are "full of passionate intensity"
in "The Second Coming."

The stylistic change in Yeats's poetry is

made modern by the personae who stand inside the poems and speak with
the "passionate syntax" of' an active man's speech, but the modern
voice of Yeats is not heard until the poet steps from the Pre-Raphaeli te dream into the world of actuality and action.

Once there, the

poet suffers the indignity of having to deal with the mob.

But it is

his aristocratic and heroic temperament that urges him to the two
types of expression that Yeats learned particularly from Jonson.
Like Jonson, Yeats produced two very different types of poetry--one
dedicated to his patrons, the nobility and the enlightened few who
understood and appreciated his work; and the other directed at the
"knaves" and "dolts" who belittled the value of the poet.
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CHAPTER I
YEATS AND JONSON a THE PROBLEM OF ASSOCIATION
It is regrettable that Yeats never got around to writing his
article on Jonson, as he had considered doing after the appearance of
1
his Spenser essey in 1906.
If he had done so, the question of what
Jonson meant to Yeats might have been much less difficult to answer.
Yeats's interest in the work of Ben Jonson can still be suf'ficiently
demonstrated, nevertheless, but, now, chiefly by means of the numerous
and scattered traces of Jonson whioh appear throughout Yeats's published writings.

Neither reference to the vast deluge of secondary

criticism, nor the facility of obtaining all the important primary
works in reprint, seems to help us very speedily to the easy answer
we have been denied by circumstance, sinoe it is the vastness, the extensiveness of this background into which these traces are projected,
that imposes, perhaps unexpectedly, the first considerable impediment
to this project.

We begin to find evidence of an interest in Jonson

in places where we would not have thought to look.

And we find it to

be an interest throughout Yeats's entire literary career, from the
earliest to the latest phases.

This is a problem, of course, for,

though we mey be little surprised as admirers of the middle and late
Yeats, we do not expect to discover an interest in Jonson earlier,
say, than in the early Abbey pleys-pleys written in company and sometimes in collaboration with such practitioners of common speech and

2

Irish idiom as Douglas H_yde,

La~

Gregory, George Moore, Edward

Martyn, John Synge and, later, Sean O'Casey-or in the poems written
at the same time.

An awakening interest in Jonson, like that of a

corresponding interest in Dean Swift and Walter Savage Landor, one
most frequently associates with this later period, often called the
"middle phase."

The

impression of personality brim.ming over itself'

with the richness of life that we have in Jonson, or more rightly, we
have from the created persona of virtually any one of his poems, aimply is not a part of the consistent dream-voice of Yeats• s work up
until this time.

But "Style, 11 as Yeats is eventually persuaded to

believe, "personality--deliberately adopted and therefore a

mask~is

the only escape from the hot-faced bargainers and the money-changers. 112
Style and personality are equivalent.

And the poetic persona of a

poem like "September 1913," for instance, a poem of the middle phase
which clearly represents the change in style by this time manifestly
the standard, certainly seems to be under the spell of a typically
Jacobean contempt for the appetites and deceitfulness of middle-class
capitalism (e.g., the city comedies of Jonson, Marston, Middleton and
Massinger).

And the impression is anything but dispersed by Ezra

Pound's intrusion into the picture and his coaching from the side
lines.
What need you, being come to sense,
But tumble in a greasy till
And add the halfpence to the pence
And pr~er to shivering pr~er, until
You have dried the marrow from the bone?
For men were born to pr~ and saves
Romantic Ireland's dead an~ gone,
It's w1 th O'Leary in the grave.
("September 1913," 11. 1-8)3

3
At this point, two things should be stress.a d.

In the first

place, there is the divergence from that style of the earq Pre-Raphaeli te Yeats which noticeabq occurs between 1900 and about 1910 and
which is the projection of some new, underqing critical beliefs.
The stylistic change is protound.

Secondly, there is a presence ot

interest in the gregarious and sometimes egregious "Big tatt man,
that spake in 1Qr1D•"4 coincidental with Yeats's first published work.
If we are to believe that Jonson m81' have had a prominent place in
Yeats's interest during and after Yeats's dramatic change in style,
how do we deal with an interest in Jonson that grows from the begiilning,. when their respective styles, not to mention their personaLi ties, are so different as to seem the ve-r:1 opposite of one another?

&re

It will, of course, be illustrated just how different they
each other.

from

Thereafter, however, the purpose of the chapter will

alw81's be to show how they might then be brought together.

What

this first chapter contends, therefore, and hopes to demonstrate is ,.

that Yeats did make wq for Jonson among his romantic enthusiasms,
and that the change in

~tyle

for which Jonson

part~

served as a

model, t!lough a change indeed dramatic and profound, was achieved by
gradual steps that left the basic romantic perspective, though not
the substantive vision, of the

ear~

Yeats

Still, it will be necessary to

aoknowledge~indeed

virtual~

,

unblemished.

to spell

ou~how

different the two poets were in their attitudes to poet:r;y.
In Yeats, our expectations from having read those lush, often
1113stical poems that come out of the period of the Celtic

The Crossv!Ys

(1889), The Rose (1893) and Wind Among

Twiligh~

the Reeds

(1899)

4
~m8'Y

lead us to be startled somewhat suddenly in the face of an

anomalous figure like Jonson, a wolf among sheep.

We expect, first

ot all, Blake, Shelley, Spenser, the SbB.k.espeare of Richard II and
Hamlet; then we expect to see shades and hear echoes of Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Tennyson, Morris, Rossetti, Dowson, Johnson, Swinburne,
Wilde and, beyond that, the troop of the ancients and the bardic legions of Romantic Ireland of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.5
Acknowledging Yeats's careful and studied habits of composition, we
begin to realize how consciously our impression of the half-conscious
and fantastically proportioned visionary design m8'Y have been arranged
for us. The visual landscape for the reader must be no more indistinct
than it is for the mood-creating melancholy Poet who populates his
poems with "Shadowy Horses," "pale dew," "shadowy pools," faded loveliness, "dream-heavy hours," roses with countless impressions on
roses, and, finally, the great "grey twilight" itself.
writing a
it.

certain~

The poet is

of thing, with his mind quite made up about

As rhythm is narrowly conceived by Yeats, it is the Poet's de-

vice "to prolong the moment of contemplation, the moment when we are
both asleep and awake. 116 Giles Telfer, in "Yeats's Idea of the Gael,"
writes that Yeats's use of Gaelic folk

~th

and legend was "a person-

al and subjective uses he recreated it to express his dream"J7 but,
beside the phantasmagoria of Yeats's occultist beliefs, much of this
material, though resembling the Pre-Raphaelite treatment of medieval
material by Tennyson, Morris, Rossetti and others, was out of the
main stream and, though fascinating in its own right, added to the

poems a regrettable obscurity the weakness of whioh the notes, espe-

5
cially of Wind Among the Reeds, tend to illuminate.

We hardly think

of Jonson so eagerly putting up a willowy veil of obscurity beside
such an unfocused trail ot images, in spite of his immense classical
knowledge.
Similarly, the contrast between Jonson and the early Yeats cannot be made clearer than by depicting a perhaps equally
and popular--view of Jonson.

superficial~

Michael Jamieson sufficiently captures

the apirit of it when l!_e writes that Jonson
••• was a bonhomous, opinionated, and highly prized drinking
companion in literary London, and the William Hickeys of this
world might write him down as an habitul of the Mermaid Tavern, the Sun, the Dog, the Triple Tun, and the Apollo upstairs
above the Old Devil.a
The focus is on the man and not the work.
effect of the created personae of
very literature they

So powerful has been the

Jonson~to

inhabi~that

the suppression ot the

a collective and legendary person-

ality should emerge that should be so satisfactory, so satisfying,
that we shouldn't want to read the pla.ys and poems themselves anymore.

Yeats, in due course, was sufficiently attracted to the

volu-

ble personality achieved by Jonson's style to have gone beyond the
superficial view and actually
ration for him prompted him

~

Jonson as "greatl.T" as his ad.mi-

~though

Jonson was still, on Mrs.

Yeats's account, "not one of Yeats's gods."9

But this fact does

nothing to dismiss the perplexity we must invite by standing these
two poets and pla.ywrights within the same visual frame and having
them each and simultaneously demonstrate that art which is.according
to our accustomed impression, individually and uniquely their own.

6
For one thing, we can hardly imagine a more un-Jonsonian theater than the theater of Yeats.

For Jonson, the art of plfQ' writing

is an art which makes lifelike characters do and sq lifelike things
for the purpose of social criticism.

He mimics or imitates actuality

while following a consciously western or classical literary heritage.
He is frequently compared to Aristophanes, and his genius (though its
restriction to comedy has been questioned by Eliot) 10 as well as his
taste is for a satiric comedy that instructs. 11

In Yeats., however,

there is everywhere evidence of distrust of the material world in
which mortal men, no less than wooden

pl~ers

on the "Daimon's"

string, improvise their parts according to "an inherited scenario." 12
His theater, as we have grown to think of it, is Blakean in inspire.tion, Eastern in reference, and not simply unrealistic in content,
but

otherworldly~and,

at that, is indebted to a personal vision

that is predominantly tragic.

Blake, aside from Yeats's personal

preference for tragedy, was an early and avid enthusiasm for Yeats'
and it was to him that Yeats accredited the idea that
the beautiful states of being which the artist in life or
thought perceives by his imagination and tries to oall up in
himself or others 'are the real and eternal world of which this
vegetable universe is but a faint shadow.•13
Seen in this wa:1, Yeats and Jonson seem not only men of art
with independent and differing attachments, but, in Yeats's own argot,
they are "antithetical." Jonson writes as a classicist, is tradi-t ional in his method of "humours" comedys "Jonson studies manners, and retains throughout in his portrqal of the individual a strong social

7
reference."14 Yeats, on the other hand, writes as a romantic, is
revolutionary in his "Plqs for Dancers," tragedies and tragi-oomedies
which, from Yeats's point of view, are not so much adaptations from
Japanese and Celtic traditions as they are a form of drama invented
by Yeats himself J he insists upon elevating the poet not just to a

position of importance with reference to an elite patron class, but
beyond to the statuary height of the romantic Poet-as-Hero.
Yeats, as for the romantic, the

imagin~tion

In

itself is given an ele-

vated place over "classical," objective judgment.

The creative, not

imitative, artist calls up for himself and his readers ''the beautiful
states of being" not entirely accessible to the ordinary person. And
we are strongly indebted to him for such services first of all, because his access to the elevated Imagination, "Great Memory," Demogorgon or Daimon, provides a kind of holy link between humanity {the
rest of us who are not Poets) and something greater than ourselves,
something that motivates action in a dumb "vegetable universe"J and,
secondly, because in Yeats the Poet supplies the raw stuff, in
Images, necessary to all of us in order to advance the soul one incarnation closer to the full realization of the "inherited scenario."
No more than this is probably necessary to establish a sense of
perplexity at holding both great men thus upon a single stage and
forcing them to pronounce their differences.

Their likenesses are

much more interesting.
Until recently, comparatively few critics and literary historians have made more than a passing note of Jonson's rather conspicuous
appearance in the poetry of Yeats.

And especially in Yeats's criti-

8
cal prose, where we also find an important element of the poet's development associated with Jonson, is this neglect apparent.

Outside

ot Yeats himself, the leading effort of T. McAlindon, in the essa.y
"Yeats and the English Renaissance" (1967h 15 the critical explora"'Michael Robartes and the Dancer'" (1965) and "Yeats, The Master of a Trade" (1964), 16 and the contions of Donald Davie, in his

ess~s

tributing foous of perspective in Rupin Desai's published dissertation, Yeats's Shakespe~e (1971), 17 represent the important work ot
the few who do give the topic some attention.

Sinoe the deluge of'

Yeats criticism began to appear in the poet's own lifetime, few have
proposed to address themselves to this subject, even to the degree of'
the restrictions imposed by design in the work of these three soholars.

A probable reason for this is bound to be the incredible rich-

ness in Yeats, in art and in thought as represented in the

ess~s.

Perhaps symptomatic of this richness, Louis Macneice once complained
that Yeats "sometimes makes a parade of learning which he did not
possess and sometimes he l~s on proper names with a palette knife ••• 1118
Regardless of the validity of the complaint, the profuse number of
choices and directions of interest to the student of
wqs been a problem.
tachments that the

Yeats~

al-

But there is also a consistency, links and at-

poet-ess~ist

makes, when dealing with Jonson,

that urges an end to the neglect of this particular interest of
Yeats's, that makes Jonson a more noteworth_y figure than others who,
though having received more attention from critics, are by comparison
short-lived as functionally valuable to the poetry.

(Castiglione

~

be such a figure, who, appearing in the initial stages of the middle

9
phase, has out-gloried in our critical attention the more obvious'.1¥
valuable examples of Shakespeare, Spenser and Jonson-Poets of the
first rank who are also professional men of letters.)19

As an inter-

est which prompted in Yeats similarities of image, attitude and stylistic technique (personalityJ "Language most shews a mans speake
that Im~ see thee"), 20 Jonson's work has left ~ts mark, not on13 on
the landscape of

m~

of Yeats's poems, but on the personae, the

players who stand inside these poems and speak their lines.
In the eSSS\Y'S and correspondence of Yeats, the fragmentar.Y

notices of Jonson and his work seem to reflect, and at times anticipate, the transformation of Yeats's poetic style as it was gradual13
occurring. It mS\Y' therefore be possible to tell the story of this
transformation from this particular new perspective.

But these no-

tices, being brief and broken off from larger contexts which suggest
their particular value, must be fitted together like pieces of a
rather scattered jigsaw puzzle.

In all, there are some twenty-seven

published traces of Jonson (in name) in Yeats's imaginative, critical
and journalistic work.

And obviously, it would be impractical to

attempt the presentation of each of them in the present investigation.
Therefore, as it is to be the purpose shortly to attempt a reconstruction of the Jonson Yeats saw and made use of in his criticism,
it might be wise at this point to provide some instruction in advance
of the labor, so that we might ease the labor by having something of
the whole fitted together before we examine a select few of the principal parts.

10

Yeats is not like Jonson, a classicist.
out before.

This has been pointed

But Yeats can take to poets like Jonson and Donne, poets

who can stand in Spenser's chorus and sing in "brightnesse of braue
and glorious words" beside romantics like Byron, Shelley, Teneyson
and Morris.

21

.

But more than thiss like the pursuit advocated by

Pound and Eliot, Yeats's reference to the seventeenth-century period of Jonson, in Yeats's studies of Shakespeare, Spenser, Jonson and
his detractors, and, later, Donne, would

great~

assist Yeats'JI trans-

formation of style into that tough and simple representation of an
active man's speech.

And this is not to S8:J' that Yeats discovered

what a Jacobean poet like Jonson could offer him

stylistioal~

on

Jonson ''s terms (terms which were traditional and inherited from the
ancients)J rather, Yeats discovered

w~s

of interpreting Jonson on

Yeats's own romantic and revolutionary terms, to his own special purpose oi creating a poetic alloy better suited to the harsh new age.
Yeats believed that the prevailing modes of the practicing poet in
both the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries were somehow to be reconciled into a modern mode.

The classical poetic, the poetry of tra-

dition, is the antithetical manner or "Mask" which must be co-ordinated (by "Creative Mind" and "Body of Fate") vi th the romantic Imagination or "Will" of the poet.

We see, for instance, that this is

the W8'f Yeats works in "Ego Dominus 'l'uus," or at least, that this is
his thought.
fHic.] •••• you walk in the moon,
And, though you have passed the best of life,
still trace,
Enthralled by the unconquerable delusion,
Magical shapes.

11

.!.!!!.·

By the help ot an image
I call to my own opposite, summon all
That I have handled least, least looked upon.

-Bio.

And I would find Jll1'Self and not an image.

.!!!!.·

That is our modern hope, and by its light
We have lit upon the gentle, sensitive mind
And lost the old nonchalance of the handJ
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

/W.c.7 -A s\yle is found b7 sedentary toil
And by the imitation of great masters.
/Jlle.•7

•• • • • • • • • • • • • •

I call to the mysterious one who yet
Shall walk the wet sands by the edge of the stream
And look most like me, being indeed my double,
And prove of all imaginable things
The most unlike, being my anti-selt ••••
("Ego Dominus Tuus," 11. 4-14, 71-2, 76-80) 22

What results is a species of self-creating poets a poet who, contemplating selt, invents instead the mask ot salt, which is its oppositeJ a poet who, by changes, is sad and gq, because of his unoertain\y as to which (mask or selt) he has discovered and which he has
lost.

In fact, what we really have is a kind of self-creating poet-

ry, a poetry in which the poet not only createf a persona or mask tor

himself (or finds one), but a poetry in which the poet, in perfecting
art, improves himself as he projects himself' into different roles or
incarnations belonging to the Great Wheel of history and

civili~a-

tionf the poet moves closer to the point at which knowled8e and being
of' the eternal tragi-oomio design of

desti~

are one.

But how does this solve the special problem we have with those
·references to Jonson which indicate an active interest in the seventeenth-oentury poet before it had even occ11rred to Yeats that a st;y-

12

listic change was necessary?

If we look at Yeats's late comments
..

~

..

concerning the early influences on his first published work, The Is-

land of Statues (1885), we discover something helptul.

In

1937,

Yeats was preparing for a complete edition of his work which was never producedf for this proposed edition, he wrote "A General Introduotion for my Work," in which the following account was givens
I was but eighteen or nineteen and had alrea~, under the influence of The Faerie Qlleene and The Sad Shepherd, written a
pastoral pla.y, and under that of Shelley's Prometheus Unbound
two pltqs, one staged somewhere in the Caucasus, the other in
a crater of the moon1 and I knew 1113"self' to be vague and incoherent.23
Only a year later, in "I Became an Author"-the text of a projected
radio program appearing in The Listener, 4 August 1938s his last
work, aside from The Autobiograpb.y, to be published in his lifetime
-Yeats gave substantially the same account but with notable differenoes.
When eighteen or nineteen I wrote a pastoral pltq under the
influence of Keats and Shelley, modified by that of Jonson's
'Sad Shepherd,' and one of my friends showed it to some Trinity undergraduates who were publishing the Dublin University
Review, an ambitious political and literary periodical that
lasted for a few months ••• 24
In the earlier account, Jonson and Spenser stand together (in one

pltq) opposite Shelle7 (in two pltqs), and in the final account,
Jonson alone holds the ground as a modification of "the influence of
Keats and Shelley" (in a single plq together).

The obvious solution

to our problem with Jonson's presence in Yeats's earliest work, then,
is that Yeats had been acutely selective in this choice from Jonson's

13
_Pl¥S•
works,

That the Jonson plq, it seems, is the most Spenserian of his
~

in fact support the contention that it was one of Yeats's

genuine enthusiasms--though the air of nonchalance in which the association is made
the comparison.

m~

give us notice of the limitations we suspect in

In any

case, if Jonson held an appeal for the eight-

een- or nineteen-year old Yeats, then it was clearly a different
Jonson from the one we usually think of who became a stylistic model
for this early verse-plq, The Island of Statues.

It was a Jonson

more easily accommodated to Yeats's romantic "style" of expressing
his thought.
This problem of accommodation is the same problem Yeats would
later have to face with the sometimes sulfurous Jonson of the

!E.!.-

grammes, The Forrest, Under-wood, the Ungathered Verse and such satiric plqs as Volpone, The Alchemist and The Silent Woman.

Since

Jonson's The Sad Shepherd, as a pastoral farce reminiscent of Spenser,
is so utterly unlike the greater

bo~

of Jonson's work, other uses

of Jonson by the young Yeats hardly seem possible.

Our problem,

then, of accounting for Yeats's later use of Jonson's other work, in
terms of the critical beliefs and creative enthusiasms central to
Yeats's art, is one Yeats solved for us by changing those things
within his power to change-namely, the critical beliefs that were
central to his art.

The Yeatsian method for the union of antitheses,

subjectivity and objectivity, life and art, "the old nonchalance of
the hand" and the "style" that "is found by sedentary toil/ And the
imitation of great masters" from "Ego Dominus 'l'uus," is a method we
~

consider specially designed to accomplish such feats.

Yeats,
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indeed, recognized the difference, the very opposition in style,
force of personality, and reference in composition, between himself
and Jonson.

But Yeats was not only able to recognize the oppositionf

he was actually able to approve and embrace it.

As he became more .

like Jonson in his own style, the more he was able to absorb in his
mind the classical "school" of Jonson, and the more he was able to
ignore the fundamental difference between Jonson's classical method
and his own romantic way of thinking.

He was able to crystalize from

the matter of both camps one universal idea of "the poet of imagine.tion, u an idea which will be illustrated shortly.

A complicated rq-

thology was evolved based on the movement and expression of the mask
and several other crucial symbols.
:By

1891, Yeats was alread3" disparaging the philistinism of the

dramatic audience of "this age" and taking steps toward transfusing
the language of modern drama by advancing critically a little closer
to the Renaissance example of Jonson and his friends.
The audiences that loved Ben Jonson's Masks, Chapman's Bussy
D' .Ambois or the love scenes of Old Fortunatus would have
wished for more numerous set passages of poetic oratory, and
more audacious metaphorsf the Victorian public, on the other
hand, by the mouth of a morning paper accustomed to pronounce its mandates, asks tor more "matter of fact" conversations.25
Yeats at this time was occupied with the composition of the poems
from The Rose

(1893) and the collection and composition of those sto-

ries and sketches from The Celtic Twilight
written The Wanderings of .Disin

(1893). He had recently

(1889). And his creative imagination_

would express itself with additional and more elaborate imager,y and
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symbolic devices (drawn particularly from his Dzy"stical interests) before he would shift from the model of the Jonsonian masque, the poetry of elaborate event or

spectac~e,

to the model of Jonson most rep..

"
resentative of the poet and playwright.

But in this instance, like

the earlier association of The Sad Shepherd and The Island of Statues, Yeats was being selective in preference.

And what he distinctly

saw in the Elizabethan world, and liked, is what is, in fact, intensely romantic.
An Elizabethan would have found it /Jhe "wild, exotic and obscure" quality of the romantic plq, The Poison Flower7 all
obvious en~ugh, for his age knew all the gamut of unhappy
love from the deep bass notes of realism to the highest and
most intense cry of lyric passion. It knew that romantic
art alone when in its wildest and most fantastic mood can
give us these lyric intonations.26
A few years later Yeats would still be referring in his criticism to the Jonson who wrote the Masques.

Writing in Samhains 1905,

Yeats praised Robert Gregory for the scenes he had created for his
mother's plq,

La~

Gregory's Kinoora.

Our staging of Kinoora, the work of Mr. Robert Gregory, was

beautitul, with a high, grave dignity and the strangeness
whioh f9n Jonson thought to be a part of all excellent beau2

V• • •

The "strangeness" in beauty, achieved in effect by the remarkable
collaboration of Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones, was obviously attractive

to Yeats who mentioned it frequently, in verse and prose.

Yeats

could have had on his mind any of numerous expressions Jonson gives
to this idea in the Masques.
nesse (1605)1

For instance, in The Masque of Black-
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Here the Tritons sounded and they danced on shore, euer;y
couple {as they aduanced} seuerally presenting their fans1
in one of which were inscribed their mixt Names, in the other
a mute Hierogl.yphiok, expressing their mixed qualities.
Which manner of Symbole I rather chose, then Imprese, as well
for strangenesse, as relishing of antiquitie, and more applying to that originall doctrine of sculpture, which the Ae~
tians are said, first, to haue brought from the Aethiopian~8
In l{ymenaei (1606)1

Nor was there wanting vhatsoeuer might giue to the furniture,
or oomplementJ_ either in riches, or strangenesse of the l!!!!:ites, delicacie of daunces, magnificence of the scene, or
diuine rapture of musique. Onely the enuie was, that it
lasted not still, or (now it is past) cannot by imagination,
much lease description, be recouered to a part of that spir!! it had in the gliding by ••••
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
[ind of ••• the Attyres.i/ That, of the Lords, had part of it
"{"for the fashion) taken from the antique Greeke statueJ mixed with some moderne additionsa which made it both graceful!,
and strange.29
!lid also in the anti-masque movement, in The Masque of Queenes

(1609)1
••• last yeare I had an !a!!.-Masque of Boyesa and therefore,
now, deuis'd that twelue Women, in the habite of Ha.ggs, or
Witches, susta.YJling the persons of Ignorance, Suspicion,
Credulity, &c. the opposites to good Fame, should fill that
partJ not as a Masque, but a spectacle of strangenesse,
producing multiplicity of Gesture, and not vnaptly sorting
wth the current, and whole fall of the Deuise ••••
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
••• vth a strange and soda.YJle Musique, they fell into a,!!!!&icall Daunce, full of praeposterous change, and gesticulation, but most applying to theyr proper'tyJ•••wth strange
phantastique motions of theyr heads, and bo~es.30
Yeats was not insensitive, by any means, to the effect of the
anti-masque device, which gives fuller meaning to the impression of
custom, ceremo~ and order (which are represented by th~ "lyrical
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intonations" of the verse-masque) by showing us the WFJ3 in which the
ideal world is real, how the falseness of the anti-masque demonstrates
the truth of the masque.

In Yeats's "Rosa Alohemica," written

in

1897, the "flame-like figures" o_f the whirling dance-the "antique
dance," the "magical dance"-the shape "of living beings of an extraordinary beauty," "beautiful Grecian faces and august Egyptian
faces" whose sculptured or painted mask-like "eyelids ••• never quivered," take up the mortal entourage of Michael Robartes into a horrible, lovely dance of intense passion and intense imagination.

The

interplq of dream and non-dream (or the anti-dream of reality), in
this tale, seems so representative of the distrust of material existence because of Yeats's occultism that it is extremely difficult
for us to conclude whether or not we, the narrator, or the author,
are even capable of resolving the ambiguities we are given in the
story.

We are confused in trying to identity the speaker's ultimate

choice between dream-reality and actuality.
ante-Christian dance Of' Eros?

Will it be the anti- or

Or the Christian "voteens" who crash

the ramshackle "Temple of the Alchemical Rose" and, we suppose, do
unexpected violence to the blear-eyed sleepers?
treacherous.

Deception lurks everywhere.

Both worlds are

One finally supposes that

it is the devotion of the follower, of the fanatic, that accounts
for the similarity and confusion between the dancers and the

&ngr'3

shufflers, both of whom form the mingled legions at the end of this
work, while the "ma.ny voices of exultation and lamentation ••• seemed
to be ringing in the air over ••• head."

The interpretation is

SUP-

ported by Yeats's statement elsewhere about "Greek proportions which
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oa.rry into plastic art the Pythagorean numbers, those faces which are
divine because all there is empty and measured"1 and in regard both
to the dancers and the superstitious mob, for the terror aroused in
the narrator, "the mere multitude is everywhere with its empty photographic eyes. 11 31

In "Rosa Alchemica," while the narrator flees both

antitheses, he rather

desperate~

clings to that "manner of Sir

Thomas Browne" in the middle, which has been the special mark of his
alchemical investigations, the mark of the skeptical believer.

The

function of masque and anti-masque are very important in this story.
But as it often seems, it

m~

be impossible to _tell which is masque

and which is anti-masque, since ea.oh play foil to the other and it is
like seeking truth in a house of mirrors.

There are other indica-

tions in Yeats's story that Jonson and Yeats, for certain purposes of
Yeats's creative imagination, may have been crossing paths.

But

these indications must be set aside temporarily to develop other
ideas.
In

ry,"

1900, Yeats wrote an essa\Y entitled "The Symbolism of Poet-

which was included in the oollection of esBS\YB called Ideas of

Good and Evil--eaoh essay of whioh was completed between 1896 and

1903 and contributed to an investigation of art

by way of a Blake-in-

spired vision of the antinomies of life, an investigation focusing on
value, meaning, philosopb_y, and aesthetics.

From the standpoint of

Yeats's thinking in this period, the poet's job, according to the
semi-autobiographioal narrator of "Rosa Alchemica," is "the transmutation of life into are. 11 32 In "The Symbolism of Poetr;y," Yeats discloses the wq in which it is possible to unite Jonson's seventeenth-
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century, imitative use of tradition and Yeats's lyric romanticisms a
universal "poet of imagination" who has alwqs worked with "the continuous indefinable symbolism which is the substance of all style."33
All writers, all artists of any kind, in so far as they have
had any philosophical or critical power, perhaps just in so
far as they have been deliberate artists at all, have had
some philosophy, some criticism of their artf and it has often been this philosopby, or this criticism, that has evoked
their most startling inspiration, calling into outer life
some portion of the divine life, or of the buried reality,
which could alone extinguish in the emotions what their philosophy or their criticism would extinguish in the intellect.
They have sought for no new thing, it mq be, but only to
·
understand and to copy the pure inspiration of early times,
but because the divine life vars upon our outer life, and
must needs change its weapons an·d its movements as we change
ours, inspiration has come to them in beautiful startling
shapes.34
The "startling shape" of "melancholy beauty" expressed in a
line of poetry, which is subsequently the illustration of two lines
from Burns, could have been as easily represented, if more prosaically, by a sentence published only one year later in "What is 'Popular
Poetry'?"-an

ess~

of the same set.

Or go down into the street with some thought whose bare mean-

ing must be plain to everybodl'J take with you Ben Jonson's
"Beauty like sorrow dvelleth everywhere," and find ou."\ how
utterly its enchantment depends on an association of' beauty
with sorrow which written tradition has from the unwritten,
which had it in its turn from ancient religion ••• 35
This "enchantment" which owes its being to an association which
goes back to "ancient religion," beyond "written tradition," seems
very closely related for Yeats to the purpose of the "deliberate art- ists" in having a central "philosopby or critioism"-which is the
"calling into outer life

[§fl some portion of the divine life, or the
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buried reality" J "to understand and to copy the pure inspiration of
early times." It is an idea that Yeats develops in the same year in
"'The Philosopey of Shelley's Poetry" (1900).3 6 And, at least partiall.y, it resembles an idea that is also quite commonplace in Renaissance thought.

Examples can easily be found in the last two books

of Boccaccio's Genealogy of the Gentile Gods (1371),37

tor instance,

as well as in Sidney's .An Apologie for Poetrie (1595)3 8 and in
Jonson's Discoveries (16AO)~

pthough Jonson is not interested in

the occult veys and wherefores,

alw~s

of particular fascination ·to

Yeats, in the Discoveries, he writess
••• the Poesy is the habit, or the Arts n~, rather the Queene
of Artas which had her Original! from heaven, received thence
from the 'Ebrews, and had in prime estimation with the
Greeks, transmitted to the La.tines, and all Nations, that
profess'd Civility. The Study of it (if we will trust Aristotle) offers to mankinde a certain rule, and Pattern of living well, and happily ••• And, wheras they entitle Philosopb,y
to bee a rigid, and austere Poesies they have (on the contrary} stiled Poesie, a dulcet, and gentle Philosopb,y, which
leades on, and guides us by the hand to Action, with a ravishing delight, and incredible Sweetnes •••• ~iJ vheras all
other Arts consist of Doctrine, and Preoeptss the ~[Or
makei} must be able by nature, and instinct, to powre out the
'l'reasure of his minde1 and as Seneca saith, ••• by which hee
understands, the Poeticall Rapture. And according to that of
Platoa ••• And of Aristotlea ••• Then it riseth higher, as by a
divine Instinct, when it contemnes common, and knowne concePtions. It utters somewhat above a mortall mouth.39
It is at this point, however, that another slight difference
between romantic Yeats and classical Jonson is apparent--a difference worth acknowledging, for it sets them in opposition to one another--though it is a difference, so far as Yeats was concerned, of
little significance; since both poets- must fall into the sum of
Yeats's conception of the universal "poet of imagination."

For
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Yeats, the activity of the poet, in his labor to produce poems, is
not so much a cause whereby he manages, by instinct and wit and his
own resources of energy and "that I call Custome of speech, which is
the consent of the Learned,"40 to "powre out the Treasure of his
minde" into an expression of "Poeticall Rapture" far and above what
seemed his capacity to create (" ••• it gets a loft, and flies awrq
with his ~der, whether, before, it was doubtful to ascend"4 1 ), but,
according to Yeats's own account, it is an end within itself, one of
those "beautiful states of being" the artist "tries to call up in
himself" as though, by making himself habitable for the visitation of
a ghost of Imagination, the creative act of the poet were reduced to
a kind of mediumships
All sounds, all colours, all forms, either because of their
preordained energies or because of long association, evoke
indefinable and yet precise emotions, or, as ·I prefer to
think, call down among us certain disembodied powers, whose
footsteps over our hearts we call emotionsJ and when sound,
and colour, and form are in a musical relation, a beautiful
relation to one another, they become ••• one sound, one colour,
one form, and evoke an emotion that is made out of their distinct evocations and yet is one emotion. The same relation
exists between all portions of every work of art, whether it
be an epic or a song, and the more perfect it is, and the
more various and numerous the elements that have flowed into
its perfection, the more powerful will be the emotion, the
power, the god it calls among us.42
·
By this time,

d~spite

this difference in perspective the two

poets have on the matter of poetic inspiration, Yeats is beginning to
find the "substance, 11 as he calls it, of Jonson's particular "style"
compellingl3 attractive as a manl3 and heroic bludgeon against one's
enemies and a comfort for one's noble friends.

As in the example of

his use of Jonson in the esstq "What is 'Popular Poetry'?", he is be-
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ginning to use the older poet not just as an example of art above the
masses, above the Victorian newspaper-reading audience, but also as
an example of the kind of art good artists should emulate, against
"the triviality of emotion, the poverty of ideas, the imperfect sense
of beauty of a poetry whose typical expression is in Longfellow.•• 43
In poetry, Yeats calls for clear rhetoric.

Principally a result of

his new task as a playwright and co-founder of a national literary
theater in Dublin, he

becom~s

more and more interested in common

speech as the medium of literature, rejecting the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century idea of a language intrinsically and exolusive]3
' reserved for "poetry."

All the while, he is beginning to show signs

of taking over some of Jonson's contempt for the "oittie" merchants
("the masses" or "mob") frequently associated with Jonson's defense
of the traditional values at Court and his loyalty to his aristocratic patrons.

A relation of mine has just written me a letter, in which he
s~ss 'It is natural to an Irishman to write plays ••• In these
days an Englishman's dialogue is that of an amateur--that is
to SS\Y', it is never spontaneous. I mean in~.!!£!.• Compare it with an Irishman's, above all a poor Irishman's reckless abandonment and naturalness, or compare it with the only
fragment that has come down to us of Shakespeare's own conversation.• (He is remembering a passage in, I think, Ben
Jonson's Under-woods)_. 'Petty comme;-ce and puritanism have __
brought to the front the-·Y.rong type of Englishman; the lively, joyous, yet tenacious man has transferred himself to
Ireland••• •
(Samhains 1901)44

(These are his "relation's" wordsf but Yeats has caused them to be
printed, because they reflect his own opinion.)

A Jacobean comed_y,

such as The Silent Woman, impressed him more than W.

s.

Gilbert's

Palace of Truth, which by comparison was a bad pl.q of the contempo-
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rary English stage that Yeats onoe saw produced with Jonson's

P~J

in contrast, details of The Silent Woman "were full of invention and
vitality, and the language was like a torrent."45

And it is with

this kind of enthusiasm that Yeats plunged into his deepest stud.f of
Jonson.
1906, from the evidence of his correspondence and the con-

In

tent of his
Jonson.

ess~s,

Yeats had made a pretty thorough rereading of

By the time he wrote his publisher an inquiring letter about

Jonson--noting his progress on a series of short essa_ys then referred
to as "m;,y 'Thoughts and Second Thoughts'" and noting also his thought
of writing an article on Jonson, like the one he had just finished on
Spenser, or on "the ideal of life that flitted before the imagination
of Jonson and the others when they thought of the Court"--Yeats could
.
46
alrea~ sa_y that he had gone to extensive lengths to stu~ Jonson.
As a part of Yeats's inquiry, he also asked Mr. A. H. Bullen about
the possibility of Jonson's meaning Shakespeare, not Chapman, by the
character "Virgil" in The Poetaster.
Desai theorizes that Yeats had

alrea~

In Yeats's Shakespeare, Rupin

made up his mind that this

was in fact the case, though he nevertheless posed the question to
Bullen.47

At this late date (September 21), it certainl;y does seem

likel;y that Yeats's inquiry onl;y represented a little last minute
checking into matters concerning the second installment of his essa_ys due to be printed in the October number of' Bullen•s Gentleman's
Magazine.

But it is not known, for sure, how far into the composi-

tion Yeats had

alrea~

gone beyond the first installment of his

"Thought-a and Second Thoughts," later published by Dun Emer (the
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press for which Yeats's sister Elizabeth was an editor) under th~
cover title Discoveries (1907).
T. McAlindon has

alrea~

noted the resemblance between the ti-

tles of Yeats's Discoveries (or "my 'Thoughts and Second Thoughts'"}
and Jonson's TIMBER a OR, DISCOVERIES1 MADE VPON MEN AN'D MATTERt AS
THEY have flov'd out of his dai].y Readings1 or had their refluxe to
his peculiar Notion of the Times. 48 One should add further, however,
that Yeats, in his apparent attraction to the critical ramblings of
Jonson's Discoveries, must also have found something agreeable in the
literary custom the latter represents as a genre to have used it in
his own loosely structured prose explorations.

Jonas Barish links

Jonson's work with Donne's Devotions, Seldon•s Table Talk and
Traherne's Centuries of Meditations to a genre he calls "the pensees"
••• a disconnected series of jottings that explores a few dominant themes in as many wa:ys as the writer chooses ••• ~heriJ
Truth is presented in fragments, in scattered glimpses, rather than steadily and whole ••• [.8.niJ technique ••• implies grop..
ing, exploration, tentative fora:ysJ the vision is seen on~
intermittently and in pieces.49
If Desai is right, in the sequence of composition and inquiry,
and Yeats had already decided for himself the matter of the identity
of Virgil in The Poetaster, then Yeats ma:y have already written the
tenth fora:y of his Discoveries,

"Why

the Blind

Man in

Ancient Times

was Made a Poet," before posing the question to Bullen who was a rep..
utable Elizabethan scholar.

("Why

the Blind Man ••• " was the last

chapter of the unsigned October installment in Bullen's magazine.)
Indeed, all three of Yeats's most quoted images from Jonson appear in

"
the ve-ry brief interval of this_particular pensee.
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Ben Jonson sa_y"s in The Poetaster that even the best of men
without Promethean fire is but a hollow statue, and a studious man will commonly forget after some forty winters that
ot a certainty Promethean fire will burn somebo~•s fingers. 50

When The Silent Woman rammed a century of laughter into two
hours• traffic, I found with amazement that almost eveey
journalist had put logic on the seat where our La~ Imagination should pronounce that unjust and favouring sentence her
woman's heart is ever plotting, and had felt bound to cherish
none but reasonable sympathies and to resent the baiting of
that grotesque old man.51
There are

indicatio~s,

besides these, that Yeats was thinking in terms

that remind one of Jonson, in both the general and immediate contexts

ot these direct references to Jonson, but, for the moment, our attention need only be focused on the references themselves.
in The Poetaster to which Yeats alludes

(v,

The passage

i, 14-16), in the first

instance, is the followings

To shew, your titles are not writ on posts,
Or hollow statues which the best men are,
Without Promethean stuffings reacht from heavenl5 2
The Passage in The Poetaster to which Yeats alludes, in the second
instance, participates even more actively in the expression of Yeats's
thought when he writess
E- himself, ·a11-muscular force a:fd ardour, mak:es me "think of

that line written, as one believes, of Shakespeare by Ben Jonson-"So rammed with life that he can but grow in life with
being."
(The Autobiograpb.y, ca. 1909 )53
And, later, it is this same quotation from Jonson that Yeats places,
little changed, in a very different context.

We have it in the dis-

cussion of' the inspirational ghosts, or Daimons, of' Per Amica Silentia
Lunae (1917)1
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Awhile they live again those passionate moments, not knowing
they are dead, and then they know and m81' awake or half awake
to be our visitors ••• surely of the passionate dead we can but
cry in words Ben Jonson meant for none but Shakespeare& "So
rammed" are they "with life they can but grow in life with
being."
( 11 .Anima Mundi," XIV)54
Actually, Jonson's lines are theses
LHorace;J His learning labours not the school-like glosse,
That most consists in ecchoing vordes, and terms,
And soonest wins a man an empty names
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
And for his poesie, 'tis so ramm'd with life,
That it shall gather strength of life, with being,
And liue hereafter, more admir'd then now.
{The Poetaster,

v,

i, 129-31, 136-8)55

"Rammed with life," "hollow statue, 11 and -"Promethean fire" are
all essentially part of the same thing.

Or rather, being but a "hol-

low statue" and being possessed by "Promethean fire" are opposite
states of beingf and "rammed with life" is a surplus of "Promethean
fire."

"Promethean stuffings reacht from heaven"J"divine Intuition"'

"the power, the god it calls among us"J "certain disembodied powers"'
"passion"' "startling inspiration"' "pure inspiration of early times,
••• the divine life /Jarring up.on our outer life"J or "our Lad1' Imagination"--any of numerous -other names one might wish -to associate -· with this "Prometheam fire" are opposed to the "hollow statue," which
derives its meaning solely upon the absence of the former.

If one

happens to be Edward ("E--, or "the Bishop") Evans, then one will
seem so motivated with a surplus. of "Promethean fire" as to be
_ "rammed with life" in overflowing abundance.
pens to be the

unfor~ate

T.

w.

If', however, one

Rolleston, one

~

haP-

begin to feel the
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full weight of insult implied by the other.
I had been impressed also by his peysical beauty, as of a
Greek statue. This man, T. w. Rolleston, oame to be what
Russell calls •an intimate ene~'J without passion, though
in mind and in bod3' he seemed a vessel shaped for fiery use,
I came :tg think him, in Ben Jonson's phrase, •a hollow
image•.5
.
Although generally the workings of' these appropriated Jonsonian metaphors seem simple enough, there are variations of these
images that mq sometimes give us trouble.
cause of the

w~

And this

m~

well be b&-

Jonson is incorporated into the normal expression of

romantic imagination.

Jonson, of course, didn't sq "hollow image"

(in the Rolleston instance), he said "hollow statue."

And when Yeats

later recalls, in Per Amica Silentia Lunae, the phrase, "a hollow
image of' fulfilled desire," a phrase

"fll remember or seem to remem-

ber" from Simeon Solomon, we mq indeed wonder at the modification
done to the phrase by the poet who is apparently quoting from memory. 57

We mq wonder too, by association, how the phrase "hollow

image," or "hollow statue," compares with that very early expression
of' it in connection with the "masked" sleepers of "Rosa Alohemica,"
which was discussed earlier.
anti-masque, in Yeats's story,
there.

The function of alche1113" and the masque/
Dllq

partially account tor a similarity

But the fire of the alchemical f'urnaoe1 the ceandle burning

beside .t he midnight book:manf the "glitter" of' eyes "in the firelight,
through the incense," of Michael Robartes' mask-like f'aoe1 the superstitious watchman sitting before a small fire "such as one sees slung
· under tinkers' oarts"f the ceremonious and passionate dance_of dreBll
and imagination among drifting figures with half-shut eyes who appear
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to be Love, but turn out to be DeceptionJ the mask-like metamorphosis
to the narrator as he falls in a dream and his subsequent waking in
the morning to find "near me a score of' sleepers ••• their upturned
faces looking to My imagination ..like hollow masks"-i tems like these
certainly suggest that something is going on that Yeats would later
be able to describe with reference to Jonson.

But clearly, to re-

claim order f'rom our confusion between the idea of a "hollow image"
attributed to Jonson and "a hollow image of fulfilled desire" attributed to Simeon Solomon, _ these would seem to be two very different
things.

One, in this instance, refers to impotency, emptiness, ate-

rility, the other, to a mask-like object, an artist's image of "fulfilled desire," a representation of the artist's reach for the antiself of "Ego Dominus Tuus, 11 a poem--a

threno~

of passion.

(Yeats

leans, as was stated before, toward a preference for tragic art.)
All happy art seems to me that hollow image, but when its
lineaments express also the poverty or the exasperation that
set its maker to the work, we call it tragic art. Keats but
gave us his dream of luxur,yJ but while reading Dante we never
long escape the conflict, partly because the verses are at
moments a mirror of his history, and yet more because that
histg§Y is so clear and simple that it has the quality of
art.
In this connection, over and over again, Yeats will use the
expression "rammed nth life" to describe the content of the work of
Shakespeare-though not his external personality, which Yeats felt
lacked all highlight, being but a perfectly reflecting "multipl3'ing
mirror" that,

"through~

art that exists. 11 59
in the next chapter.

and Image, ••• created the most passionate

This matter will be taken up to a greater extent
But it is

i~portant

to note here, not onl.3' the
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apparent contrast in Yeats's views of the personalities of Jonson and
Shakespeare-public man, duelist and Reveler at Court versus the retiring man, "gentle

Will"~,

but also the ambiguities of this con-

trast which tend to set both Renaissance writers in the same light.
_In spite of other differences, together their literature__is packed

with a vitality

w~ich

prescribes to Yeats's borrowed model of "Prome-

thean :fire," of "life," in Yeats's peculiar sense of'... the word.

~

Silent Woman is, after al_l, admired for its abundance of "details •••
of invention and vitality," its torrential language, its compression
of a hundred years of laughter in "two hours' traffic," the very ener60
B3 and abundance Yeats also admired in Volpone and The Alchemist.
Jonson was not referring to Virgil's (or Shakespeare's) capaci- ·
ty to regenerate himself in life, like "the passionate dead" who relive their finest, most passionate moments; but to the poesie, represented in published language, which gains a reputation for itself,
beyond that then acknowledged, for its verbal intensity of lifelike
expression.

Indeed, it is often difficult to discern fixed limits of

precise meaning in the Yeatsian sentence, because its author is alw~s

so willing to go this extra measure into the occult

depths~

But

plearq, when both Algernon Charles Swinburne and John Addington
Symonds aver to a "passionate intensity" in Jonson, 61 it is not difI

fioult to believe that one aspect, at least, of Yeats's interest in
Ben Jonson is based on an enthusiasm of the same sort.

John J. Enck,

·-

in Jonson and the Comic Truth, believes that this being "rammed with
life" does indeed strike a resemblance with the "passionate intensity" independentq observed in Jonson by these two fellow Symbolists. 62
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And Harold Bloom, in Yeats, confirms this by ultimatel.T bringing down
the romantic stamps

Shelley, as elsewhere in Anima Mundi, provides the key to
Yeats's discourses the "passionate dead" live only in our
imaginations, and their dream is only our life. Alas that
they do wear our colors there, though Yeats exultantl.T cries
of them that they are rammed with life (itself a tag from
another poet, Jonson) ••• here in Per Amioa Silentia Lunae he
is more of a poet and less of a necromancer, and he profits
by his uneasiness, as do we. The Condition of Fire, with its
purifying simplification through intensity, is precisely the
Romantic Imagination, the burning fountain of Adonais ••• 63
Thus, we see

w~

Yeats selected from Jonson these three images which

work together to express this one ideas the idea itself stands as a
monument at the center of all romantic art.

If Jonson meant some

other thing in the original context of his words, what is now the
important thing, out of context and in Yeats's appropriation of them,
is what
system.

they~

represent.

Jonson is made to fit into a romantic

But, though the system retains its integrity as a system,

the experience will be that it will gain a new significance, in
Yeats, through its association with this pugnacious and vigorous Jaeobean.
And so the purpose in this first chapter has been to show how
Yeats, working from an essentially romantic point of view, can nevertheless make accommodation for a writer like Jonson in the top circle
of some ten or fifteen "most important" writers.

Though a writer

most unlike the early Yeats, Ben Jonson can be made an instrument of
radical change in Yeats's style by becoming one of the acceptable
models for the "antithetical" process of life-creating-art (working,
in this odd sense, from one pole to the other).

The change in style,
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or "personality" represented in a mask of poet.ry, mq be evident by
1914 in Responsibilities, but the evolution of this change is indeed
gradual-as gradual,

m~be,

of accommodating Jonson.

as demonstrated by the critical process

It is not to be supposed that Jonson

is~

most important figure in the achievement of this change that comes
about.

But he certainly is an important figure.

A stud1' of Yeats

and his progress of thought similarly outlined by analogy vi th Donne,
Swift, Shakespeare, Byron, Landor, Blake and, it is certain, Dl8lJ3'
others, would possibly do just as well.

But no one else provided a

model for the emerging Yeats of quite the same character as Jonson,
while at once contributing so much to Yeats's development of an aristocratic m_vth.

Of course, Yeats's stud1' of Shakespeare and Spenser,

in 1901 and 1902, would establish the idea of an alliance between
aristocrat and poet and formulate his tragic vision of the Renaissance
where the old unities were broken and trampled underfoot by an "inexplicable movement" of the multitude.

To

Yeats, however, Shakespeare

was a retiring man who lacked personality and energy of his ownJ and
Spenser was an unwitting accessory and victim, in his Irish affairs,
to this "inexplicable movement."

Only Jonson, of these three great

men of the English Renaissance who mattered most to Yeats at this
time, was an uncompromising-at times, daring-champion of courtly
values, a scornful critic of the unruly mob, and for this, of course,
he was much admired by Yeats.

But, to adequately demonstrate the

extent to which all this is true, it will be necessary, at this
point, to turn to the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II
THE PLAYS1 AN APOLOGY FOR POETRY
When T.

s.

Eliot was being acclaimed as the author of' "the

first great poetic play since the Jacobean age,"

l

Murder in the Ca.-

thedral, he reminded his audiences "lt is to Mr. William Butler Yeats
more than anyone else that we owe the revival of poetic drama in our
times. 112

Indeed, Eliot's admirers needed to be reminded of' this debt;

for the unpopular plays of Yeats had seldom drawn as much attention
from playgoers in their day, for example, as did the farces of Lady
Augusta Gregory performed in the popular "Kiltartan" vernacular of
the west of' Ireland; and the direction f'or which Yeats strove with
his plays was opposite that general direction toward realism even
his own Abbey Theatre was taking with Synge and O'Casey.

As Peter

Ure explains,3 except for the Irish plays written before 1915, modern
theater had "simply decided" that Yeats's later and most charaoteristio, if' not most important, plays could not be "fitted in."

And fur-

thermore, Ure maintains, because of' the extension of this judgment
by modern theater to also include such obvious "masters of the stage
and audience" as Ben Jonson, Thomas Middleton and G. B. Shaw (the
latter, as the judgment applies, in England but not, apparently, in
America), this judgment against Yeats deserves our cautious and
slightly suspicious consideration.

It may be no accident, therefore,

that when we think of' Yeats, we think of' him as a poet and seldom as
a playwright, though, for the record, the volume of his creative work
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was fairly evenly divided between these two forms.
Not long after Eliot had paid his respects, Una Ellis-Fermor,
in The .Irish Dramatic Movement, 4 published her general account of

Yeats and the background of the theater of his

~'

has set the tone for most of our recent criticism.
Yeats is portra.y-ed as a discontented

p~ight

the account which
Ellis-Fermor's

who, concerned with

the type of drama he was about to write, was confronted by choices
similar to those later

define~

by George T. Wright in The Poet in

the Poem. According to Ellis-Fermor, it was a choice of
following Ibsen in the serious prose discussion pla.y- or degrading him in the automatic probiem Pla.Y, following the
Elizabethans at long distance in the pseudo-poetic PlS\V or
continuing the more recent traditions of farce, domestic melodrama or the French 'piece bien faite.•5
Similarly, Wright observes what happens to the literature of an age
when the romantic writer imposes his own personal identity onto that
voice of the singer or those speeches of the dramatis personae from
the theaters
Traged3' drowns in its now single dimensioni melodrama, purporting to present actuality, gradually takes over the stagef
even comed3', in order to keep its distance from actuality, a
distance that the audience finds it increasingly hard to
grant, must verge on faroe ••• 6
Joining Eliot, but with much more lavish compliment, Ellis-Fermor's
tribute to Yeats is that,
with no help from any dramatic tradition then at work in Europe, f_hiJ led the drama of the English-speaking people back
to the paths of poetry and power, making Va.Y•••for the first
body of pla.YB which can seriously compare with the Elizabethans. 7
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And, she adds,
To do this b,y imitation was impossibleJ he knew, no less than

Ben Jonson, that 'likeness is alvqs on this aide truth'. It
must be raised again f'rom the earth, not in its material or
its form or its language only (though he provided for all of
these) but in the spirit. Bis determination to return to the
thought and speech of the people was more than a wise appreciation ot a hitherto unexplored field, it vas an instinctive
recognition of the roots of poetic truth. Be believed that
the drama must be born again or perish utterly, for it had
reached the phase known 'A° contemporary biologists as 'the
old age of the species•.
We have seen, in the previous chapter, that Yeats had undertaken a pretty thorough rereading of Ben Jonson by the middle of the
first decade of this century.

T. McAlindon cites two arguments,

based upon the substance of Yeats's September 21, 1906 letter to A.
B. Bullen,9 for believing that Yeats's stu~ ot Jonson's work was
indeed intensive.

In the first place, McAlindon asserts, interests

expressed in the other Jacobean writers mentioned in the letter, namely Marston and Dekker, were interests to Yeats "sole]¥ because they

were chief among the detractors and rivals whom Jonson satirized in
Everyman out of his Humour, Cynthia's Revels and Poetaster. 1110 Seoond]¥, McAlindon stresses the intensity with which Yeats followed up
his curiosity, ·e:xpecially on such now minor details as "the various
people the

pl~s

are dedicated to, and the various ladies one lights

upon in Ben Jonson's Masques," having pursued such matters to the
point of "dipping into Clarendon. 1111

From the same letter, we also

learn, upon Yeats's admission, that, until that time and with the two
important exceptions of Shakespeare and Spenser (whom he read continuously), Yeats had not "read the Elizabethans in fifteen years."

And
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this point ought to be made with the sense of some significance.

If

Yeats, in the course of his work for the theater, was to have this
miraoulous effect of turning "the drama of the English-speaking people back to the paths of poetry and power," and if, while doing so,
Jonson was suddenly to assume a significance comparable to that of
Spenser and Shakespeare, writers of the English Renaissance who have
surel3 modeled for Yeats the material, form and language that was to
be "raised again" in spirit, it _gught not onl3 to be possible, but
important to demonstrate how Jonson could have similarl3 helped Yeats
change this direction.

Like the critical accommodation of Jonson by

Yeats, the importance of Jonson with respect to Yeats's pl83's is not
simply something that increases overnight.

As Ellis-Fermor points

out, Yeats's "determination to return to the thought and speech of
the people ••• vas an instinctive recognition of the roots of poetic
truth."

Again, ve seldom think of Yeats but as a poet.

But the in-

teresting thing about Yeats's use of Jonson as a model for the revival of poetic drama is the W83' in which the most outstanding examples
of similarity between the two

pl~ights

seem to defend as well as

advance the Yeatsian poetic (somehow alw83's at least partl.T the subject of a Yeats Pl83') along aristocratic lines.

Yeats's myth of the

aristocracy, perhaps politicall.T unfortunate but poetically f'ruittul,
vas · founded on some veey Jonsonian grounds, grounds which, of -course,
were but gradually approached by the Irish pl83'wright.
For instance, -when--Teats praised the audiences who had, because
of their wish "f'or--more numerous set passages of' poetic oratory, •••
loved Ben Jonson's Masks" and contrasted this praise with his dis-
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pleasure with the Victorian newspaper-reading public and their taste
for matter-of-fact conversation, Yeats did not have it immediate]¥ in

mind to write above the beads of the Victorian audience, giving them,
whether they liked it or not, the "highest and most intense cey of
]¥ric passion" none but an Elizabethan could appreciate. 12
earliest

pl~s

Yeats's

.to be performed on the stage, The Countess Cathleen

(1892), The Land of the Heart's Desire (1894) and Cathleen Ni Houlihan
(1902), were plqs Yeats wrote with a specifically Irish, intense]¥
nationalistic and popular audience in mind.

These were

p~s

which

were meant to be the implementation of their author's hopeful strategy of "seal/Jn&' with the right image the soft wax before it began
to harden, 1113 the under13ing purpose of what Yeats and his friends
called the Celtic Twilight.

John Unterrecker points out that this

"image" Yeats sought for modern Ireland was in fact "the

~th-founded

Mask of Ireland which, being opposite to the modern world, was the
Mask for the modern world."14

Yeats was very much concerned that

this modern Irish Mask be accessible to all the people, as he be'

lieved had been the case when Homer created The Iliad and The Od.yssey
and the classic
terpieces.

pl~ights

of Greece and Rome had written their mas-

Yeats was, at this time, interested in discovering a

measure of popularity, a "popular poetry," a "popular beauty" which
escapes the use of artificial]¥ "poetic" language, finding instead
"beautiful startling shapes" from the buried reality of' the individual and the Great Memory of mankind, a poetic drama which could be
pleasing to both the sophisticated litterateur and the simple peasant
because of its "strange" simplicity stemming from the common roots of
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all human minds.

And at this time, this meant that Yeats would try

very hard to conceive of those shop-keepers and middle-class merchants as an important part of his audience to entertain.

(For "en-

tertain," one could almost substitute the word "instruct," in the
sense we have of
son's theater.

instruction~sometimes

i~in

Jon-

To "seal with the right image the soft wax ••• "

The

hardly aware of

most appropriate word is probably "inspire.")
I. DISCOVERIESa YEATS AND THE IRISH PLAYERS

In the first 1906 Discoveries

ess~,

"Prophet, Priest and

King, 1115 Yeats describes a startling experience he had had while on
the road with his "little theatrical company."
was scheduled to perform one of their current

The repertory group
pl~s

about the heroic

life of ancient Ireland and had agreed to do it in the old ballroom
of a small town in the west of Ireland.
for the discovery of the
over half the

es~

ess~

The setting or background

is exceedingly important, for well

is devoted to

i~the

half-ruined, half-finished

state of the ballroom, the town, the convent schools and the nearby
oathedralJ the "strangeness and simplicity" of the work of some young
Irish sculptors, in carving the cathedral's altar and pillar-heads,
set beside "the meretriciousness of the archetecture and commonplace
of the inlaid pavement"J "the worst of the old and the best of the
new ••• side by side without any sign of transition."

Given such a

frame for the birth of an idea, Yeats then describes the half-drunken
though attentive and respectful audience which attended the performance of this

pl~

and the ironically joyful discovery of the

pl~'s
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inadequacy in the context of such an audience.

The plq was a fail-

ure for these simple people, because it really had very little to do
vi th the subject it professed, namely heroio Ireland of the past, but

everything to do vith the "sedentary refinements and the spirituality

ot the cities."
Every emotion was made as dainty-tooted and dainty-fingered
as might be, and a love and pathos where passion had faded
into sentiment, emotions of pensive and harmless people,
drove shadowy young men through the shadows of death and battle. I watched it vi th growing rage... ~ should we make
so much noise about ourselves and yet have nothing to sq
that was not better said in that workhouse dormitory, where
a few flowers and a tev coloured counterpanes ~d the colow.'ed walls had made a severe appropriate beauty.l .
As Yeats writes, the office of plqwright is identical with that of
poet and priest.

Because the English have driven off the Irish kings

and changed all her prophets to demogogues, only these poet-priests
are left to inspire the peopleJ and, in order to do that, they must,
as Yeats speaks in their behalf, "reintegrate the human spirit iii
[theiiJ imagination." l 7
In the essqs of Discoveries following this one, Yeats investi-

gates, at considerable length, this matter of "reintegrating the human spirit" that his imaginative work might "mean something to vigorous and simple men whose attention is not given to art but to a shop,
or teaching in a National School, or dispensing medicine." 18 What
moves a man in the arts is vhat moves the same man or any man in life,
Yeats concludes, "intensity of personal life."

And so Yeats presents

literature with two choices before its it must either move
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upward into ever-growing subtle't7•••until at last, it mq be,
a new agreement among refined and studious men gives birth to
a new passion, and what seems literature becomes religionJ or
downward, taking the soul with us until all is simplified and
solidified again.19
Shelley's Chapel of the Morning Star and the kind of art which is a
~brid

ot literature developed with reference to a convention of sym-

bols, to literary lite, by "refined and studious men" represent the
direction of the first choice.

The second, though the wq of the

market cart, is also the wq of "Villon the robber," "Burne's beerhouse," Verlaine's "delight in singing his own life," Ben Jonson's
"Promethean fire" (which Yeats opposed to "all that impersonal fecuni ty which muddies the intellectual passions1120 ), Don Quixote, oey-sseus
and Falstaff.
time.

This second choice is the one that Yeats made at that

And, in this office of poet-priest for his people, there is

nothing lost in the movement downJ for,
When all art was struck out of personality, whether as in our
daily business or in the adventure of religion, there was
little separation between holy and common things, and just as
the arts themselves passed quickly from passion to divine contemplation, from the conversation of peasants to that of
princes, the one song remembering the drunken miller and but
half forgetting Cambuscan boldJ so did a man feel himself
near sacred presences when he turned his plough from the slope
ot Cruachmaa or 0)¥mpus.21
.
Throughout Discoveries, Yeats displa.y"s his increased preoccupation with the idea of a written art which reflectb the whole personality,

ener~

and kind of personal, subjective perception of truth

which is as quick and illogical as lightening.
makes a distinct break with his former practice.

And in doing this, he
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Without knowing it, I had come to care for nothing but impersonal beauty. I had set out on life with the thought of putting Dl.Y very self into poetry, and had understood this as a
representation of my own visions and an attempt to cut &WS¥
the nonessential, but as I imagined the visions outside myself my imagination became full of decorative landscape and
still life.22
The subject-matter of this new kind of art for Yeats cannot be discovered by deliberate intellect, but by a kind of "thinking of the
bod,y," the integration of the whole personality.

The worst drama,

therefore, to have captured the world's attention is the drama which
is centered on modern educated people, people who "have no artistic
and charming language except light persiflage and no powerful language at all. 1123 Peasant language had been a growing enthusiasm of
Yeats's since the time he had canvassed the countryside for his Irish
folktales of The Celtic Twilight (1893); and it was beginning to seem
the choice language for this task of moving (entertaining, instructing or inspiring) his people toward accepting his heroic Mask for
the modern world. Like the quality of Homer's Iliad and o;yssey of
being "the swift and natural observation of a man as he is shaped by
life, 1124 and like Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, fine literature has
something of the quality of "an old wives• tale"; and its authors
"are like an old peasant telling stories of the great famine or the
hangings of •98 or from his own memories. 1125 It is at this . time that
Yeats began simplifying his Pateresque prose style by enlisting, in
1907, the aid of Lady Gregory to help him rewrite his 1897 Stories of
Red Hanrahan.

The "Kiltartan" idiom, which is the most obvious evi-

dence of the very

c~ose

working relationship of Yeats and Lady Grego-

ry in the first decade or so of Yeats's work for the Abbey Theatre,

seemed an answer to the modern need for a language as rich, immediate
~ -- ·

'

.

.

and exciting as the city English of Jonson's Alchemist or Bartholomew

!.!!.£• 'l'he "Kiltartan" English of the people living about the area ot
Lad.Y Gregory's Coole Park estate, vas said by Yeats to have had all
the startling beauty and dimension of the English of London at the
time of James•s court, vhile possessing a novelty of expression owing
to its Gaelic arrangement of words.

At this time, Yeats and Lad.Y

Gregory would mark perhaps their highest pomt of dramatic collaboration by co-authoring the pla_y Unicorn from the Stars ( 1907). 26
But the most important discovery of Yeats's, as well as the
most effective dramatic influence at this time on his art, was John
Millington Synge.

Synge, of course, had taken Yeats's advice and had

gone off to stud.Y the peasant life and speech of the Aran Islanders
to the west of Ireland.

But alread.J', by the time of Yeats's first

introduction to Synge in Paris, in 1896, Synge had been busy filling
his notebooks with imitative experiments based on Villon, Ronsard,
Racine and other writers from the continent (especially medieval and
Renaissance French writers) to whom Yeats would later attach more
significance.

To

these attempts Yeats was to direct his stern judg-

ment and, consequently, his sound therapeutic advices these poems and
essa_ys of Synge's were
full of that kind ~f morbidity that has its root in too much
brooding over methods of expression, and wa_ys of looking UPon life, which come, not out of life, but out of literature,
images reflected from mirror to mirror.27
With bis stories of The Secret Rose, Stories of Red Hanrahan (later
put into the common spe~ch with Lad.Y Gregory's aid), The Tables of
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the Law and The Adoration of the Magi, all appearing in 1897, two
years before Wind Among the Reeds and a year atter this f'irst meeting
with Synge, it seems likely that Yeats's advice to Synge might have
reflected something corrective in mind f'or his own work, especially
since Yeats himself' "had just come from Aran. 028
But in addition to Synge's compliance with Yeats's advice and
consequent discovery of the Wf33 to express his own personality through
living characters who seem to "pass by as before an open window, murmuring strange, exciting words, 1129 Synge passed on to Yeats one of
his considerable enthusiasms: Jonson.
"~

Douglas Duncan, in his

es~

and Jonson (with a parenthesis on Ronsard)," reports that

A generation of English readers was introduced to Synge in
the Preface by Ernest Rey's to his Evecyman edition, where an
echo of' The Silent Woman is incongruously heard in The Shadow of the Glen, and Volpone and Bartholomew Fair are cited
among the four comedies which "counted" for Synge "in his
salad df33s•" More authoritative, to quote only two examples,
have been Corkery's statement that Synge had "steeped himself'
in Ben Jonson", and the portentious utterance of Rqmond
Williams, writing of The Pla,,yboy of the Western World, that
"the reference back is to Moliere, to Cervantes, perhaps to
Rabel~is.
Even more certainly the reference back is to Jonson. ujO _
And not only have other similarities between the plf33S of Synge and
Jonson been notioed--particularly by Duncan, Alan Price, John J.
Enck, Maurice Bourgeois, Peter Ure,

s.

B. Bushrui and Jonas · A.

Barish31--but we are also made aware that Synge made attempts to express the "exciting congeniality of spirit" he found in the literature of the seventeenth century, in the poems of Jonson and one of
the "Sons of Ben,"
that Synge tried to

He~ick,

by writing occasional verse of' his own,

reinvigo~ate

poetry, not by imitating these po-
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eta, but by doing the very thing they did. 32

Duncan argues that

Synge's aim of writing an exalted "poetry of ordinary things" ("there
is no timber that has not strong ~ots among ol~ and worms 11 33) partly disposed him to write his slender volume of poems in the informally organized fashion of the Renaissance sylvae, exemplified by "the
Booages of Ronsard, the Divers Jeux Rustiques of Du :Bellq and the
Under-woods of Ben Jonson. 11 34 But, besides these notices from other
critics, we -have Yeats's own word on it, long

~ter

the

Pl~boy

furor

had subsided, that "Bartholomew Fair was one of the things that influenced Synge. 11 35

And Duncan, for one, believes Bartholomew Fair,

of all Jonson's comedies, the one that resembles most closely the
come~

of Synge (best represented by The Tinker's Wedding and Pla.yboy

of the Western World) for its colorful prose based on popular idiom
and its "handling of serious issues in a wq which Synge would call
'imaginative• rather than 'didactio'."3 6 The "living speech," such
as one hears "in all the great literary moments," "that was in the
ears of Cervantes and Ben Jonson," Synge himself wrote in a draft of
his Preface to The Pla.yboy (January, 1907), "teemed with phrases that
surpass anything produced by the Goncourts."37

Just as Yeats's re-

captivity to Synge's enthusiasm for Jonson is evident in Yeats's SePtember 21, 1906 letter to his publisher, where Yeats discloses a
steeping of himself in Jonson (after Synge's example), so this joint
influence of his working association with Synge at the Abbey Theatre
and Yeats's own reading of Jonson would have the profound effect of
introducing a new element to Yeats's work-humor-a particularly novel aspect, at this time, considering the melancholic and generall,y
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tragic moods of Yeats's early poetry.

For Synge, humor is one of the

chief foods of the imagination; without it, a country or an individual suffer a "morbidity of' mind."

In his Preface to The Tinker's Wed-

ding (December, 1907), Synge writes,
The drama is made serious--in the French sense of' the wordnot by the degree in which it is taken up with problems that
are serious in themselves, but by the degree in which it
gives the nourishment, not very easy to define, on which our
imaginations live. We should not go to the theatre as we go
to a chemist's or a dram-shop, but as we go to a dinner where
the food we need is taken with pleasure and excitement •••
••• Analysts with their problems, and teachers with their
systems, are soon as old-fashioned as the pharmacopoeia of'
Galen--look at Ibsen and the Germans--but the best pl~s of'
Ben Jonson and Moliere can no more go out of' fashion than
the blackberries on the hedges.38
Of course, as Duncan asks, we mavr wonder wb\Y Synge embraced
Jonson and not,

S83't

Shakespeare, if' it was Synge's ambition to lose

that "kind of' morbidity that has its root in too much brooding over
methods of expression," when it was commonplace at this time to criticize Jonson, the maker of Art, for not being Shakespeare, the poet
of Nature.

The compliment, for example, paid to Volpone by Swinburne

and Symonds, for its "touch of something like imagination,"39 "passionate intensity, n40 is half' taken awq by the "cold cynicism" and
"implaoability"4l attributed to Jonson as he marshals his plot and
characters toward the realistic and unromantic judgment ever the objeot of' satire.

Even Yeats, for all the particular enthusiasm he
d.isplavred for Jonson's Volpone,4 2 felt that the lack of "marriage
bells" in the end for Celia and Bonario, a reward for their innocence
and virtue, "makes us shar~ in Jonson's cold implacability."
tribunal is private, that of Shakespeare's public."

("His

"Shakespeare and
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the ballads judge as we would have them judge.")43

Duncan's conclu-

sion is that Synge's choice of Jonson as a model for his own art "would
seem to underline Synge's awareness of the high degree of deliberate
art involved in his own .collaboration with nature."44

And the pas-

sage which replaced that of Synge's draf't for The Pla.yboy Preface,
which had linked Jonson and Cervantes as artists who provided "great
literary moments" with a "living speech," seems to share something
with Yeats's conception of fine literature like

"J!ll

old wives' ta.le"

or an old peasant's stories; the linguistic comedy of Jonson's
Volpone, The Alchemist or Bartholomew Fair, achieved through Jonson's
colorful command of Jacobean English, is a "collaboration" of people
and

pl~ight,

from Synge's point of view, and, just so, it

m~

re-

present the type of invigorating "startling beauty" Yeats wanted to
discover by "reintegrat/J.ni/ the human spirit in ••• imagination," ·
"taking the soul /J.owi/ with us until all is simplified again."
All art is a collaboration; and there is little doubt that in
the happy ages of literature striking and beautiful phrases
were as ready to the story-teller's or the plq-wright's hand
as the rich cloaks and dresses of his time. It is probable
that when the Elizabethan dramatist took his ink-horn and
sat down to his work he used m~ phrases that he had just
heard, as he sat at dinner, from his mother or his children
••• it is possible for a writer to be rich and copious in his
words, and at the s8llle time to give the reality, which is
the root of all poetry, in a comprehensive and natural form. 45
Yeats's attitude toward Synge and his art, though alwqs enthusiastic, displqs a kind of ambiguity when he compares Synge rl th
Shakespeare and Jonson, models who, evidently in Yeats's estimation,
were not alwqs opposed.

In the last chapter, it was shown, for in-

stance, how Yeats repeatedly pronounced that Shakespeare was the sub-
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ject of Jonson's phrase in The Poetaster, "so rammed with life,"
while it was also pointed out how Yeats admired Jonson's great
dies tor their abundance and vi tali
package.

v

come-

"rammed" into a very tight

If it is commonplace to criticize Jonson for the delibei-

ateness with which he produced art--and indeed this was done by nineteen th-century figures such as Swinburne and Symonds-yet its compressed "life" is not unlike the nature Shakespeare reflected in that
"multiplying mirror" of his, his adept juggling of

"!!.!:!!£ and

which produced "the most passionate art that exists."

Image"

And Yeats's

opinion of Synge seems to reflect Yeats's somewhat ambiguous thoughts
about these two poet-playwrights of the English Renaissance.

On the

one hand, when writing about Synge, Yeats made repeated allusions to
the Poetaster metaphor of "Promethean fire" and "life" in much the
WtJY it was used in the context of Yeats's Per Amica Silentia !Alnae,

where the "passionate dead" live on in the imaginations of the living.
Yeats's eulogistic "Preface to the First Edition of John M. Synge's
Poems and Translations" puts Synge in almost the same light as Shakespeare, who became the subject of Poetaster's "Virgil" (at least, as
Yeats imagined the role), the "passionate dead" of "Anima Mundi"a
The misfortune was for the living certain~, that must work
on, perhaps in vain, to magnify the minds and hearts of our
young men, and not for the dead that, having cast off the
ailing bod1', is now, as I believe, all passionate and fiery,
an heroical thing. . Our Daimon is as dumb as was that of
Socrates when they brought in the hemlocks and if we speak
among ourselves, it is of the thoughts that have no savour
because we cannot hear his laughter, of the work more difficult because of the strength he has taken with him, of the
astringent joy and har~ess that was in all he did, and of
his fame in the world.4
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And, like the Shakespeare Yeats imagined (partly advised by his reading of Jonson);_Synge_is- a. man· who dispiqs--no -outstanding- extema.-i
features of personalityJ like Shakespeare, Synge is, as a man, utter1y opposite his much admired mod.el, Jonson.

In "J. K. Synge and the

Ireland of his Time," Yeats writesa
I cannot imagine him anxious to impress or convince in ~
comp~, or B8\Y'ing more than was sufficient to keep the talk
circling. Such men have the advantage that all they write
is a part of' knowledge, but they are powerless before events
and have often but one visible strength, the strength to reject from lif'e and thought all that would mar their work, or
deafen them in the doing of itJ and only this so long as it
is a passive act.47
Both of these passages above associate Synge with Shakespeare--in the
first instance, in the context of Jonson's praisef in the second, in
the kind of' contrast with Jonaon that Yeats makes, for instance, in
A Vision (p. 153).

:But Synge's "astringent joy," "mordant humour"

and the type of' noble scorn that makes Yeats think of' Swift's epitaph
are qualities both Yeats and
~would

Synge~but

especially Yeats at this time

associate with Jonson.

LS~ could not have loved had he not hated, nor honoured

had he not scornedJ though his hatred and his scorn moved him
but seldom, as I think, for his whole nature was lifted up
into a vision of the world, where hatred pl8\Y'ed with the grotesque and love became an ecstatic contemplation of noble
lite ••••
••• all folded up in brooding intellect, knowing nothing of'
new books .and newspapers, reading the great masters aloneJ
and he was but the more hated because he gave his country
what it needed, an unmoved mind where there is a P'§Petual
Last ~' a trumpeting, and coming up to judgment.4
The picture we JJl8¥ perceive by means of' Yeats's discussion of Synge
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is like a picture of the two halves of Jonson, which are indirectly
illustrated by Yeats who is plagued by oppositess the Jonson of the
verse-epistle and the verse-masque versus the Jonson of Boratian satire, epigrams and the anti-masque of "Haggs, or Witches, sustqning
the persons of I.gnorance, Suspicion, Credulity, &c. the opposites to
good Fame," the Jonson not onl.7 of successful humors

come~,

but also

the Jonson who pitched at his enemies in the audience the coal-hot
stuff of such minor pl83's as The Poetaster, Cynthia's Revels and!!!.!,
New Inn.

We m83' percei-ve a resemblance between Jonson's classical

erudition and Synge's attempt to follow the master's example.
~

And we

especiall.7 remember the battle of the odes, which attacked and

variously defended Jonson and his pla_y, The New Inn, noting the parallel of The Pla.yboy's controversial reception in the press.

Synge's

"hardness" and his "unmoved mind where there is a perpetual Last
~ ••• and

coming up to judgment" m83' indeed resemble what Yeats felt

to be the "cold implacability" of Jonson's private tribunal, which
wins an audience's respect because of the superior intellect and culture to be found in the author's finished product, the pl83's we are
persuaded to give up our public judgment to accept the author's private or personal one, which we then take to be our own.

(Such has

been our "instruction.")
II. YEATS AND THE RENAISSANCE
It will be necessary, at this point, to illustrate Yeats's attitude toward the period of the English Renaissance as a whole, in
order to make a careful appraisal of Yeats's opinion of Jonson and

Jonson's particular role in helping Yeats turn modern English drama
"back to the paths of poetry and power" missing since the seventeenth
centur,y.

According to T. Mcilindon in "Yeats and the English Renais-

sance, 1149 it has generally been the assumption of scholars that the
profound stylistic change marked by Yeats's poetry in The Green Hel-

!!.!! (1910) and Responsibilities (1914) was somehow significantly

in-

fluenced by Yeats's sudden introduction to Castiglione's The Courtier,
in 1907, by

La~

Gregory, Yeats's friend, colleague,

p~troness

and

ideal of matronly nobility, who escorted Yeats the same year to
Urbino, Ferrara, Ravenna and Florence and read to him "at the end of
each

d~'s

work Castiglione•s commendations and descriptions of the

court of Urbino ..... 5°

In this dramatic W83', Yeats has been pictured

suddenly adopting the aristocratic perspectives that would be responsible for the anti-democratic sentiments he would express in "September 1913" and elsewhere;.

Mcilindon's paper, however, stresses the

erroneousness of such a view.

McAlindon argues, instead, that

Yeats's interest in Castiglione, though amounting to a significant
sign of Yeats's further step toward the aristocratic myth of the ruling class and his increased sense of detachment for the values of the
middle-classes, was an interest developed only after Yeats had first
applied himself to "a continuous stu~ of the three greatest writers
of the English Renaissance, 11 51 a stu~ of Shakespeare, Spenser and
Jonson which had engag.e d him from 1901 through 1906, the year in
which he expanded his

stu~

of Jonson for a projected ess83' and the

7ear in which much of Discoveries (or "my 'Thoughts. and Second
Thoughts"') was written.

Yeats found precedents in all three of
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these English writers for the kind of aristocratic values he wished
to extol in the face of changing, steadily declining, modern times.
Their work offered him encouraging examples of the great poets' defense of a courtly ideal, their hatred for the mob, disorder and
change "at the most hesitant stage of his development as a poet ... 52
They provided Yeats with insights, arguments and a style of addressing these arguments to both sympathetic and antagonistic audiences,

which would leave a noticeable impression on the poetics Yeats dramatized, at this time, in his

pl~s.

Yeats thus conceived of the al-

lianoe of poet and king, or aristocrat, in fact, as an even more neeessa.ry and vital relationship for the cultural health of a people in
modern times than it had been in the turbulent past of the English
Renaissance, when our modern ailments had just begun to inflict themselves upon the Pre-Raphaelite harmony Yeats felt had existed during
the Middle .Ages.
Generally, Yeats conceived of the period of the English Renaissance as a period of great social struggle, a period remarkable for
the isolation and the high relief of its aristocracy in contrast to
the decline of its common people, an historical period somewhere well
along in the process of disintegration which had befallen civilization
since the ploughman and prince had felt themselves equally near the
"sacred presenoes ••• of Cruachmaa or Olympus."

Poets like Shakespeare,

in his romantic comedies and in the sweep of his histoey plqs1
Spenser, in The Faerie Queene, the October aeclogue of The Shepherdes
Calender, The Ruines · of Time, The Teares of the Muses and Mother
Hubberds Tale153 and Jonson, in the masqu~s and satirical comedies,
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in the Great House and Great Person poems addressed to the Sidney family and other great houses and personages at court, in the epigrams
and in passages from the prose pensees of riiscoveries,54 show us the
highest vision of courtly achievement, of courtly ideals, while at
the same time reflecting the fallen state of human affairs in reality.
Yeats visualized the English Renaissance, perhaps all the more for
his Irish hatred for Cromwell, as a time when Puritanism, capitalism
and "individualism" were beginning to break up the "old

rq~s

of

life," the old agreement, for classes of people previously sustained
by the "myths of Christianity and of still older faiths."

The courtly and saintly ideals of the Middle Ages were fading, and the practical ideals of the modern age had begun to
threaten the unuseful dome of the sky's Merry England was
fading, and yet it was not so faded that the poets could not
watch the procession of the world with that untroubled sympat}Ur for men as they are, as apart from all they do and
seem, which is the substance of tragic irony ••••
The Puritanism that drove the theatres into Surrey was but
part of an inexplicable movement that was trampling out the
minds of all but some few thousands born to cultivated ease.
("At Stratford-on-Avon," 1901)55
Yea.ts•s consciousness of this "inexplicable movement" anticipates Eliot's critical observation of a "dissociation of sensibility"
in the literature dating from the Restoration period to the beginning
of our own.
implicati.o ns.

But the "movement" Yeats visualizes has more profound
In his essq "Edmund Spenser" (dated 1902 in the

Essa,ys, but not published until 1906), Yeats expands his vision of
this movement to include all history when he asks, "Is not all history but the coming of that conscious art which first makes articulate
and then destroys the old wild energy? 1156 It was indeed, for Yeats,
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a matter of tragic irony that Spenser, who "loved his Queen ••• because
she was the protectress of poets and an image of that old Anglo-Frenoh
nation that

l~

a-(bring," had become, thorough Renaissance man that

he was, an unwitting instrument in a moral and intellectual process
which would eventually cast up Cromwell, "The Great Demogogue," who
would later, not only approve The Faerie Queene, but proceed to ca.r-ry
out the sort of barbarous policies against the Irish which Spenser
outlined in his View of the Present State of Ireland.57

This "move-

ment," Yeats believed, was perpetuated by the historical struggle between two kinds of mind, a tragic struggle in which a coarser, insistently rational and bullishly pragmatic man would gradually trample the finer, carelessly illogical (but instinctively accurate), imaginative man into the earth.

The struggle between antitheses, this

fracturing of the old unity into a multiple personality, Yeats saw,
for instance, as the basis of the programme of Shakespeare's history
pl~s,

where Richard II and Henry V are conventionally juxtaposed,

but where our conventional judgments are violated.

Richard Yeats

associated with Shakespeare's true sympatey, with that "old AngloFrench nation" that later
•9o•s.

"l~ a-~ing"

for Spenser in the turbulent

The conventional judgment, as Yeats illustrates, goes against

Richard, when the charges are counter-balanced in the following

v~a

"Richard II, •sentimental,' •weak,' 'selfish,' 'insincere,• and Hen17

v,

.

.

'Shakespeare's only hero."'
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But for Yeats, Shakespeare's Henry

V had no real "wildness and imagination and eccentricity" {which are
Richard's credentials, who would rather be poet than king), but "only
seemed to be these things because he had -some commonplace vioes."59
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Richard, in a sense, deposes himself, neglects the state office
("indeed how ill-ftted he was to be king, at a certain moment of hiatory"} for the greater offioe, as Yeats thought, of poeta "he was
lovable and full of capricious fancy, •a wild creature• as Pater has
called him. 1160 Hal, on the other hand, is the Anglo-Saxon ideal
Shakespeare "held up before England" in order to make a lot of money,
a "stroke of the pen" rather than a "breath of God"J he is "the reverse of all that Richard was.

He has the gross vices, the coarse

nerves, of one who is to rule among violent people ••• 1161

Shakespeare

too, like Spenser, becomes a figure of tragic irol'cy' for the extent
of his perhaps unwitting contribution to this "inexplicable movement."
Shakespeare watched Henry V not indeed as he watched the
greater souls in the visionary procession, but oheerful4', as
one watches some handsome spirited horse, and h~ spoke his
tale, as he spoke all tales, with tragic irol'cy'.62
Shakespeare becomes, indeed, an even more visible prototype of "tragic
gaiety" than Jonson in .the Last Poems, where, for instance, the figurea of Hamlet and King Lear strut and rage, helpless but to srq
their lines and fall back behind the inevitable drop curtain of the
stage in "Lapis Lazuli."
Oni,- Jonson, of these three writers of the English Renaissance,
frank~

demonstrated the degree of visible antagonism for the mob,

for that vulgarity of mind that assailed the fancy, wildness and eooentrioity of the "old Anglo-French nation," that Yeats felt was
needed in modern times.

To

a remarkable extent Yeats identified with

Spenser and Shakespeare, MoAlindon writes; but from "no Renaissance
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poet," he reasons, could Yeats have more easily discovered the "aristocratic-democratic antinol!G"" that appealed to Yeats's aristocratic
outlook than f'rom Jonson. 63 And
the deep reading done f'or that essay on "Jonson and the others" assisted his development into a poet who is both a
praiser of' lif'e--a Kaster of' the Rgvels--and an energetic
satirist of' all that is anti-life. 4
But the essential appeal of Jonson f'or Yeats mS\Y' be best illustratecl_by Yeats himself.

Critics have noted--and made much of--the

references to Castiglione's The Courtier appearing for the first time
in Yeats's Discoveries (which itself has received little attention in
regard to its possible namesake, Jonson's Timbers or, Discoveries).
Later, upon his reception at the Swedish court for the Nobel Prize in
1923, his association with the court reminded him again not only of
the summer nearly twenty years earlier, when Lady Gregory had taken
him to Italy and read him Castiglione, but--the association is immediate--of Ben Jonson, from his Preface to Cynthia's Revels, dedicated•
"TO THE SPECIALL FOVNTAINE OF MANNERSs The Court. 1165 Yeats, in ~
Bounty of Sweden (1925), vritess
I had repeated to myself what I could remember of Ben Jonson• s address to the court of his time, "Thou art a beautiful and brave spring and waterest all the noble plants of
this Island. In thee the whole Kingdom dresseth itself and
is ambitious to use thee as her glass. Beware then thou render ·men's figures tru]¥ and teach them no less to hate their
deformities, than to lo6g their forms.... ~ servant but
not slave, Ben Jonson."
The part of the address Yeats omits, which would have been high]¥
improper for Yeats to repeat on this particularly ceremonious oooasion, is also revealing of the side of Jonson Yeats particularly ad-
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mired.
For, to grace, there should come reuerencef and no man can
call that louel.y, which is not also venerable. It is not

pould'ring, perfuming, and euery dq smelling of the

t~lor,

that conuerteth to a beautiful obiects but a mind, shining
through Bn3 sute, which needes no false light either of
riches, or honors to helpe it. Such shalt thou find some
here, euen in the raigne of CYNTHIA (a CRITES, and an ARETE.)
Now, vnder tey PHAEBVS, it will be tey prouince to make
mores Except thou desirest to haue tey aource mixe with the
Spring of selte-Loue, and so wilt draw vpon thee as welcome
a discouery of tey d~es, as was then made of her nights.67
The flattering self-portrait, as McAlindon believes, of Ben as Crites,
like the court-satirist Horace (from Poetaster) who speaks those
commendatory lines Yeats believed could only have been meant for
Shakespeare, represents exactly the aspect of Jonson that Yeats was
most attracted tos Jonson's example of a commanding Poet's reprimanding tongue and his unhesitancy to speak the full of his mind
("a mind, shining through~ sute 11 ) to ~audience, high or low
born; the heroic audacity of the

pl~ight

to present a mock court

before a real one that the real one might open its eyes to the reflection of its real self and rid itself of its new vulgarity (seltlove, "false light either of riches, or honors"), that it might
become again the ideal court of Cynthia or Elizabeth.

Just three

months before Yeats's letter to A. H. Bullen, informing his publisher of the progress on the Discoveries
ies

ess~s

and in his Jonson stud-

(which had caused him to consider writing

11

something on Ben

Jonson, or, more likely perhaps upon the ideal of life that flitted before the imagination of Jonson and the others when they thought
of the Court"),

68 Yeats was to write to Stephan Gwynn (June 13, 1906),
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telling him that "what Dublin wants is some man who lmows his own
mind and has an _intolerable tongue and a delight in enemies."

69 At

this time, Yeats's attraction to this particular aspect of Jonson, as
it has been the purpose of this chapter to show, was very much encoura.ged by Synge's interest in Jonson, Yeats's personal and active
involvement with Irish theater in its infancy and the need, general1'rt for modern English theater to receive a fund.a.mental transfusion
of energy _from the heroic effort of a few great artists laboring to
restore to the medium the popular roots and the strange but simple
speech of the greatest literatures.
III. THE ISLAND OF STATUES
Just as Yeats had

alrea.~

some fair aquaintanoe with Jonson be-

fore this period, however, as the first chapter of this paper indioates, so it will be useful to trace the development of Yeats's interest in Jonson with a few specific examples from Yeats's
which mark its progress.

pl~s

For this purpose, we turn to the problem

imposed on us when, in his last year, Yeats announced the debt of his
first known published work, The Island of Statues1 An Arcadian Faery
Tale--in Two Acts (18851 subsequent1'r suppressed, in effect, by the
author's refusing an authorized reprinting), which he said he owed to
Jonson's unfinished last plq, The Sad Shepherd. 70

This early p~

of' the "classic-romantic" Yeats, as Patty Gurd calls him,7 1 is the
result of the poet's attempt to mix the styles of' Shelley and Spenser
"together in a pastoral

pl~

which I have now come to dislike much"

("What is •Popular Poetry'?", 1901), a manifestation of Yeats's dream
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of the impossible life which is related to that envisioned in such
early poems as "The Stolen Child," "'l'o an Isle in the Water," and
"The Lake Isle of Innisfree. 11 The island in Yeats's plq Gurd associates with the islands of Phaedria and Acrasia, in The Faerie Queene,
as well as the Garden of Adonis, where, as Gurd invokes the words of
Spenser,"are fetcht all the goodly flowers wherewith dame Nature
doth her beautify and decks the girlands of' her Paramoures. 117 3 Besides Spenser, Gurd sees "little touches of Shakespeare's Tempest and
Midsummer Night's Dream and reminiscences of Shelley .. ... 14

The fact

that she takes no significant notice of Jonson must certainly reflect
the fact that Gurd's study (1916) was completed long before Yeats published his statement (1938) associating Jonson's work with his own.
But one of Gurd's minor illustrations might well be of some profit.
Focusing on the consciously archaic language of Yeats's plq, we
use an example from Gurd to amplify what George Harper

s~s

m~

is the

demonstration of Yeats's early need for traditionJ the need, which
"led the young Yeats to search after Renaissance models," is demonstrated by Yeats's notice of being "under the influence of
Queene and The Sad Shepherd" in The Island of Statues.75

The ~Faerie

Gurd di-

rects us to Yeats's linesa "The fierce kestrel birds/ Slew thee, poor
sibyl" {from the variorum ed. of Pla.ys, II, iii, 234-5).7 6 "Kestrel,"
she writes, is an old word that she has found onoe only in Spenser
(The Faerie Queene, II, iii, 4·4-5f nHis baser brest, but in his kestrell

>rynd/

A pleasing vaine of glory he did f'ynd") and once in Ben

Jonson's Epicoene (IV, iv, 17lf "What a cast of' kastrils are these.,
to hawk after ladies, thus?"), though Gurd misses perhaps the most
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obvious example of Jonson's humors character "KASTRIL, the Angry Boy"
from The Alchemist.
"The Kestrel" is a common European falcon, in America generall.3 called sparrow-hawk being regarded as a mean or base
kind, Kestrel was formerly often used as an epithet of contempt. Goblin is so particularly English, calling up the
comic grotesque figure of Robin Goodfellow, rather than that
of a state13' mournful fair,y queen.77
(Sad Shepherd, too, has its own Puck-Hair,y or Robin Goodfellow.)
Perhaps if she had been encouraged by the association with Jonson
that Yeats was later to make, Gurd might have grasped the connection
between Yeats's early syinbolic use of characters and Jonson's use of
character types in humors come~.

Yeats's "queen goblin" (II, iii,

36; the Enchantress of the Island of Statues) and Jonson's Maudlin,
"the Envious, the Witch of Poplewiok"J the counter-current of the
activities of the hunters and the shepherds in the

Arca~

of Yeats's

plE13" and Jonson's assorted flocks of shepherds, shepherdesses (lover
and love, and vice versa) and the hunters and woodsmen of Robin
Hood's bower in Sherwood Forest1 the Enchantress' turning of Almintor
into stone and Maudlin's magic_of imprisoning Aeglamour•s beloved in
a tree; besides the satiric remarks of Antonio, Almintor•s page, as
they generally resemble Jonson's -comic handling of Aeglamour on the
stage . ( the long-winded speeches of melancho13' self-flagellation followed by an exit and an immediate re-entrance with more exaggerated
oaths and testaments of grief)--these are some of the possible elements from The Island of Statues and The Sad Shepherd, respectively,
which 1118'1 be usefully compared. As Dwight Edd.ins ~s observed,7 8
however, the most important similarity, the similarity that leads one
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to believe that Jonson's humors characterization of "AEGLAMOUR, the
possib~

SAD" could

have served as a prototype for Yeats's Almintor,

is striking in two passages from the two

pl~s •

••• and in one Man
As much of sadness showne, as Passion can.
The sad young Shep'ard, whom wee here present,
Li.lee his woes Figure, darke and discontent,
For his lost Love •••
{The Sad Shepherd, "Prologue," 11. 19-23)
••• look you, sad's the murmur of the bees,
Yon wind goes sad~, and the grass and trees
Rep~ like moaning of imprisoned elf 1
The whole world's sa~ talking to itself.
{Island of Statues, I, ii, 9~12)
Circumstances of the two pl81's differ.
hunter, not a shepherd.

For one thing, Almintor is· a

But when Yeats published fragments from this

pl81' as "The Song of the Happy Shepherd" and "The Cloak, the Boat,
and the Shoes," the first and third poems appearing in the Crosswa,ys

{1889) section of the

final~

revised Collected Poems, Yeats composed

a companion to the first, which is related to it in much the WfJ3
Milton's "Il Penseroso" is related to "L'Allegro."

Yeats called this

second poem "The Sad Shepherd."

IV. THE KING'S THRESHOLD
For Yeats's concept of character and its relation to Jonson's
well-wrought creatures of humors drama, characters who

frequent~

represent some dominating trait or idea, there will be much more to
sq later.

But by 1903, Yeats was producing a pl81', The King's

Threshold, which presents a dialectical relation of part to part, of
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archetypes, so neatly woven on the subject of "Poesie ••• the habit, or
the Art," as Jonson called it, that perhaps something should be said
about it.79

Yeats's studies of Shakespeare

1902), as well as his work on the essa.y "The

Poetr,y"

(1901) and Spenser (late
Philosop~

of Shelley's

(1900),ao probably had a more direct effect on the pl.q, as

a dramatic defense of' poetry, than his interest in Jonson, at this
time, would have had.

But Yeats's archetypal Poet, Seanohan (like

Forgael or Cuchulain, for his heroic roots in ancient Ireland), is
as much, in a wq,

a~

of the all noble poet as Volpone is a !.n?!,

of' avarice, or as Crites and Horace are Poets nonpareil, poets of'
unrivaled judgment and poetic powers, important counselors to the
state of' Cynthia and Caesar, the court's best defenders of its virtue.
The poet and those representing the best values of an aristocratic
state have an alliance.

As McAlindon points out from the evidence of

Yeats's interpretation of Richard II, Yeats believed that "poetry and
imagination are inseparable from the aristooratio. 1181 "Courtly life/
Is the world's model" (King's Threshold, 11. 162-3). 82

The "inexpli-

cable movement" that Yeats saw "trampling out the minds of all but a
few thousands born to cultivated ease" during the English Renaissance,
that was responsible for the tragic irony he sensed in the work of
Shakespeare and Spenser, Yeats now dramatized at its mythical birth,
at the ancient ejection of the Poet, the complete master of song,
from the great council at the court of King Guaire.
~~••• I bade him go,
Though at the first with kind and courteous words,
But when he pleaded for the poets•s right
Established at the establishment of the world, I said that I was King, and that all rights
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Had their original fountain in some king,
And that it was the men who ruled the world,
And not the men who sang to it, who should sit
Where there was the most honour. M_y courtiers-Bishops, Soldiers, and Makers of the LawShouted approvalf and amid that noise
Seanchan went out, and t'rom that hour to this,
Although there is good food and drink beside him,
Has eaten nothing.
(11.

42-55)

Like that mythical martyrdom of Orpheus, or, more Yeatsian, the death
of Pan and the crucifixion of Christ and Cuchulain, the death of
Seanchan is marked by a vision of "the worsening world," the end of
the old unity of society and the birth of that dread multiple personality of class separation.

Seanchan was the master of song somewhat

in the tradition of the vates, (" ... diviner, foreseer, or prophet
11
•••
)1 8 3 and his passing leaves Art divided between "the two kinds of
Musics the one

kind/

Being like a woman, the other like a man," one

the music of "stringed instruments" sung "So artfully that all the
Art's but Speech/ Delighted with its own music," the other "carry/
The twisted horn, and understand the notes/ That lacking words escape
Time's chariot ••• 1184 Moreover, the passing of Seanchan and the mournful' withdrawal of his pupils leave the court the more impoverishedJ
for without her poets to sing her tribute there is no glor,y in the
state.

For glor,y, as Jonson similarl.7 warns, "It is the Muse, alone,

8

can raise to heauen" (The Forrest, XII, 41). 5 Without access to
the higher vision of the poets' imagination, the oourtiers--"Bishops,
Soldiers, and Makers of the Law"-must live with their own "noise,"
having driven aw83' something mysterious and vital from "the Court]¥
life" that had made it noble as "the world's model."

An exchange be-

tween the Lord High Chamberlain and Seanchan reveals this.
ffihamber lain;} ••• Who could imagine you'd so take
to heart
Being driven from the council? I am certain

That you, if you will only think it over,
Will understand that it is men of law,
Leaders of the King's armies, and the like,
That should sit there.
Seanchan.
Somebod,y has deceived you,
Or mqbe it was your own eyes that lied,
In making it appear that I was driven awq
From the great council. You have driven away
The images of them that weave a dance
By the fou.r-rivers in the mountain garden.
Chamberlain. You mean we have driven poetry awq ••••

(11. 500-511)
Yeats's characterization of "the world," however, and the court
that insulted its model of "Courtly life" by dl;'iving its poet from
the council, is what is most relevant to our case of Yeats's growing
interest in Jonson.

Soon the Plqboy riots of 1907 would signifi-

cantly reinforce Yeats's Jonsonian hatred of the mob, increasing
Yeats's disillusionment over his early "school of patriotism" to the
point of disinheriting that whole class of Irish "whose attention is
not given to art but to a shop, or teaching in a National School, or
dispensing medicine."

But for the present, Yeats's characterization

of the various types of people represented in The King's Threshold
would serve its therapeutic purpose of instruction and ridicule by
delivering its medicine in suffic-iently mild doses as not to lose the
audience the wq Jonson had, for example, in The New Inn.

None of

the types depicted really wish to see Seanchan die--not even the Soldier (who has no use· for him and would make him eat "With wisps of
lighted straw"), the Monk (the Church must go to ruin

with the King,
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with no Poet to give them "images" from~ that "weave a dance"),
the Lord High Chamberlain (who f'eigns himself a poet of the court),
the King (to whom Seanchan's protest hunger strike is a political
embarrassment), the Cripples (who wish to seize his meal) or the M~
or of Kinvara (who, out of the civic ineptitude of his type, is the
chief butt of comic relief in the

pl~).

Seanchan's death comes as

a heroic act of defiance for the temporal authority and as a selfsacrifice for the higher ideals that are dissolving
and in the court.

aw~

in the world

And such self-sacrifice is indeed anticipated, in

1892, by the Countess Cathleen's purchase of her people's soul's from
the perfectly business-like Merchants of the Devil, "the Master of
all merchants"; there, too, the essential bond between poet and prince,
poet and aristocrat, is symbolized by the close relationship between
"Aleel, .!. Poet," who is also gifted with visionary abilities, and the
Countess, who is the epitome of such virtue that her soul will buy
the thousands of her people and, in turn, will yet cause the intervention of heaven to spoil the bargain of the Merchants.
But by January, 1907, Yeats would become embroiled in a controversy which was to have, perhaps more than any other single event, a
most profound effect on his subsequent vision and art. It was the
Pla,,yboy rioting, the nightmare which was absurdly triggered by the
word "shift," a lady's undergarment.

The rioting, however, as Yeats

believed, was symptomatic of a much more disturbing problem, as an
account of an interview with Yeats, after the third night of rioting
over Synge's Pla..yboy of the Western World, indicatesa
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Mr. Yeats ••• thinks 'The Pl~boy•
MR. SYNGE'S MASTERPIECE,
and would only discuss it incidentally to what he called the
much larger and more important question of the Freedom of the
Theatre. His views on this topic are strong, and he expressed them with a good deal of vehemence. Before dealing with
this aspect of the business, however, he said that the pl93
had been attacked on the usual grounds of which he thought
the people of Dublin had got tired some years ago, and which
had nothing whatever to do with art.
ART, AS A FRENCH WRITER HAD SAID,

is •exaggeration apropos•. Is Lad.Y Macbeth a type of the
Queens of Scotland, or.Falstaff of the gentlemen of England?
Had these critics read 'Bartholomew Fair', by Ben Jonson,
the characters in which are all either knaves or fools-are
they supposed to be-representative of the English people?
So far as Mr. Yeats could see
THE PEOPLE WHO FORMED THE OPPOSITION
HAD NO BOOKS IN THEIR HOUSES.

(Freeman's Journal, Wednesd.ey', 30 January 1907, p. 7) 86
Like the resolution of Joyce's young artist "to forge in the
smitey of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race, 1187 Yeats's
early desire to "seal with the right image the soft wax before it bega.n to harden" was now cast as an improbable and tragic hope straining against the inevitability of a trampling movement of history.
Those middle-class Dubliners Yeats once ascribed as "vigorous and
simple men" in Discoveries (1906), those shop-keepers Yeats had not
wished to "elevate" or "educate," exactly, "but to make them understand my vision, 1188 Yeats, some months later, began to attack openly
and with a rhetorical ferocity that m63 be reminiscent of Jonson's
evident relish for verbal combat in "To the Reader" ("an apologeti-

£!!!

Dialogue") from Poetaster and "Ode (To Himself)" at the end of

The New Inn (also a pl83 Yeats certainly read).89

That Yeats's eruP-

tion of hostility had been signaled earlier, by a growth of bitter-

ness and generalized disapproval in the ess83s of Discoveries and the
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dialectical presentation of argument in The King's Threshold, is evidents music, which Yeats defines in Discoveries as the "most

imperson~

al of things," and poetry, or the music of words (which are of all
things most personal), are the two halves of unified art, or "Music,"
which became divided in The King's ThresholdJ the ability to excel in
either form of music, however, is not possible when the aim of the
poets is such that
their temptation is not a passionate activity, but the aPproval of their fellows, which comes to them in full abundance on!¥ when they delight in the general thoughts that
hold together a cultivated middle-class, where irresponsibilities of position and poverty are lacking.90
Such writers may look on life deliberate!¥, impersonal!¥, but their
ideas and speech are commonplace, as expected by their audience.
And, angri!¥, Yeats denounced this mental slavery to commonplace,
middle-class expectations, charging that "they cannot understand life
if their head is not in some bag."9l

On

later reflection of the

Playboy scene, in "J. M. Synge and the Ireland of his Time" ( 1910),
Yeats wrote1
••• the frenzy that would have silenced f:.Synge'~ master-work
-was, like most violent things, artificial, that defence of
virtue by those who have but little, which is the pomp and
gallantry of journalism and its right to govern the world •
••• I stood there watching, knowing well that I saw the dissolution of a school of patriotism that held BWS\Y over my
youth ••• 92
Twice in the notes of The Arrow, the official newsletter of the
Abbey Theatre, Yeats carried Dn the Pla,yboy battle for literary freedomby drawing in the example of Jonson.

In both cases, a counter-
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attack on the middle-class audience, its insincerity and its priggish
mediocrity is evidents
No one who knows the work of our Theatre as a whole can sq
ve have neglected the flower; but the moment a writer is forbidden to show the weed without the flower, his art loses
energy and abundance. In the great ~s of English dramatic
art the greatest English writer of comedy was free to create
'The Alchemist' and 'Volpone,• but a demand born of Puritan
conviction and of bourgeois timidity and insincerity, for
what many second-rate intellects thought to be noble and elevating events and characters had already at the outset of
the eighteenth cent~ ended the English drama as a complete
and serious art.
(The Arrow, 23 February 1907)93
It is to set arbitrary limits to the office of the player, to
grant it gesture and facial expression, but to deny it, as
some do, a fine speaking of fine things, or to think that the
stage has become more really the stage, more consistent with
itself, in forgetting the feeling for fine oratory that made
possible the rogues and clowns of Ben Jonson and the Princes
of Corneille and of Shakespeare.
(The Arrow, 1 June 1907)94
Considering how often it is a matter of chance that a writer's interest in a specific figure, such as Jonson, will find its way into
print, the frequency of Jonson's appearance in Yeats's writing, at
this time, must demonstrate that Jonson and his work were much on
Yeats's mind.

Perhaps indicative of the high esteem in which Yeats

held Jonson during the period of this crisis, a comparison between
the first of these two passages from The Arrow, above, and the transcription Vinod Sena uses, in "Yeats on the Possibility of an English
Poetic Drama," reveals a difference which mS\Y' be significants Jonson,
as later "the greatest English writer of comedy" {which is a considerable compliment in itself), appears simply as Jonson, "the ~eatest
writer of comedy."95
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V. THE GREEN HELMET
As a retaliation for the nasty reception of The Pla,,yboy, Yeats
immediatel3' set to work on The Golden Helmet (1908), followed in verse
by The Green Helmet and Other Poems (1910).

John Rees Moore, in

Masks of Love and Death, regards this pley as Yeats's attempt "to
satirize the mob mentality and conduct of Synge's enemies."

As Moore

Certainly Yeats, never democratic by temperament, had a scorn
for the mob equal to Shakespeare's and Ben Jonson•s, ..and
though he hoped for larger auSienoes at the Abbey, he wanted
them on no terms but his own.9
.The Golden Helmet was first produced at the Abbey Theatre March 19,

1908.

It underwent the transformation of prose to heroic couplets--

taking advantage of the form such poets as Byron and Jonson have
proven most suitable for satire-and was acted again at the Abbey,
February 10, 1910, by very nearly the same cast, but under a new title, The Green Helmets An Heroic Faroe.

At least one critic,

s.

B.

Bushrui, in Yeats's Verse-Pla.yss The Revisions, 1900-1910, 97 sees a
similarity between the theater of Jonson and Yeats's Green Helmet.
To Bushrui, the most attractive quality of the

pl~

is the Jonsonian

"vitality" and "rascality" of the minor characters-like Laeg,
Cuchulain's chariot-driver "and my master's cook of 't he yard"-who
counterpoint the figures of authority and order, the Irish kings
Cuchulain, Conall and Laegaire.

Like the grotesques in Jonson's

anti-masques, these disorderly characters must be subdued, dispersed
or driven out in order to restore the peace.

Specificall3', Bushrui
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observes,
Laeg••• shares some of the mischievousness and verbosity (not
in a depreciatory sense) of some of Jonson's oharactersf
while the women characters, one of vhom threatens another
with

~ nails in your neck and shoulder,
remind us at times of Jonson 1 s viragoes (such as Cho le in ~
Poetaster). The wives in The Green Helmet impose their wishes
on their husbands, with the exception of Cuchulftin' much as
Mistress Otter lfn Epiooerie7rules her oaptain.9

Yeats's great hero, Cq.chulain, reminding one of that great virile Don Juan one observes in "On Those that Hated 'The

Pl~boy

of the

Western World,' 1907," has returned from Scotland to an Ireland
breaking up by internal dissension, petty bickering and groundless
fear instilled, half playfully, by the Shape-Changers, who, in this
play, are symbolized by "Red Man, .!. Spirit" ("the Rector of this
land") and the Black Men, dark oat-headed men who scurry in darkness
to panic the Jonsonian "herd" of wives, drivers, stable boys and
scullions, representatives of the deteriorating Ireland Conall calls
"this unlucky country that was made when the Devil spat" (1. 48).
Cuchulain strives for unity, by sharing as a drinking vessel the helmet Red Man has given the three kings to be worn by the best one of
them, but the dissension increases until he must cast the helmet into
the sea.
Cuchulain {t'aking :iaE, Helmet from table7. Townland m~ rail
at townland till all have gone to wrack,
The very straws may wrangle till they've thrown down the
staokf
The very door~posts bicker till they've pulled in the door,
The very ale-jars jostle till the ale is on the floor,
But this shall help no further.
/He throws Helmet in to the .!!!!!.•
(11. 245-49)
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.And even then the quarreling does not cease, but rather increases to
the point of violence, when, by means of

~

!!. machina, all is

thrown in chaos and darkness and Red Man emerges from the scene,
eventually, to restore order.

The restoration of peace comes at the

price of' keeping the promise Conall and Laegaire contracted with Red
Mans "Let some man kneel down there/ That I m~ cut his head off', or
all shall go to wrack" (11. 260-1).

Heroically Cuchulain compliess

"My fame shall spring up and laugh •••[i:nd.J Quick to your work, old

Radish, you will fade when the cooks have crowed" (11. 267, 274).
Cuchulain, however, is not put to death.
out of the sea and placed on his head.
selection of the fittest king.

The Green Helmet is fished
Order is restored with the

Multiplicity, in the effect of a

shared crown, must dissolve into the unity which observes superior
leadership, a champion.

And the laughing spirit of Cuchulain's gas-

ture of self-sacrifice has won that superior designation.
If The King's Threshold marks Yeats's descent into the world of
reality and his taking up of action, as

s.

B. Bushrui and A. Norman

Jeffares believe, 99 so we imagine a few of Red Man's last lines in
The Green Helmet standing out with special significance as Yeats's
own active voices
Ase after age I sift it, and choose for its championship
The man who hits my fancy.
7He places ~ Helmet .2!!. Cuchulain'.!. head.
And I choose the laughing lip
That shall not turn from laughing, whatever rise or f'.a ll;
The heart that grows no bitterer although betr~ed by all ••••
(11. 277-80)
The king's "hand that loves to scatter," Cuchulain's joyful gesture

11
in the face of death, compares favorably with the poet's gesture, the

poet's joy in The King's Threshold, where
••• poetry calls out in joy,
Being the scattering hand, the bursting pod,
The victims joy among the holy flame,
God's laughter at the shattering of the world.
(11. 186-9)
All this to remind us of that aristocratic association of king (or
ideal authority) and poet, and that "astringent joy" Yeats associated
with the art and life of Synge after Synge's death in March, 1909.

The rollicking rascality and boisterousness of Yeats's characters in
this "Heroic Farce" can as easily be seen as being in keeping with
the spirited poetic-realism of Synge's plB¥S as well as with an association between Yeats and Ben Jonson directly.

But, then too, it has

been shown already that Synge's theater owed a considerable debt to
the example of Jonson.

In any case, that Yeats was working, in The

Green Helmet, in a manner that suggests Synge as easily as Jonson,
can also be inferred from an observation by Bushrui:
The Jonsonian element makes the characters more crude and
realistic. Their jealousies, their petty quarrels, their extravagance and conceit, add greatly to that quality of life
Yeats so assiduously sought after; he is now more than ever
concentrating on 'the roots as it were of all faculties necessary for life.•100
VI. "AN ARISTOCRATIC FORM" a POUND, THE MOORE CONTROVERSY,
THE PLAYER QUEEN AND "PLAYS FOR DANCERS"

Shortly after the loss of Synge early in 1909, Yeats was introduced to Ezra Pound, who, for the next few years as Yeats's secretary
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and friend, would offer advice and encouragement to Yeats in Yeats's
endeavor to simplify and solidify

~hat

abstractions and needless verbiage.

he wrote by eliminating all

(Such advice, of course, three

centuries of writers had at their disposal from Jonson.

For instance,

in Discoveries: "A strict and succinct style is that, where you can
take awa;y nothing without losse, and that losse to be manifest."

And

again we hear: "Our style should be like a ekeine of sillte, to be
carried, and found by the right thred, not ravel'd, and perplex'd
••• 11101 )

It is usually assumed that the introduction to Pound was a

significant event, at this time, in relation to the development of
Yeats as a poet and dramatist. 102 Pound's contribution was great in
introducing Yeats to the dramatic model of the Japanese .theater of
the Noh.

And T. R. Henn, for instance, in The Lonel.y Tower, is one

critic who believes that Yeats was ready by this time for another
change, "that Synge's particular vein of ore had been worked out, and
that the mannered reythms were, at the end, growing monotonous and
self-oonsoious. 1110 3 But most indications are that Pound's influence
fits into a continual process of change in Yeats and that Yeats was
not encouraged to move in a direction he was not already headed.

For

instance, in regard to the Noh influence, K. L. Goodwin, in The Influence of Ezra Pound,

demonstr~tes

how, as early as

1897, Yeats "had

clearly stated a theory of symbolic, non-representational drama in a
letter to Fiona Maoleod. 11104 Goodwin quotes the following portions
own theory of poetical or legendary drama is that it should
have no realistic, or elaborate, but only a symbolic and decorative setting. A forest, for instance, should be represented by- a forest pattern and not by a .forest painting••••
The pl~s might be almost, in some cases, modern mystery
pla;ys.1 5
.

~
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The particular play Yeats had been thinking about, as the letter reveals, was The Shadowy Waters, the play Synge particularly objected
to as "fantastic," "rarely spring-dayish" and "Cuchulainoid. 11 106
Nothing dramatic, so far as Synge was concerned, could grow out of
its unrealistic substance.

But what Yeats had in mind, in 1897,

which constituted a concept of the theater indeed like that of the
Noh tradition Pound introduced to Yeats in the winters of 1913, '14
and •15, was what Yeats consistently- referred to as strange, the
strangeness be associated with the masques of Jonson, an association
which was referred to in the preceeding chapter.

Since that first

reference to the masques of Jonson in "A Poetic Drama," 26 July 1891,
the closest comparison to make with Goodwin's

ex~ple

is that famil-

iar praise of Yeats's for the staging Robert Gregory had provided
his mother's play, Kincora.
Our staging of Kincora, the work of Mr. Robert Gregory, was
beautiful, with a high dignity and that strangeness which
Ben Jonson thought to be a part of all excellent beauty; and
all was hardly above thirty pounds.
(Samhain1 1905) 107

In support of this assertion, one might quote the sentences Goodwin

leaves out of the passage from the Macleod letters
One should design a scene which would be an accompaniment
not a reflection of the ·text. This method would have the
further advantage of being cheap, and altogether novel.
The acting should have an equival~nt distance to that of
the play from common realities.10~
Similarly, when in 1914 Yeats was "not quite satisfied" with
his lecture on staging, "The Theatre of Beauty" ("I held to it be-
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cause of Pound's admiration of it"), Yeats was to write Lady Gregory
about a problem relating both to this aspect of strangeness, "a part
of all excellent beauty" in the masques of Jonson, and this lecture,
where he had extolled the combined effects of natural lighting from
Elizabethan stage architecture and simple iconological figures from
the Japanese. 10CJ

In his letter to Lady Gregory, he wrote,

I am dissatisfied with the costumes etc. of King's Threshold
§resented at the Abbey January 22, 23 and 2Ye I am convinced that if it had been strangely and well staged it would
have roused real enthusiasm. The commonplace of it all is a
discredit to it and everything shows how the figures are
outlined on the back cloth. Some artist should be asked to
design it all anew. It alone perhaps of my pl~s demands
strangeness and phantasy.
(Postmark: 8 March 1914. Underscored words indicate Yeats's
own italics.)110
At this time, according to .Richard -Ellmann; in Yeats: The Man -and the
Masks, a "little school of devotees of the Noh

pl~s

grew up in Lon-

don, including Pound, Yeats, Arthur Waley, and Edmund Dulac. 11111 But
significantly, in another letter to Lady Gregory, we see yet again
the association of this strangeness with beauty and its attachment to
Yeats's work and the great examples of Renaissance comedy and tragedyJ
on April 10, 1916, Yeats wrotea
There is a chance of Ricketts, Dulac and I running a season
at the Aldwych Theatre next year with Beecham. We have been
asked and have sent .in statement of conditions-absolute control... It mq mean a fine performance of Pla,,yer Queen •••
1f¥ chief object will be to get performances of Irish pl~s to
impress Dublin. If it comes off there will be no compromise
-romance, fine scenery, the whole Hamlet, Volpone and some
Moliere pl~s staged strangely and beautifully.112
Yeats's revisions of The Golden Helmet (1908) were inconsiderable in
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regard to the

pl~ight's

visualization of the scene.

After trans-

forming the p~ into The Green Helmet (1910), the effect was still
the same as it had beens "intentionally violent and startling. 1111 3
Although Yeats developed a noticeable interest in Japanese literature from the first winter with Pound in Sussex, while Pound was
working on the Fenollosa papers, Yeats was still working on a plq he
had started back in 1907, the year of the Pla..yboy riots and a year of
peak interest in Ben Jonson and writers

~f

the English Renaissance

generally; the plq, of course, .was The Pla.yer Queen.

Although

Yeats's first Noh experiment was to be At the Hawk's Well, which
Yeats dictated to Pound in 1916, 114 The Pla,yer Queen can be seen as
· an important transitional plq written over a considerable period of
time (1907-1922) 115 and bearing the evidence of many old enthusiasms
as well as new discoveries.

It was Pound, for instance, who finally

suggested, after Yeats was having so much trouble writing the plq as
a tragedy, that the Pl83' ought to be written as a comedy.
and Goodwin point this out. 116

Ellmann

And obviously, even more than the

symbolic use of "intentionally violent and startling£9J:j]11 appareled
characters in The Green Helmet, Yeats's later use of mask and dance
are given an important place in The Pla.yer Queen.

But there is an

aristocratic outlook implicit in the overall action of the pl83', as
explicit in some of the individual characterizations, that strikes
one as being at least as Jonsonian as Yeatsian.

And not only do we

find the same kind of vision that we found in The King's Threshold
and The Green Helmet~ that we found· related to Yeats's idea of the
Renaissance and the vital dependence of the isolated poet and the
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isolated aristocrat upon each other, but in The

Pl~yer

Queen there is

a notable use of characters, once again, to move the argument (or
demonstration which is the pl8-}") by virtue of their Jonsonian assignment each to some particular "manner" or "idea."

The association

with Jonson's concept of the humors character has been made by Peter
Ure, in Yeats the

Pl~ywright.

Though Ure feels Yeats's characters

in this plS¥ seem awkward, like some of the matchings in Jonson's
pl~s,

he finds Yeats's characters clearly designated as "different

types--one is purely a symbolic grotesque, the other is a comic humours-charaoter.11117

Yeats's vision of history, literature of the

Renaissance and the work yet to be completed in modern times had been
addressed in Yeats's second series of Discoveries (1908-9?), a work
itself taken up with the early drafting of The Pla.yer Queen but never
really finished&
We are completing in this age a work begun in the Renaissance;
we are reuniting the mind and soul and body of man to the living world outside us. Christianity revolted against the nature worship of the heathens, and gradually as Christianity
completed itself, and especiallz when the paradise it set in
nature's place began to fade, Li'f/ set the mind of man apart
like a pebble where nothing is reflected, a h~rd and abstract
thing, with nature for tempter and breaker.11
Partly Yeats's use of humor-like characters in The Pla.yer Queen was
a

w~

of visualizing the process which was about to be completed mys-

teriously, as Yeats believed, in our own time.
change hands unbeknownst to the
prodigy is hidden behind a mask.
ere, recognize the

f~rces,

pl~ers

The scepter and crown

on stage, for the monstrous

But we, the real audience and

the personalities, that come to

pl~

pl~-

as

instruments of ohangeJ we, _unlike all but the poet (Septimus), the

prince (The Queen), the state's man (The Prime Minister), the princeimpostor (Decima) and the visionary (An Old Beggar), know in fact
that there has been a change.

And it is this typing that makes it

all clear enough.
The Pla.yer Queen is a show of opposites, a spectacle, a dance
almost, of antitypes.
trance,

br~s

The Old Beggar, "The Oracle," fallen in a

like an ass at the completion of a cycle, the ascension

of a new queen to the high office of the

cour~

(remembering that

"Courtly life/ Is the world's model"), while The Bishop, whose spiritual powers are exhausted, mistakenly denounces The Old Beggar as an
impostor.

The Bishop, echoing the Lord High Chamberlain's words to
. i

Seanchan in The King's Threshold, gives voice_to the kind of false
logic that leads to the exile of the professional man of' letters
(poet of the world, Septimus) and the crucifixion of the prophet
(Sidney's "vates," The Old Beggar) a
He has been accepted by the whole nation as if he were the
Voice of' God. As if' the crown could not be settled firmly on
any head without his help.

(II, 715-18)
-The installation of Septimus' "bad, flighty wife" in the office of
The Queen, who vacates her posi,tion to be taken up in a convent ("I
have long wanted to go there to lose my name and disappear"), is just
the tragic movement Yeats had intended all along.

But the exuberance

and gaiety with which the characters are now made to move the tragic
plot, partly at the suggestion of Pound, _compares with the Jonsonian
vitality of' character-types in The Green Helmet, that heroic farce
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which champions the tragic gaiety of Cuchulain's gesture of self-saorifice.
Yeats's attitude toward many of the types symbolizing the process of change in The Player Queen may be demonstrated, in an interesting wB¥, by reference to an event which occurred in Yeats's -life
coincidental with the poet's return to writing the plB¥•

Yeats be-

came embroiled in a bitter squabbl,e with George Moore, one-time dramatic collaborator, now bitter enemy of Yeats and La.ccy- Gregory.
There are many colorful details to the quarrel, but the gist is that
Moore had become incensed over what he considered Yeats's aristocratic pretensions and over some specific remarks Yeats had made, "in a
speech, in scorn of the middle class.

Moore had the nerve, however,

to publish in his memoirs a defense of the middle class which amounted to little more than character assassination.

And one of the coun-

tar-attacks by Yeats, concealed for years in a journal destined for
his own Memoirs, was written while at Stone Cottage, Coleman's Hatch,
Sussex, with Pound the winter to 1913/1914, the winter in which Yeats
resumed The Pla,yer Queen and in which similar poison pen speeches to
the one that infuriated Moore were written.

Of Moore, Yeats writes,

He takes up the common defence of the middle classes, a gibe
against the critic because the critic is of them, a pretence
that only the aristocracy or perhaps the working classes
have a right to criticize. The word 'bourgeois' which I had
used is not an aristocratic term of reproach, but, like the
older 'cit' which one finds in Ben Jonson, a word of artistic usage. 'God created the nobles, God created the clerks,
God created the poor, but who the devil created these people?' wrote a fourteenth-century poet.119
Jonson, indeed, is rife wi-th examples of "cit" in its "artistic us-
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age."

Yeats's use of "bourgeois," however, means nothing if it is

not "an aristooratio term of reproach."

Because of the defamatory

.,

insult Jonson is able to pitoh at his "citizens," often more obvious
to the reader than to the listener, Yeats's defense is really no de-

fense at all, but a bitter fit of laughter calculated to put Moore in
his place.

The following are examples from Jonson that mq well have

given Yeats this idea (upper case spellings have been added for
easier location)s
••• your shop CITIZENS1 th'are rude .Animalsl
.And let 'hem get but ten mile out a towne,
Th'out-swagger all the wapen-take.
(The New Inn, IV, ii, 14-16) 120
A gentleman of so ple~sing, and ridiculous a carriage ••• no
bred courtling, yet a most particular man, of goodly hauings,
well fashion'd hauiour, and of as hard'ned, and excellent a
barke, as the most natural13-qualified amoungst them, in~
f'orm'd, ref'orm'd, and transform'd from his originall
CITTICISME, by this elixi',;:, or meere magazine of man.
(Cynthia's Revels, V, iv, 31-8) 121
Looke here, my sweet wife; I am mum, my deare mummia, my
balsamum, my spermacete, and my very CITIE of
•••
(Poetaster, II, i, 69-71)
CITI-SIN, quoth'al she's a wise gentlewoman yfaith, will
marrie her selfe to the sinne of the CITIE.
(Poetaster, II, i, 122-4)
If I freely mB¥ discouer,
What would please me in my louers
I would haue her faire, and wittie,
Sauouring more of court, then CITTIE ••••
(Poetaster, II, ii, 163-6) 122
Boddy a truth, CHITTIZENS, CHITTIZENS. Sweet Knight, as
soone as euer wee are married, take mee to th3' mercie out of
this miserable CHITTIE, presently, carry mee out of the sent
of New-castle Coale, and the hearing of Boe-bell, I beseech
thee downe with me for God sake.
(Eastward Ho, I, ii, 121-25) 123
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Yeats was undoubtedly attracted to this linguistic game which insisted upon combining or confusing "civitas" (OF cit&), the actual root
of the words "oity" and "oitizen," with "chit," a disrespectfully
forward young woman (ME chitt), a baud.
If Yeats's quarrel with Moore contributes anything at all to
our commentary on The Pla,,yer Queen and, specifically, on Yeats's use
of Jonson in constructing characters, conceptual symbols for this
pl~,

it is Yeats's treatment of the Citizens, Countrymen and The

Prime Minister.

Unlike The King's Threshold, where the country is

more a place of refuge (where the poet has his friends to go to, like
Fedelin) and the citizens are represented by the harmless, bumbling
incompetence of the MS\V'or of Kinvara, the Citizens and Countrymen in
The Pla,,yer Queen, like that "inexplicable movement" which occasionally pushes up a Cromwell, are strange, foreign creatures in their own
kingdom, and they install a new, rude and democratic kind of order.
The Citizens are gossipy and timid, but will gather in a frightening
mob and follow, on a story they have fabricated themselves, The Eig
Countryman on a witch hunt to strangle The Queen.

The Prime Minis-

ter, The Queen's man, but an elected politician nevertheless ("no
bred courtling"), recognizes the change as it occurs and immediately
sees an advantage in the situation to advance himself to king.
has no delusions.

He

He understands "that God or the Fiend has spoken,

and that the crown is on ffiecima'i/ head for good" (II, 725-7)s and
furthermore, he understands that, at Decima's command, the mob would
take care of any man. who crossed her will ("Shoutss 'We would kill
him', •we would tear him in pieces"'• II, 694-5).

It is difficult to
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imagine a

pl~

whioh more graphically illustrates Yeats's hatred for

the mob, a hatred whioh he undoubtedJ.¥ shared with Jonson.

"It was

at the Renaissance," Yeats once said, "that the devil got loose, and
I do not know who is going to put him back in the bottle again." 124
Yeats gave up his earl.¥ flirtation with the idea of discovering
a special kind of popularity.

"Like Callimachus," it was reported,

"he 'loath£8!/ everything popular. 111125

If, as Henn thinks, the rich

ore of Synge's theater had been worked out, so far as_it concerned
Yeats, then Yeats's attraction at this time to Eastern tradition,
partl.3 influenced by Pound, was both a departure and a logical step
forward in Yeats's dramatic development.

The "popular poetry" and

"popular beauty" he and Synge once conceived, with their vigorous
language and colorful types modeled after Jonson, Moliere and Irish
peasant lore, were given up to a more austere drama of ideal life, a
drama which was written for the onJ.¥ audience for which it would mattera a few well-educated and sensitive individuals who understood
the difficult symbolism with which it communicated.
his

ess~

"The

Pl~s,"

Peter Ure, in

shows how this new direction had been signaled

in Yeats's The Pl.ayer Queen.
Synge had produced the perfected form of the •peasant pl~;i,
and O'Casey had brought the movement to full maturity by
returning it to its megapolitical and Jonsonian centre with
the one indisputable mastgrpiece of the whole repertoire
/Juno and the Pqcoci/.12

(O'Casey, who was the great protege of La~ Gregory and heir to that
school of poetic-realism perpetuated after the loss of Synge, represented the theater's movement toward objectivity, the movement oppo-
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site that subjectivity Yeats thought to be his own attraction.)

As

Ure continues,

The only pl~ which Yeats set in a city offers a startling
contrast to Juno, with which it is almost exactly contemporary. Yeati1i'&'d told La~ Gregory some years earlier, now
that the time had come for him to leave the Abbey because
the pl&\YS had turned towards objectivity, and the pl&\Yers
had begun to copy their old grandmothers in Aran, that he
sought the. theatre's anti-self; and The Pla..yer Queen mq be
said to be the anti-self of Juno. Its two scenes ••• return
us to the city of power; buttiiis city is a comic emblem of
a civilisation which is collapsing.
Finally, it is the aristocratic and romantic outlook of Yeats which
severs Yeats's theater from the rest of.. the Abbey movement and distinguishes it from the aspect of Jonson's work represented by the
great City Comedies •
••• I have invented a form of drama, distinguished, indirect,
and symbolic, and having no need of mob or Press to PS\Y its
WS\Y--an aristocratic form.
("Certain Noble Pl&\YS of Japan," 1916) 127
In Yeats's c.ommendation of the Noh, however, he is very clear about

a distinction he must make for the great Pl&\Ywrights of the Elizabethan ages
Realism is created for the common people and was alw~s their
peculiar delight... The occasional humorous realism that so
much heightened the emotional effect of Elizabethan trage~
••• was made at the outset to please the common citizen standing on the rushes of the floor; but the great speeches were
written by poets who remembered their patrons in the covered
galleries.
("Certain Noble Pl~s of Japan" ) 128
With the tradition of masked dancers' emblematic accessories and cus-

tomary gestures from the Japanese theater of the Noh, Yeats expressed
his wish to produce effects he had previously admired in the courtly
masques of Jonsona
I saw ••• the mask and head-dress to be worn in a plq of mine
by the pla.Yer who will speak the part of Cuchulain ••• this
noble, half-Greek, half-Asiatic face... I hope to have attained the distance from life which can make credible
strange events, elaborate words. I have written a little
pla_y that can be Pla.Yed in a room for so little money that
fortz or fifty readers of poetry oan pa_y the price •••
£.Th!f musio, the beauty o~ form and voice all come to climax
in pantomimic dance.
("Certain Noble Plays of Japan") l29
As shown in the first chapter, a comparison ma.Y be made with Jonson's
thoughts and methods of achieving that spectacle of beauty that is
strange by consulting certain passages of The Masque of Blacknesse,
Hymenaei, and The Masque of Queenes.

Important too, those "elaborate

words" compare with Yeats's first commendation of "Jonson's Masks"
("A Poetic Drama," 1891), where the masques are lauded for their "set
passages .of poetic oratory, and ••• audacious metaphors."
Ba.YB, does not strictly imitate the Japanese.
symbolic form of drama.

Yeats, as he

He. "invents" his own

And it would be surprising if this new "aris-

tocratic form" did not owe something to what he already knew about
masked entertainment from Ben Jonson and elsewhere--especially when
it is realized how much the masque, with its dance, music, oratory,
antithetical movements and symbolic representations achieved through
the manipulation of masks and other devices, appealed to Yeats as a
metaphor of life.

~tephan

Orgel, in ·his "Introduction" to Ben Jonson1

Selected Masques, writes that Jonson, after 1609, conceived of

th~

anti-masque "not as a simple antithesis to the world of the revels,
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but essentially another aspect of it"; masque and anti-masque together, in the shape of the Jonson court-masque typical of this period,
represent more nearly the poet's whole vision of the court, the world
and the works "the masque has become for him a unified f'orm."l30
131
Just so, as Daniel Albright has noticed in l(yth Against M.yth,
"the
drama of human life has reduced 1 ts scale to a Commedia

~1

!.!:!!,"

by the time Yeats's A Vision (1925) was writtens

When I wish for some general idea which will describe the
Great Wheel as an individual life I ·go to the Commedia dell'
Arte or improvised drama of Italy. The stagemanager, or
Da'iiiion, offers his actor an inherited scenario, the~ of
Fate, and a ~ or role as unlike as possible to his natural ego or Will, and leaves him to improvise through his
Creative Mind the dialogue and details of the plot. He must
• discover c;;-reveal a being which only exists with extreme
effort, when his muscles are ••• taut and all his energies
active. But this is antithetical man. For primary man I go
to the Commedia dell' Arte in its decline. The Will is weak
and cannot createarole, and so, if it transform itself,
does so after an accepted pattern, some traditional clown or
pantaloon.
(A Vision) 1 32
This conceptualizing or typing of characters in the drama and
this oddly pseudo-scientific tagging of human personalities into occult Phases with emblematic names (like Phase 20, The Concrete ManShakespeare, Balzac, Napolean; Phase 23, The Receptive Man-Rembrandt,
Synge) are obviously manifestations of Yeats's symbolic wa:y of looking at things.

This is the wa:y he sees life, when he thinks about itf

and this is the wa:y he organizes his material when he works.

Yeats's

later invention of a new form of drama, an aristocratic form strongly
influenced by the Japanese, modified by what he already understood
about masque entertainment and adapted to Irish material, ma:y indeed
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have alienated Yeats from the mainstream of twentieth century theater, .
making it necessary for Eliot's reminder that this man Yeats had been
writing poetic drama to compare with the Elizabethans quite some time
before Murder in the Cathedral appeared.

But for Yeats's association

with Synge in the first decade of the Irish literary renaissance and
their compact to recapture the world's attention with a drama remarkable for its integration of the whole personality, the "intensity of
personal life" partl.¥ drawn from the example of Jonson's satirical
comedies, Yeats might not have been neglected by the sort of middle
class theatergoer one must have to support a dramatic movement.
IronioalJ.¥, the dramatic legacy of Synge was to find its place in the
mainstream of modern theater.

~-t

by then Yeats had withdrawn to

ascend that lofty tower Jonson, before him, had removed himself to
after being ho.o...t.eA. .f.r.o.m _the stage at the presentation of The New Inn
(see "Ode (To Himself)" following the second epilogueJ see also "To
the Reader," 11. 222-39, after Poetaster).

Though most of Yeats's

theater after The Pla,yer Queen is a regression from the realism of
the movement which extended from Synge to O'Casey and which joined
those of Ibsen and Shaw, the return to a romantic drama of ideal life
"with ecstasy for its object11133 by no means is a regression, for
Yeats, to a problem which commonJ.¥ inflicted itself on the romantic
stage; Yeats's personal ego is not so much imposed upon a character
that drama, as Synge believed, is impossible and dialogue is reduced
either to an exposition of the hero-author, or to a kind of confession.

"Distance from life" is, above all, important for Yeats, for

the deliberate artist to create or reveal that antithetical mask
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which, as a thing of beauty, the whole
mask

is~

bo~

of a pley- is.

But that

himself, not even his anti-self, even though the plq,

as it fits into its aristocratic form, mq seem to represent that
subjective identity we assign to Yeats's personality.

Yeats's inten-

tion is that it is the anti-self or mask of things much greater than
his own being, such as Ireland or Western Civilization in modern
times.

The heroic settings and heroic actions ("heroic" because they

represent the "old vilq energy" of past times) of Yeats's later pley-s
must be such, because they are what the modern world is not.

The

Daimon-stagemanager from The Death of Cuchulain (1939), Yeats's last
pley-, can be identified as kin to the salty old personae from Last
Poems, but both escape the association we

m~

want to makes

thes~

personae, like the Old Man, should no more be thought of as the personal Daimon of Yeats than any other mask the poet or playwright
chooses to make.
Character, however, as conceived by Yeats, either for the purpose of describing human life {when, as in ".Anima Mundi,_ ~' they ---~e
"rammed with life," like the Shakespeare Jonson was believed to have
described in Poetaster, or possessed by those "intellectual passions"
one finds in Yeats's Discoveries), _or for depicting "ideas" ~.., WU..
~n_ stag_
e_ ( suolL~s_Citizen, King, -~!Ala.el, .!; P.o et"
~onoept

Yeats bad, in

1,

p;:actioe, _~.:u.ry; . 11WcLin_goIJ!!DOn

character is a
vi th Jonqpp . The

similarity has also been noted by Rupin Desai, in Yeats's Shakespeare, 134 and by Peter Ure, in w. B. Yeats and the Shakespearean
Moment. 1 35 Ure has ·associated with Jonsonian humors Yeats's linking
of Shakespeare with "the passionate dead" in ".Anima Mundi."

In plac-
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ing Shakespeare in such a context, Ure writes, Yeats seems to "evade ·
the facts ••• to have made the mistake of confusing Jonsonian humour
with Shakespearean character."

As he continues,

In the Yeatsian contexts ••• 'life' is in the depths below the
naturalistic surfacei reverie grants access to that world.
At the archetypal level, what is powerful is so because it is
generalised and shared ••••
Shakespeare's concern with individuality, with the unique
case, has alWS¥S been something of a stumbling block •••
The subject of (Shakespearean) drama, fieati/ affirms, is not
man himself, but purified passion. This is really the point
where Yeats attaches himself not to what Shakespearean drama
really is but to what he would like it to be~something more
akin to heroic drama.~.where men tend to be merely surrogates for passions.13

Desai SS¥S that Yeats's concept of character, illustrated in the
world masque of A Vision, seems to be close to Congreve's or Jonson's
theory of humors.

Interestingly, in Yeats's lecture "The Theatre of

Beauty" (l9ll), Yea~s writess
I began puzzling myself to find out what comedy had if it
left the passion to tragedy, and I saw it was character.
Then I found in a letter of Congreve's the statement that
humor was that which one man had as distinguished from all
other men. Humor was with him clearly the same thing as
character.137
Yeats's concept of character will be important as we examine
its contribution to the development of Yeats's poetry.

.!!!:!.• which George Wright finds

~o

Those perso-

be detached from the personal iden-

tities of modern poets like Eliot, Pound and post-Pre-Raphaelite
Yeats, in Yeats owe much to the playwright's experience, at first,
with basic character types and, finally, with individual masks. The
pl~~

as conceived by Yeats, is an antithetical mask of self, the ob-
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ject the

pl~ight

has contemplated and beaten down into speeches

and directions on pieces of paper.

Just so, is the modern poem, as
Wright observes, the "disembodied consciousness of the poet. 11138
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CHAPTER III
THE POEMS
In the last chapter, a number of important ideas were estab-

lished, elements which also had a profound effect on the poetry of
Yeats.

Yeats's expanded stu<\Y' of the English Renaissance, which was

initiated by his interest in Shakespeare, Spenser and Jonson, and
which took place significantly in the first decade of this century,
greatly contributed to Yeats's development of an aristocratic outlook, an essentially tragic outlook of an "inexplicable movement"
of art and life moving downhill from the splendor and squalor of
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England to the modern crises of
the Irish Revolution and world war.

It was shown how Yeats had

opposed J.onson (as "the greatest English writer of come~") and
Jonson's great age of dramatic art to the "demand born of Puritan
conviction and bourgeois timidity and insincerity" vhioh had "ended
the English drama as a complete and serious art" in the eighteenth
century.

This observation--not unlike Eliot's famous observation

of a "dissociation of sensibility"--was more than a consequence of
Yeats's bitterness after the Pla,,yboy riotsJ it was observed several
years earlier (recorded here in the first chapter) in Yeats's es~
"What Is •Popular Poetry'?" (1901), where Jonson's art is again posed
as an attractive alternative to the ailing art of the masses. Yeats's
work for the Abbey Theatre and, later, for a selected audience which
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met in the drawing-rooms, where his "Plqs for Dancers" were staged,
was an essentially symbolic
Elizabethan drama.

bo~

of work with a substantial debt to

And Yeats's idea of character, as we have seen in

those roles from the Commedia dell' !!:!!, of A Vision, had its corresponding effect on the personae of Yeats's poetry.

Returning to the

first chapter, we recall that style and personality, "deliberately
adopted and therefore a mask," are not only equi valen t--they are our
only means of escaping

11

the hot-faced bargainers and _the money-chang-

ers"; and expressions like this reflect the tone of Yeats's aristocratic temperament.
about in his

The profound stylistic change that Yeats brought

poetry~all

the while working out the problem of char-

acter, in his plqs, and personality or "life," in his occult vision
of history and being--needless to sq, coincided with these other
developments.

In perspective, Yeats never really ceases to be ro-

mantic; but in sttle--that is, language, form and substance-Yeats
changes quite radically.

And his portrqal of "life" or personality,

the individual persona {a compounding of these matters of style into
some role or Mask, some representative part of Yeats's vision), was
developed in a kind of poetry we recognize, for its impersonality,
as modern.
In The Poet in the Poem, George Wright observes the same pat-

tern in .English literature that Yeats and Eliot had noted.

But

Wright describes it all in terms of personae and the relative location of the actual person of the poet in verse.

Generally, as Wright

outlines the movemen't from Renais.aance verse to ·t he modern verse of
Eliot, Pound and Yeats, he begins with the great flowering of Renais-
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sance singers of songs, makers of beautiful things which are valued
apart from their connection with their makers' selves and which are
heedlessly passed about to delight the reader--or, as songs, the
listeneJ.'1--just because they are beautiful, charming, emotionally or
intellectually moving objects.

The "I" of the poem

m~

have some

reference to the personal identity of the poet, just as it sometimes
happens in the modern poem, but, more importantly, each persona is
defined by its own unique habitat, a self-defining and complete world
of language and song; though contained within some unifying tradition,
each will necessarily be different from every other.

But as Wright

examines poetry written in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
he finds that poetry increasingly becomes the platform upon which the
poet stages an exhibition of feelings and thoughts which pretend to
be none other than hie own.

The "I" of the poet's personal address

and the "I" from even his most general poem have a tendency to be
equivalent.

The modern poet, however, striving to bridge this lapse

of "sensibility," restores the poem to its rightful state as a thing
remote from its creator.

From Yeats's point of view, the poet

m~

glimpse or possess that Unity of Being for a moment, like the Byzantine artisans but after the poem's magic images are passed their
breath of life, the proud father must step back and let his issue
speak for itself.

As is pointed out at the end of the last chapter,

it is the "disembodied consciousness of the poet" that speaks in
modern verse, not the actual person of the poet, but some character
of his mind.

And, just so, the modern poet re-aligns himself with

the main current of literary tradition after the poets of more than
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two centuries have drifted in the shallows.
Yeats, of course, was first a romantic poet1 and so the modern
detachment of poet and personae we witness in such late poems as "The
Statesman's Holidq," "Crazy Jane on the Mountain" and "The Wild Old
Wicked

Man,"

is achieved through a course of development which, as

Wright ea.YB, is marked by a diminishing emphasis on the poet's self,
"a diminished 'I."' 1 Ultimately, however, Yeats did not withhold
from his poetry his personal self and his_ personal life to quite the
extent that we notice, for instance, in the poetry of Eliota
Instead of the blurred, shadowy, withdrawn personae whose observations, selected and arranged, are an objective correlative
of the poet's feeling, Yeats's "I" becomes through his poetry
less and less remote, less and less withheld1 but it is out up
into fragments, and the fragmentation is quite as stylized as
the impersonality of Eliot, and in effect just as impersonal.2
By "fragmentation," Wright means the many selves, the roles or masks
of Yeats (i.e., Poet, lover, householder, father, old man, Irish public figure, etc.).

Unlike Wordsworth, whose personae most certainly

represent the Poet-self (which "reacts to all events with more or less
the same alertness, intelligence, and soberness"3), Yeats resorted to
the type of romantic posing that led to the diminished "I" of Byron
and the theory of masks developed by Wilde.

But unlike Byron, whose

"'I' in Don Juan moves uncertainly between seriousness and mockery, 11 4
Yeats' §..J~se

selves

~f

of masks and the fragmentation of th•L "I" into the mml1'

the po•t-made more consistent with themselves,

mo~e

preciae

and impersonal the fragments which, in sum, comprised the__ _poet's
actual self.
in the

The personae," like Yeats's concept of character {which

last~ cQ..ap.tel!

was associated with Jonson's and

Congrev~'s

theo-

I

l()C)

ry of humors} are as highly and individually wrought as are the poems
in which they reside.

In addition, Yeats achieved his modern distance

to the romantic Poet-Hero, because Yeats's greater emphasis--a:fter he
began his work in the theater--was on the world, not the self.

Other-

vise, to the end, Yeats was romantics only passionate experiences are
of valueJ art and life must be consistently intense, heroic; and the
masks or roles which are the creations of the poet's imagination, like
those romantic poses, are emblematic -o f what the poet aspires to be,
or else are simply "the bearers of metaphorical truth."5

But it is

Yeats's special corollary to these rules that gives him his modern
look and his modern sounds the idealized mask cannot be presented in
isolation without also presenting the "foul rag-and-bone shop" of
everyday life.

As Wright states,

By grounding great human action in all that is most undignifyingly human, Yeats gave his conception of the noble a different and deeper turn than any ironic nineteenth-century poet
dreamed of giving to his own.6
To thus attend upon the actual, as well as the ideal, makes

the middle and late Yeats sometimes, indeed, behave and sound like
Jonson.

Jonson's particular' richness, his often excessive use of

poetic overstatement, does not achieve the effect of irony that Yeats
can deliver by means ot understatement and subtle nuance.

But some

of Yeats's angriest public blasts, as well as some of his finest
private tributes, have been founded on Jonsonian material.
~esitates

(One

to sa:y that Yeats "posed" as the Jonsonian "Penshurst" poet

or the indignant

epigr~atist,

since the occasions for these masks

are rooted in the poet's genuine response to actual events. Probably,
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as we note in "Ego Dominus Tuus," the mask, alter ego or anti-self is
a recourse to tradition, and Yeats's use of Jonson's language, form
or material is no more than the poet's right and duty in forging a
new alloy from tradition and the poet's individual imagination.) What
is particularly notable, however, is the w133 Yeats's attention to the
"rag-and-bone shop" in his poetry--a discovery from his pl133s--enhances and raises the image of' the ideal.

What Yeats discovered was

that the Poet, Public Man, or whatever mask he chose to give his persona in the poem, was much more dramatically effective with respect
to such surroundings1 great achievement is amplified by great conflict.

Yeats's use of antithesis, like Jonson's own discovery of the

anti-masque as a means to define and exaggerate the value of the
court, establishes a great distance between "Those masterful images"
and the "Old iron, old bones, old rags, that raving slut/ Who keeps
the till" from "The Cirous Animals' Desertion"-whioh is, in this
oase, a counterpoint of youth and age.

It is a development whioh

marks Yeats's signi:tioant turn toward action and actuality, a turn
whioh leaves the Pre-Raphaelite dream of the impossible life not
without discouragement, a turn from the inaction of the sad shepherd

to the g133 resignation of the champion who futilely but heroioally
greets the apooalyspe with single combat.
Accompanying this profound change of' vision is this profound
change of' style.

The voice of' the poet, through the bidding of his

personae, becomes an active voioe.

His poems become more publicJ

their form, inoreasingly more traditional and more public. Not surprising, considering Yeats's interest in Jonson's masques and com-
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edies and considering Yeats's use of Jonson in his essB\Y's, lectures
and letters at this time, is that Jonson also made a significant impact on Yeats as a poet.

I. THE EARLY POEMS
Yeats's first published works illustrate an accommodation of
Jonson well in keeping with the original character and substance of'
Yeats's vision.

The matter of' Yeats's indebtedness to Jonson's!!!!_

Sad Shepherd and to Shelley, Keats and Spenser, for Yeats's early
Island of Statues, has been amptly discussed in two preceding chapters.

But Yeats's first three of the so-called Crosswa,,ys poems,

dating from his affiliation with the short-lived Dublin University
Review (where Yeats's "Arcadian fairy tale" was published ·in 1885)
are also interestingly implicated in this association.

According to

Russell Alspach's note, 7 Yeats's first two published poems were "Song
of the Faeries" and "Voices," which appeared in the review in March,

1885.

'

.1
"Song of the Faeries" was never reprinted.

But "Voices" was

incorporated into The Island of' Statues {which appeared in April, MB\Y',
June and July) and, renamed "The Cloak, the Boat, and the Shoes," was
arranged to be the third poem, finally, in Collected Poems.

The first

poem of the Crosswa.ys division of' the Collected Poems is "The Song of
the Happy Shapherd"-originally "An Epilogue./ To 'The Island of'
Statues' and 'The Seeker 11 ' / Spoken

Ez. !. Satyr, carrying a

(1885) and "Song of the La.st Arcadian" in Oisin {1889).

~shell"

And along-

side that poem, number two in the Collected Poems, is "The Sad Shepherd" (formerly "Miserrimus") which appeared in the Dublin University Review for October, 1886.8 The sad and happy shepherds appear-
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ing in these poems are traditional figures of poetryJ but, like the
poet who imagines their speech, they seem "vague and incoherent."
Then he sang softly nigh the pearly rim;
But the sad dweller by the sea-we.ya lone
Changed all he sang to inarticulate moan ••••
("The Sad Shepherd," 11. 25-7)
.And they do not fil·

They shuffle woefully about the edge of the

"dim sea" to be mocked by nature and "some twisted, echo-harbouring
shell"J or they turn to the grave and the dream of "old earth's
dreamy youth," "kings of the old time" and the "antique joy" of the
"woods of Arcady" in the time before these things had passed awa.y.
Like Milton's "L'Allegro," "The Song of the Happy Shepherd" renounces .
melancholy or sadness, but its last Arcadian goes to his dreamy place
"under the sleepy ground."

Miserrimus, "the man whom Sorrow named

his friend" in Yeats's "The Sad Shepherd," is really quite remarkably
like his cousin "AEGLAMOUR, the Sad," the eponymous hero of Jonson's
pl~,

The Sad Shepherd: "The sad young Shep'ard, whom wee here pre-

sent,/ Like his woes Figure, darke and discontent ••• " ("Prologue,"
11. 21-2).

Almintor, from The Island of Statues, was sad because of

the rejection he has received from his beloved and is turned to stone
by the enchantress of the island.

But it is not apparent why Miser-

rimus is sad, only that he seeks comfort for his "ancient burden"
from the eoho of his own words in that "twisted, echo-harbouring
shell" which joins the poem to its companion, "Song of the Happy
Shepherd."

The faun.a and satyrs of Arcady have absented themselves

to their dreams and "mirthful songs" beneath the ground, like those
sleepers in the tombs who begin to rattle their swords in the later
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poems of Yeats.

What is left, seemingly, above ground is a picture

of melancholic sadness as traditional, as artificial and, perhaps, as
exaggerated as Jonson's, where all is compounded "in one

'Man/

of sadness showne, as Passion can" ("Prologue," 11. 19-20).

As much

Jonson's

comic treatment of Aeglamour is readily apparent, as evident as the
ironic quips of Antonio in The Island of Statues.

However, even

though Miserrimus is mocked, in turn, by the stars, the sea and his
own words "re-echoing" (which, failing as song, are_ changed to an
"inarticulate moan" of forgetfulness), there is no sense in the poem
that Yeats found anything but

sympat~

figure on Time's "humming sands."

in his heart for this lone

The rough comed1' of the contest

in The Island of Statues between the happy and sad shepherds (Themot

and Colin) is lost to the poems, where the happy shepherds, in renouncing sadness, renounce the world§ the inward turn of the last
Arcadian to his grave and dream is necessarily sad to us for the joy
it absents from the world.
In the earliest Yeats, therefore, we typically find two types
of singer

portr~ed

in the poems.

Resorting to the pastoral land-

scapes of Spenser--and Jonson, in the rare case of The Sad Shepherd-these singers or shepherds are characteristically happy (and have
removed themselves from the visible world) or sad (because the lost
Arcadia, where the "shouting

~s

with mirth were crowned," is re-

placed by the vacuous echoing of whispered words--senseless, disjointed "moans" rather than the potent Truth of past times).
Words alone are certain good.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The Wandering earth herself IDB¥ be
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Only a sudden flaming word,
In changing space a moment heard,
Troubling the endless reverie.
{"Song of the Happy Shapherd," 11. 10, 18-21)
Thus Yeats

expresse~

his belief in the power of words.

But the words

he chooses, the saccharine words and twilight images of the PreRaphaelite Yeats, deny the full scope of that power.

The poet faces

the dream of the lost Arcadia and the impossible life, the eternal.
His metaphysical inquiries and his studies of Blake had convinced him
that a reality more substantial than "this vegetable universe" indeed
existed which was more valuable of our time.

But Yeats does not turn

about and face the world of actuality until he tires of that style
which made him conventional as a Pre-Raphaelite.

Again and again the

young Yeats entertained that dream of the ideal life in his attempt
to escape actuality; and examples of this are easily obtainedJ "The
Lake Isle of Innisfree" is oneJ "To an Isle in the 'Water" is another;
"The Stolen Child," The Island of Statues and, perhaps, The Wanderings of Oisin are others.

Furthermore, George 'Wright observes that

Yeats himself, when he enters the early poems, is usually cast
as a poet or lover, without flawsJ he is unidentified, unlocated
in time and place. He is poor, he dreams, drinks ale, weaves
songs, has moods, loves, and is sadJ but in all this, nothing
differentiates him from the hordes of passionate young men of
his time who also do these things. Essentially, he does not
act, and his communion with the eternal, like the communion of
his legendary personae, is the consequence not of his moral
choice but of his occupation.9
It would later be possible for Yeats to writes
••• in some of m::r lyric verse ••• there is an exaggeration of
sentiment and sentimental beauty which I have come to think
unmanly •••• ! have been fighting the prevailing decadence for
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years, and hav_e just got it under foot in my own heart-it
is sentiment and sentimental sadness, a womanish introspection •••• I cannot probably be quite just to any poetry that
speaks to me with the sweet insinuating feminine ·voice of the
dwellers in that country of shadows and hollow images. I have
dwelt there too long not to dread all that comes out of it.
(Letter to AE, 1904)10
:But this would not occur until Yeats had begun to supply his poems
with something of that "rag-and-bone shop" of common reality (particularity and living speech), until he had begun to introduce, as Wright
calls it, "the trivial quotidian personality out of which the mask
grows and in relevance to which the mask is significant achievement." 11

II. IN TRANSITIONi THE EMERGENCE OF THE HERO
By 1900, the language of Yeats's poetry begins to change, per-

ceptibly, as a result of his contact with the public while producing
some of his first

pl~s.

His contact with a physical audience gave

him the opportunity of finding out first-hand what people liked and
didn't like, and it gave him the opportunity of experimenting in
fields virtually unknown to him beforei in
collaboration with

La~

come~,

for instance, in

Gregory and in his close relationship with

Synge, he wrote clever country farces in Irish peasant dialect, then
very popular in Dublin.

It was Yeats's wish at that time for popular-

ity, a "popular theatre" and the achievement of a "popular beauty"
(discussed at length in the last chapter), that got Yeats moving as a
public man--aside from his political activity with O'Leary.

For he

wished to please as _much as he wished to improve the character of his
audience--aoting as an artist of life, not just of the dream--by recasting it in the likeness of some heroic mask, preferably one drawn
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out of the Celtic past, like Cuchulain.

And this would have succeed-

ed, except by temperament both Yeats and Synge were attracted to means
and matters of expression which the popular audiences of Dublin found
offensive.

Both felt the need for a living speech similar in charac-

ter to the Jacobean English of some of Jonson's city comedies, such
as Bartholomew Fair, The Alchemist, Volpone and Epicoene.

The wild-

ness and capricious fancy that led simple Irish folk from lighthearted gaiety, one moment,- unpredictab4r to some passionate, violent
act, the next instant, came to be represented, natural4r enough, by
the west-Irish dialect studied by Synge, Lady Gregory and, to a
lesser extent, Yeats.

However, like Jonson, Yeats and Synge had pur-

poses beyond mere entertainment for their use of showy speech.

And

consequently the battle for the literary right to exercise that
gaiety and that violence on the Dublin stage, with the freedom Ben
Jonson was thought to have had in James's London, became an issue
that Yeats took to the press and to the circulars of the Abbey Theatre.

Though born with the idea of achieving a new kind of popular-

ity, such as was believed to have been possessed by the ancient Greek
dramatists, the simplified style which was used in the theater was
carried to the poems, where an awakening to this world of action and
controversy was also taking place.
Also significant at this time was Yeats's development of a
socially aristocratic outlook and an artistically tragic vision which
combined with one another to provide the poet, now an active man of
the world, both an exemplum with which to oppose the multitude and an
escape from the "foul ditch" of common life.

Yeats's notice of an
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"inexplioable movement" in "At Stratford-on-Avon" (1901), only partly represented historically by the "Puritanism that drove the the&tres into Surrey ••• /:_8.n~ that was trampling out the minds of all but
some few thousands born to oultivated ease, 1112 was similarly interprated as the "foul tide" which had engulfed the life of Spenser.
In his ess~ "Edmund Spenser" (1902), Yeats connected the character
of a poet's personality to the character of living verse--in this
case, reporting the humors which were believed to have been responsible for behavioral characteristics in Elizabethan psychology--which
Yeats observed to be involved in this movement of the "worsening
worlds"
Old writers gave men four temperaments, and they gave the
sanguineous temperament to men of active life, and it is
precisely the sanguineous temperament that is fading out of
poetry and most obviously out of what is most subtle and
living in poetry--its pulse and breath, its rhythm •••• Every
generation has more and more loosened the rhythm, more and
more broken up and disorganised, for the sake of subtlety
of detail, those great rhythms which move, as it were, in
masses of sound.13
Yeats's view of actuality becomes more and more the vision of apoc&lypse that we have in "The Second Coming."

But it is the poet's con-

dition to live in the world of actuality; and so, faced with this
prospect of total

ruin~and

indeed, for Yeats, it is fated--he greets

this fate with the self-possession and abandonment of a hero.

His

reward is the joy of the gesture, the escape his free mind has achieved
from the mean and the trivial.
That we ~ be free from all the rest, sullen anger, solemn
virtue, calculating anxiety, gloomy suspicion, prevaricating
hope, we should be reborn -~n gaiety. Because there is sub-
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mission in a pure sorrow, we should sorrow alone over what is
greater than ourselves, nor too soon admit that greatness, but
all that is less than we are stir us to some joy, for pure joy
masters and impregnates; and so to world end, strength shall
laugh and wisdom mourn.
("Poetry and Tradition," 1907)14
This "tragic gaiety" of Yeats's heroes is usually attributed to Yeats's
reading of Nietzsche. 15 But, however that may be, the qualities that
Yeats admired most in his

heroes~whether

they be O'Leary, Parnell or

Ben Jonson as Reveler at Court and critic at

large~were

essentially

aristocratic; for, as Yeats writes,
In life courtesy and self-possession, and in the arts style,are the sensible impressions of the free mind, for both arise
out of a deliberate shaping of all things, and from never being swept away, whatever the emotion, into confusion or dullness.
("Poetry and Tradition 11 )l6

What is aristocratic in life (i.e., "courtesy and self-possession")
is the character, achieved through style, that Yeats demanded of great
arts
••• a writer, who has to withdraw so much of his thought out
of his life that he mS\Y learn his oraft, ••• should never be
without style, which is but high breeding in words and in
argument. He is indeed the creator of the standards of manners in their subtlety, for he alone can know the ancient
records and be like some ~stic courtier who has stolen the
keys from the girdle of Time, and can wander where it pleases
him amid the splendours of ancient Courts ••• He has at all
times the freedom of the well-bred, and being bred to the
tact of words can take what theme he pleases, unlike the
linen-drapers, who are rightly compelled to be very strict
in their conversation. Who should be free if he were not?
for none other has a continual deliberate self-delighting
happiness...
("Poetry and 'l'radition11 )17
The "sanguineous temperament'! of the heroic poet, who tragioall.y faces the ·"rag-a.nd-bone shop" world of actuality which is
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about to be destroyed, impels the poet to behave in a manner much
like Jonson.

To those beloved and respected, Yeats writes the kind

of courteous and noble tribute that is the distinctive mark of Jonson's odes, elegies and epistles in The Forrest.

Yeats's tribute to

the "well-bred" living and their dead, to the house of Gregory and
the "old fathers" of his own ancestry, is a monument to them, but is
also an expression of mourning for the excellence that is passing out
of the world; as he

s~s,

"we ••• sorrow alone over what is_ greater

than ourselves"; wisdom mourns.

But, like that strength and self-

possession we sense elsewhere in Jonson's epigrams and satirical verse,
Yeats's poetic defense of aristocratic values-his own and the values
of those whom he loves--is carried out with a power and self-delighting wit (much at the expense of the "knaves" and "dolts" who populate
the opposition or mob) that is without precedent in the early Yeats.
(" ••• all that is less than we are stir us to some joy, for pure joy
masters and impregnates; and so to world end, strength shall laugh ••• ")
The "sanguineous temperament" of the heroic poet, who actively faces
the world (in A Vision, later called the "~of Fate"), leads ultimately to the expression of "tragic joy"-like Seanchan from !.!!!!,
King's Threshold, who a."l?lounces that poetry is "God's laughter at
the shattering of the world" (1. 189).
"Tragic joy," an action, a stylish gesture, the "scattering
hand" of God, the champion or the gambler, in Yeats represents the
old aristocratic sprezzatura. B. Rajan points out, in "Yeats and
the Renaissance," 18 that in Hoby's translation of The Courtier, for
instance, sprezzatura is rendered the same as "recklessness"; and he
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believes that this perhaps led Yeats to become "carried awq" with
his own interpretation.

But Charles Altieri, in "From a Comic to a

Tragic Sense of Language in Yeats's Mature Poetry," 19 defines Yeats's
poetic demonstration of' "the aristocratic ideal of sprezzatura" as the
"natural mastery over one's situation achieved through 'self-possession and power."'

Altieri's assessment seems to be more satisfao-

tory than Rajan's, because it is broader and more sensitive.

It ex-

R.lains both the recklessness, the ease with which the laughing Cuchulain is willing to cast awq his own life in Yeats's plq, The Green
Helmet, and it explains Yeats's renewed interest in such poets of'
poetic energy as Byron and Jonson, figures that Yeats frequently
praised in his correspondence and lectures between 1903 and 1910, as
John Unterecker points out in A Reader's Guide to William Butler
Yeats. 20
But as much as we might think, there is no distinct break between the early romantic Yeats and the later poet of action.

Even

though a vigorous new style had definitely arrived by Responsibili.:E:!!, (1913-14), certain of these poems have a history dating back to

the previous collection, The Green Helmet and Other Poems (1910 and
1912), which, in turn, is not unrelated to things which were beginning to happen in the volume before that, In the Seven Woods (1903-

04), and so on. For practical purposes, however, our examination
need reach no further back than the latter collection.

For, as Denis

Donoghue, in William Butler Yeats, writest
••• beginning with In the Seven Woods, Yeats's poetry admits
into the otherwise self-enclosed garden of art the lives of
other people--rarely ordinary people, I concede, but sufficiently common to acknowledge a reality that cannot be dis-
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solved. These 'presences' are palpable, and they correspond
to the vernacular idiom of the poems they inhabit. The result
is that the professed Symbolist is often, in practice, hardly
a Symbolist at alls the student of MallarmG resorts to Jonson
and Donne. Style in these poems is a testament to values still
persisting in the finite world, and it encourages Yeats to meditate between his rival dreams, Innisfree and apocalypse.21
In the volume In the Seven Woods, as Wright also notices, 22 Yeats
begins to make his personae--the beloved, for instance--more partioular, more actual.
belov~d's

In "The Folly of Being Comforted," the "well-

hair has threads of grey ••• " (we are stepping outside the

dream world of eternity) " ••• /And little shadows come about her eyes."
We still have a heavy residue of -"poetic" language; but the personae
of the lover ("I"), the friend ("One that is ever kind") and the "wellbelov~d" are beginning to emerge from the shadows to become more actu-

ally the likenesses of Yeats, La~ Gregory (probably) and Maude Gonna,
respectively.

Furthermore, the bitterness and ironic treatment of

the beloved, which coincides with Yeats's first real attempt to rid
himself of the "exaggeration of sentiment and sentimental beauty
which I have come to think unmanly ••• a womanish introspection," marks
this collection as something of .a mid-point in his development of a
new style.

Interestingly, Muriel Bradbrook, in "Yeats and Eliza.-

bethan love Poetry," suggests that
the development of Yeats ••• follows the same course as the
development of Elizabethan love poetry in the earlier time;
first a high Petrarchan idealism, leading to a sharp and
bitter poetry, which includes many of the same negative
emotions as Jacobean lyric, or drama.23
III. IN THE SEVEN WOODS
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Midwa;y between the Petrarchan idealism of the lover in the 1899
Wind Among the Reeds and the Jacobean "negative emotions" demonstrated by such poems from The Green Helmet as "Words," "No Second Troy"
and "Reconciliation," we have the poems of In the Seven Woods; and,
for our purposes, that collection is best represented by the single
poem "Adam's Curse."

The narrative fourth and fifth stanzas of that

poem are still in the language of the Pre-Raphaelites; but the lushness iarestrained and controlled; and the first three stanzas of
dialogue give us something of the sense of a live drama, because
their language is roughJ.¥ that of ordinary conversation (though one
is not actually likely to sa;y such things as: "To be born woman ••• ,"
"-••• no fine thing/ Since Adam's fall but needs much labouring," and
"That they would sigh and quote with learn~d looks").

The English

is still bookishJ.¥ stylized; but Yeats is beginning to effectively
introduce the common speech of the "rag-and-bone shop."

The speech

of the Anglo-Saxon is opposed to and,consequentJ.¥, meant to show
off the Anglo-French style of that "old high wa;y of love," the expression of which is now restrained and controlled.

And the dramatic

situation presented in the poem--three prople sitting together, two
of' whom speak; "I" who is a poet, "you" whose beauty is waning, and
"That beautiful mild woman, your friend"--is made to seem more realistic for us by this contrast of' styles.

The poet in the poem makes

his point with a great deal of energy, it would seem, as he
the "beautiful mild woman:"
••• 'A line will take us hoµrs ma\Y'be;
Yet if it does not seem a moment's thought,
Our stitching and unstitching has been naught.

SS\Y'S

to
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Better to go down upon your marrow-bones
And scrub a kitchen pavement, or break stones
Like an old pauper, in all kinds of weather;
For to work harder than all these, and yet
Be thought an idler by the noisy set
Of bankers, schoolmasters, and clergymen
The martyrs call the world.'
("Adam's Curse," 11. 4-14)
The "noisy set/ Of bankers, schoolmasters, and clergymen" remind us of those archetypal enemies of the Poet and the Court from
The King's Threshold, an exact contemporary of this 1904 collection. They also remind us of those keepers of the till of later poetry; and
they represent what "The martyrs call the world."

But another impor-

tant contemporary was Yeats's "rarely spring-dayish" and "Cuchulainoid" (Synge's words) The Shadowy Waters, first produced in 1904. "In
the Seven Woods" (dated August, 1902), the introductory poem to the
volume of verse bearing its name, is partly derived from the prologue
of the published version of Shadowy Waters, "I walked the seven woods
of Coole" (September, 1900).

Our chief interest in the pl~ here,

however, is the entrance of love and beauty into Yeats's conception
of "tragic joy."

Love and beauty, which are Platonically related,

are, as such, the central focus of "Adam's Curse."

In the

pl~,

dream and reality are opposed; and the dream (the land of the Everliving) is the source of our passion and our love.

The poet's search

for a "changeless love" is fruitless in this world of actuality which
is only a flickering shadow of the

eterni~

to which it is opposed.

Our joy is also our grief& because it is "all deceit, and flattery/

To win a woman in her own despite,/ ••• love is var, and there is ·
hatred in it" (11. 393-5).

In "Adam's Curse," Yeats aoieves a dou-
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ble effect in the portrayal of his poet persona, because of this
belief.

The poet, as graphically as he can imagine saying, describes

the poet's plight of laboring for beauty, "to articulate sweet sounds
together."

(The "Curse" in the title is God's curse on Adam, when

he was driven from the garden and made to earn his bread by the sweat
of his brow.)

The "beautiful mild woman" (" ••• for whose sake/ There's

IDSl'l¥ a one shall find out all heartache"; 11. 16-17) makes this rath-

er over-talkative poet's claim for poetic labor seem ridiculous with
her terse remark: "'To be born woman is to know-/ Although they do
not talk of it at school-/ That we must labour to be beautiful"'
(11. 19-21).

The remark has its telling effect, for the conversa-

tion quickly ends after the poet's short ironic flourish about mistaken lovers who have tried to follow "Precedents out of beautiful
old books/ ••• an idle trade enough" ( 11. 27-8).

The last two rumina-

ti ve stanzas underscore the irony by establishing the poet and his
silent beloved as two such mistaken lovers.

The poet doubtlessly

believes in the dream; but the dream is subject to the interference
of reality, where courtship is reduced from "high courtesy" to "deceit, and flattery/ To win a woman in her own despite," and where a
w:oman's "labour to be beautiful" amounts to the same as that "bought
Art" of cosmetology which Jonson lampooned, for instance, in "An Epigram. To the small Poxe. 1124

By so closely associating such worldli-

ness with "the noisy set/ Of bankers, schoolmasters, and clergymen,"
Yeats invites, as Wright believes, a "double judgment" of the persona
which is Yeats's representation of himself as poet and lover.

We

are to conclude: "first, that he is to be mocked for his pretensions;
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and, second, that he is to be admired for his aspiration."

2

5 The

lovers have "grown/ As weary-hearted as that hollow moon" (11. 38-

9 ). But the poet--which is as much as to
blamed.

s~,

Yeats--is not to be

His grief is to be borne with his love-though both are be-

ginning to appear in the past tense.

IV. THE GREEN HELMET
Bitterness is evident in all but a few of the poems of In the
Seven Woods.

And, while Yeats himself is beginning to appear more

and more openly in the poems, like Jonson's self-mocking appearance
in the comic romance of "A Celebration of CHARIS in Ten

~ick

Peeces"-where, from the beginning, we have the picture of the actual man, his bulky flesh, fifty years, pock-marked face, etc.--Yeats,
in his "negative" irony and his "Jacobean" bitterness, did not produce that Jonsonian spirit of humor in a collected body of verse
until the first appearance of The Green Helmet and Other Poems in
1910.

Meanwhile, Yeats had plunged deeply into that study of Jonson

which has been discussed in the past chapters.
In The Green Helmet, we observe the birth in Yeats of humorous

satire and his use of the epigram.

Not only does Yeats place these

poems in the world of actuality, where the persona of the poet is
often particularly based on Yeats himself, but, in form and theme,
the poems are more public and traditional than past verse.
York Tindall, in "W. B. Yeats," makes a similar observation.

William
Accord-

ingly, he writes that
the characteristic verses ••• are satiric epigrams, occasional
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in theme and classical in deportment ••• The dogs, fleas, and
eunuchs of these bitter things would not have pleased young
Yeats. Instead of Shelley now, or Morris, he turned for
models to Landor, Ben Jonson, and Chaucer.26
Similarly, William M. Carpenter, in "The Green Helmet Poems and
Yeats's Myth of the Renaissance," stresses the influence of Yeats's
reading of "Ben Jonson and the others," mentioned in Yeats's September, 1906 letter to Bullen, on the profound stylistic change to be
noted in these poems.

As Carpenter notes,

The title and opening lines of 'King and No King' refer to
the Beaumont and Fletcher pl~ and reflect the considerable
reading of Renaissance drama Yeats did in this decade Lf9001QJ. The four-line epigrams are Jonsonian in both attitude
and form, especially 'To a Poet, who would have me Praise
certain Bad Poets, Imitators of His and Mine.•27

"An influence," as Tindall defines it, "is what a man is ready
f or.

.. 28

To a considerable extent, a biographical perspective of

Yeats's attraction to the material and style of Jonson's

pl~s

has been rendered in the two previous chapters, which discussed his
reading, his

ess~s,

his correspondence, and his

pl~s.

But two

further matters should be taken up at this point.a first, Yeats's
interest in the non-dramatic verse of Jonson1 and second, the drama,..
tic change in Yeats's personality which coincided with this interest
and which, among other influences at the time, was linked to his
study of "Jonson and the others," the controversy over literary freedom of the stage and the appearance of Yeats's Collected Work in
1908.

His interest in Jonson's poetry is substantiated by T. Mo-

Alindon, so far the chief writer on Yeats's Jonson, in

~'Yeats

and the

English Renaissance, 1129 and J. G. Nichols, in his "Jonson and Yeats"
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appendix to The Poetry of Ben Jonson.30

Adding to these Yeats's

casual reference to The Under-wood, in Samhains 1901, 31 and the additional notices given to Jonson's poetry by the

~

sources later

used in this paper, it seems highly likely that, when Mrs. Yeats was
reported to have said that Jonson was '"not one of Yeats's gods', but
he read and admired him greatly, 1132 she meant the poems as well as
the pla.Y"S and masques which were

alrea~

well-known enthusiasms of

Yeats's.
To fulfill the second purpose, which is to show the change in
Yeats's personality which accompanied his interest in Jonson, we
need to consider several important events which took place in Yeats's
life while the Green Helmet volume was being written.

To name one,

Maude Gonne's refusal of Yeats's proposal of marriage was followed,
in 1903, by the insult of her marriage to John MacBride, a "drunken,
vainglorious lout" in "Easter 1916"; this subject is bitterly published, in The Green Helmet, in "Words," "No Second Troy" and "Reconciliation."

Later, the dream of a "popular theatre" in Ireland,

which could compare with the humor and life of the great pla.Y"B of
Jonson and Moliere, was vanquished by the Playboy riots of 1907, in
answer to which Yeats wrote his satiric farce, The Green Helmet;
and published with this

pl~,

in 1910 and 1912, were these poems

whose typical character is represented by such epigrams as: "On
Hearing that the Students of our New University Have Joined the Agitation Against Immoral Literature" and "The Attack on the 'Pla.Y"
Boy"' (later famous as "On Those that Hated 'The Pla.Y"boy of the Western World,' 1907," in Responsibilities).

Yeats was, of course, also
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shocked by the death of Synge early in 1909.

But, while distressed

over these three other events, there was yet another matter that
made a significant impression on the poets the publication of the
first complete edition of his work.

An examination of Yeats's cor-

respondence with A. H. Bullen, Elizabethan scholar and editor of the
Shakespeare Head Press, raises more than Yeats's report of being
"deep in Ben Jonson" while working on the Discoveries esssvrs, published serially l!lS "Thoughts and Second Thoughts" (1906).

c.

As Frank

Nelick reports in "Yeats, Bullen, and the Irish Drama,"33 by

means of the various details of publishing arrangements, drafts,
proofs, and the like to be found in the Yeats-Bullen letters of the
O'Hegarty collection, we can .trace the very trying history of Collected Works (1908), one of Yeats's most serious concerns from the
time he first suggested the project, on June 22, 1905, to its completion.

This suggestion, on the part of not just a living but a

relatively young artist--forty yea.rs of age, twenty years in print,
with nearly thirty-five years of life and by far his most important
work still ahead of

him~resembles

Jonson's audacity when, in 1616,

the latter published his carefully supervised Works in folio. Moreover, Yeats was greatly concerned with getting the "most definitive
and impressive public exposure for his work."34

His great concern

was cause for his sister Elizabeth, an editor of the Dun Emer Press,
to complain that he had become
extremely difficult to work with and was late with his
assignments. Dominated by Lady Gregory's judgment ••• he
had thoughtlessly made enemies in Ireland and ••• was not _
writing lyric poetry as he should have been. /:i...reland
expected more of the so-called Celtic Twilight::?' 35
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The

ess~s,

which Elizabeth's press had published the previous year

as Discoveries (1907), do indeed show the ettect of "Lady Gregory's
judgment" (she functioned as something of a secretary tor him as he
wrote them, and was responsible for his introduction to Castiglione),
as they do indeed also reflect his study of Jonson, which took place
at the same time.

The publication of the Collected Works (appear-

ing "delicately handsome in quarter-vellum back and grey linen
sides") was of deep significance to the poet.

After its completion,

Yeats could sit back and take matters differently.

As Nelick writes:

the revisionist still appears, but, no longer tentative and
worried, he is, more often than not, imperious. The Shakespeare Head edition was a crisis in Yeats's life, and once
through it he was a different man.36
Like the models he now took tor his art, the new Yeats was confident,
assured, aristocratic, contemptuous of those who offend and are offended by quality.

His use of Jonson in Discoveries, which Yeats

wrote in that tentative, exploratory manner common to the ramblings
of Jonson's criticism, made way for that new confidence through this
period of adjustment.

References in these

ess~s

to Poetaster,

~-

thia's Revels and Epicoene, McAlindon reports, suggest that Yeats
was interested in Jonson "as a type of premodern poet whose vigorous comic art

proceed~d

from a contemptuous indifference to mere

logic and general approva1. 11 37
Reflecting this change of attitude, in The Green Helmet poems
of 1910 and 1912 Yeats produced a fit imitation of Jonson's example.
From

~his

time forward, scholars invariably recognize a new Yeats.

As L. C. Knights records, in "Poetry and Social Criticism: The Work
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of W. B. Yeats,"
From the time of The .Green Helmet (1912) onwards he protested
emphatically and continuously against democratic vulgarity ••• ,
middle-class caution ••• , and reaey-made newspaper notions and
sentiments; against violence of opinion ••• issuing in physical
violence and cruelty ••• ; against, in short, the related symptoms of a social, political and cultural disintegration summed up in ••• The Second Coming (1921).38
But more specifically, the profound change in the poet shows up in
the poetry as a profound change in s:tyle.

In summarizing Yeats's

often rather hot Jonsonian air in the poems of the Green Helmet and
Responsibilities period, T. McAlindon claims that
No English poet, not even Landor, approximates so closely as
Jonson does to the egotistical, arrogant satirist who aligns
himself with the aristocracy and associates his enemies with
the mob in The Green Helmet and Responsibilities. Anger and
distrust, contempt for the many and admiration for the few-entirely new material for Yeats--form the basis of the finest
poems in these two volumes. LThe victims of Yeats's irony and
scorn are similar to those appearing in Jonson's Poetaster
and Cynthia's Revels:] They fall into the perennial Jonsonian
cate~ries of 'knave• and 'dolt• ••• Like the wretches who annoy LJonson•iJ Horace ~n The Poetaster? ••• they are conceived
as a collection of insects and animals •••• They undervalue the
poet.39
Indeed, it sometimes happens that the general discussions of these
two collections, by being addressed more or less to both at once,
encourage a somewhat blurred picture of the sequence of Yeats's interests as they occurred in time.

For instance, noting the emerging

new style of Yeats in "'The Green Helmet' and 'Responsibilities,"'
T. R. Henn vritess
There are exercises in a Jonsonian compression of the epigram.
Checks and eypermetrical syllables are slowly becoming integrated into something that can approach speech-r~thms. There is
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a use of homely even brutal idiom, that I connect with Synge's
demand for a poetry that should have its 'strong roots among
the clay and the worms•.40
These are valuable observations; and they seem generally aimed at
both collections of verse.

But the context of these statements--

Yeats's first association with Pound, his "likely ••• rereading of Ben
Jonson," his "reading of Dante and More" and his discovery of Donne
through Sir Herbert

Grierson~focuses

our attention on the year 1912

and may, therefore, be misleading, since it was by then probably too
late to influence the lyrics of The Green Helmet, either the Cuala
(1910) or the Macmillan (1912) editions.

One supposes that by a

"rereading of Jonson" it is meant that Yeats was again in contact
with Jonson's work after his expansive study in 1906; but it is not
certain that Yeats at this time was ever far out of touch with Jonson, considering his shared enthusiasm with Synge and his use of
humors-like characters in the Green Helmet play.

Besides that,

clearly Pound's influence had little or no effect on the poems of
The Green Helmet; for, as K. L. Goodwin in The Influence of Ezra
Pound writes, "Yeats's second period began quite independently of
Pound •••• Statements made by Pound in 1914 add support to the suggestion that he had little to do with Yeats's poetry until then. 11 4 1
Furthermore, Yeats had read Donne long before he had received his
gift copy from Grierson of the Poetical Works; and elsewhere Henn
himself refers to the note of thanks Grierson received from Yeates
"I ••• find," Yeats wrote, "that I can at last understand Donne ••••
Poems that I could not understand or could but vaguely µnderstand
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are now o 1ear ••• 11

42

Such general discussions are valuable--as this

one by Henn undoubtedly is--but require cautious consideration from
the student.

Another such discussion by Colin Meir, in Ballads and

Songs of W. B. Yeats, bounds back and forth in time thematically-a hazardous business in Yeats--but successfully illustrates Yeats's
adaptation of what he called "the passionate syntax, the impression
of the man who speaks, the active man, no abstract poet. 1143

As Meir

shows, Yeats's rediscovery of Ben Jonson, Byron, Donne and Burns in
this period-poets who represent a "tradition of poetry that deals
with actual experience in a tone at once passionate and persona11144
--is a step awa;y from many of Yeats's early enthusiasms.

In retro-

spect, Yeats observed:

M3 own verse has more and more adopted ••• the syntax and vocabulary of common personal speech •••• The over childish or over
petty element in some good Wordsworth and in much poetry up to
our date comes from the lack of natural momentum in the syntax.
This momentum underlies almost every Elizabethan and Jacobean
lyric and is more important than simplicity of vocabulary •••• 45
It was suggested above that the development of Yeats's love
poetry paralleled- the movement from the Petrarchan idealism of the
Elizabethans to the "negative emotions" (what Bradbrook calls "a
sharp and bitter poetry") to be found in Jacobean poetry and drama.
Yeats's use of irony with respect to the beloved is introduced in
the context of a not quite explicit feeling of' bitterness in the
volume In the Seven Woods.

The eternality of the poet's love is dis-

rupted by time and age, ·which belong to the world and which oppose
the poet's dream.

The poet's dream _of beauty and his quest for a

changeless love are not altogether dismissed, though the poet-lover
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begins to weary beneath his burden, two aspects of which are straining toward opposite poles.

In The Green Helmet, however, the belov-

ed has finally abandoned the poet-lover for reasons similar to those
presented previously in "Adam's Curse"J in "Words," this crisis is
similarly presented in his thought:
·~ darling cannot understand
What I have done, or what would do
In this blind bitter land.'
(11. 2-4)

Multiple associations with such words as "done" and "do" (his action,
his strength and command of words, and her understanding) illustrate
the wa;y in which Yeats achieved a new economy of language while expanding the meaning to a richness we are not quite able to capture
in thousands of words.

In short, Yeats's poetry is beginning to re-

fleet the ordinary passionate expression of deeply felt personal experienoe.

And this is most convincingly done in plain English.

(" ••• the best I have done/ Was done to make it plain ••• ", 11. 7-8)
Had the beloved (in actuality, Maude Gonne) understood what the poet
(Yeats) "had done," as the poet suggests, "I might have thrown poor
words away/ And been content to live" (11. 15-16).

"Words alone are

certain good," the happy shepherd of Yeats's earliest poetry recognizes.

But, if words here (in "Words," "No Second Troy" and "Recon-

ciliation") have a comforting effect after love's loss, there certainly is no retreat by the poet to that dream of fairyland or that in-

articulate misery of the sad shepherd.
left him:

11

•••

The poet now embraces what is

life and letters ••• / But an heroic dream" (from "A

Woman Homer Sung," 11. 20-1).

Language is ever tight, controlled,
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plain, but full of that "passionate syntax" of the active, even aggressive man's speech.

William H. Pritchard, in "The Uses of Yeats's

Poetry," catches the sense of economy which is coupled with some
passionate emotion; referring to "No Second Troy," the next poem in
the group, he writes:
The beauty of this poem, and of the best Middle Yeats, is indeed like a tightened bow, on the surface for all to inspect;
it doesn't yield any more than does one of Ben Jonson's epi_grams (Yeats was reading him at the time) to critical probings
after complex feelings and significances ••• the 'I' is finally
superior to f:t,he belove~, as he is in more obvious ways to
the citizens of 'an age like this' who cannot appreciate her.46
To give a little better idea of what Pritchard has in mind, it

might be noted that Jonson's epigrams were meant to be a sort of shorthand picture, an emblem or "example" of the subject he chose to represent.

They have one subject and illustrate one attitude toward that

subject directly.

They were considered texts from which valuable

instruction was to be taken--often, as bitter medicine, "full of
gall,/ Wormewood, and sulphure, sharpe, and tooth'd withall" 47_
but they also represented truth and honesty and could be used with
complimentary effect, as in the following example:
I Doe but name thee Pembroke, and I find
It is an Epigramme, on all man-kind;
Against the bad, but of, and to the good:
Both which are ask'd, to have thee understood •••• 48
As a further note, we might also look to Jonson for an analogy
to Pritchard's last statement; seeking examples of what Bradbrook
calls "sharp and bitter" Jacobean poetry, we might find there quite
a precedent for that "He"-"She" debate we find in Yeats beginning
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with this middle period.

In Jonson, the "Charis" pieces and sur-

rounding poems are not epigrams, but they do seem to represent a
similar pose to the one Pr:ilPhard presents of Yeats in the Maude Gonne
poems of The Green Helmet.

Charis, for instance, envisioned in "Her

Triumph," is a high riding, captivating beauty who is also paradoxically capable of dashing the lover utterly to pieces inspite of his
heart.

The lover, Ben, presents himself as physically base, but

reminds her that
though devine are men:
Some have love as old agen.
And it is not always face,
Clothes, or Fortune gives the grace;
Or the feature, or the youth:
But the Language, and the Truth,
With the Ardor, and the Passion,
Gives the Lover weight, and fashion.
("His Excuse for loving, 11 11. 7-12)
Po~ts,

Ben obviously respects and reveres the lady, Charis--though he sometimes makes fun of her, as he does of himself--but the table seems
to be turned in the last two pieces of the set.

She rebukes him and

presents him with a formal summary of what she would have him be,
which he must respect, though he must be forlorn to hear its "Ifoble;
or of greater Blood, ••• Young ••• and faire, ••• as honest as his Birth •••
Nor o're

praise~

nor yet condemne;/ Nor out-valew, nor contemne;/

Nor doe wrongs, nor wrongs receave; ••• 11 ("Her man described by her
owne Dictamen").

But the final short piece, entitled "Another

Ladyes exception present at the hearing," underscores, in an earthy
w~,

a conspicuous oversight in Charis' depiction of the ideal man.

As Ben's last word, "Another Lady" outlines in plain language the
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substance of Charis 1 .,pronouncement, which proves to be rather worldly,
frivolous and, ironically, base: "For his Mind, I doe not care,/
That's a Toy, that I could spare" ("Another La.dyes exception ••• ",
11. 1-2).

Charis' own exception of this only quality Ben has to of-

fer--except also his

love~is

a fundamental flaw which marks her dis-

tinct.1.y female; the exception is what makes poets, though men,
divine.

"A Celebration of CHARIS ••• " is followed by a group of poems

which highlight this sexual difference.

The next Under-wood poem,

"The Musicall Strife; In a Pastorall Dialogue," presents a Platonic
debate of "Hee" and "Shae" reminding one, outside of "Adam's Curse,"
of Yeats's later poems, "Michael Robartes and the Dancer," "Soloman and the Witch" and "An Image from a Past Life."

But the similar-

ity may only be coincidental.
Green Helmet poems which have been related by scholars to Jonson's work have been cited both as general observation and, often
more valuably, by specific reference.

For example, Edward B. Par-

tridge, in The Broken Compass, 49 stimulates our "detective interest"
by providing the clues which connect an image from The Alchemist
(II, i, 92) and Volpone (I, ii, 27), particular enthusiasms of
Yeats's at that time (see "The Controversy over The Playboy of the
Western World"

in The Arrow for February 23, 1907)5° to a similar

image in Yeats's bitter epigram, "The Attack on the 'Play Boy"'
(title later changed and included in Responsibilities).

Though the

picture which focuses on that "sinewy thigh" is derived from Yeats's
comparison of "Griffith and his like to the Eunuchs in Ricketts's

r= 7 picture watching Don Juan riding through- Hell," 51
Lsic.ti

Yeats may
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have based the thigh image, a signification of the champion in this

1909 poem, on the "golden thigh" of Pythagoras from Jonson's plays.
Supporting this inference is the recurrence later of the same image,
as the "World-famous golden-thighed Pythagoras," in "Among School
Children" (VI}.

And the treatment of Pythagoras in such instances

as "The Statues" and "News for the Delphic Oracle" (from Last Poems)
suggests that Yeats was reminded of Nano's recitation of the transmigration of Pythagoras into his many forms (cf., rlzyme "pass" with
"Pythagoras," Volpone, I, ii, 5-6; Yeats's rlzyme with "grass").
Another parallel to Jonson is cited by B. Rajan, in "Yeats
and the Renaissance," where he makes the general observation that
Yeats quotes Ben Jonson more than once and, of all the poems
of our time, The Fascination~ What'_!! Difficult is the most
Jonsonian in the run of its vers~
To indicate the sorts of things that ma\Y have led Rajan to this conclusion,

it will be necessary to quote the poem.
The fascination of what's difficult
Has dried the sap out of Ul¥ veins, and rent
Spontaneous joy and natural content
Out of Ul¥ heart. There's something ails our colt
That must, as if it had not holy blood
Nor on Olympus leaped from cloud to cloud,
Shiver under the lash, strain, sweat and jolt
As though it dragged road-metal. My curse on plays
That have to be set up in fifty ways,
On the da\Y''s war, management of men.
I swear before the dawn comes round again
I'll find the sta~le and pull out the bolt.

The impact of the language is impressive as a feature of that manly,
unsentimental, straight-forward mask the poet now wears.

Each line

has a chiseled sharpness, an edge partly enforced by the frequent
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tendency to halt on final, heavily-stressed, mono-syllable, hard
consonant words like "colt," "blood," "cloud," "jolt," "dolt," and
"bolt."

There is a sense of deliberateness and clear-headedness

about the poem that contradicts the Elizabethan melancholy depicted
in its first four lines.

Doubtless, the melancholy is related to
j

the first four lines of the poem preceding it, ".Against Unworthy
Praise:"
0 HEA...~T, be at peace, because
llor knave nor dolt can break
What's not for their applause,
Being for a woman's sake ••••
Yeats's adoption of the active man's "passionate syntax," the "natural momentum in the synta:z. ••• /_Whic"!I/ underlies almost every Elizabethan and Jacobean lyric," in "The Fascination of What's Difficult"
is manifest in actual seventeenth-century vocabulary and, as Henn
has called it, "homely even brutal idiom."

Those knaves and dolts,

mentioned in Yeats's curse of lines 8 through 11, favorably compare
with the "curious fooles, and enuious of thy straine," the causes
of Jonson's affliction, "The iust . indignation the Author tooke at
the vulgar censure of his Play," The New Inn •
••• though thy nerues be shrunke, and blood be cold,
Ere yeares haue made thee old;
Strike that disdaine-full heate
Throughout, to their defeate ••••
("Ode. To himselfe," 11. 45-8)53
(In his Autobiography, one finds evidence of Yeats's acquaintance
with The llew Inn.)5 4 Another interesting feature, however, develops
from Yeats's apparently adapted idiom in the phrase, "There's some-
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thing ails our colt," from the fourth line. This has an especially
Jonsonian ring, not just in terms of the wit produced as an effect
of the various turns in the meaning of "colt" (an inexperienced,
awkward, lively spirited, even lascivious or cunning

fellow~a

young ass); but, as a Pegasus image, it belongs to the tradition
that Jonson represents in Discoveries when he writes:
••• the Poet must bee able by nature, and instinct, to powre
out the Treasure of his minde ••• Then it riseth higher, as
by a divine Instinct, when it contemnes common, and knowne
conceptions. It utters somewhat above a mortall mouth. Then
it gets a loft, and flies away with his Ryder, whether, before, it was doubtfull to ascend. This the Poets understood
by their Helicon, Pegasus, or Parnassus ••• 55
It represents the poet's mind in "Poeticall Ra;pture, 11 the inspiration of the poet as it freeshim from the earth and soars out with
him among the divine.

Like Jonson, who bid himself "Come leaue

the lothed stage,/ And the more lothsome age" ("Ode. To himselfe,"
11. 1-2), Yeats's poet has half a mind to "find the stable and pull
out the bolt," leaving behind this loathsome business of "plays/
That have to be set up in fifty ways,/ ••• the day's war with every
knave and dolt,/ Theatre business, management of men."
Yeats's attitude and his style had changed immensely by this
time.

In .turning from his Pre-Raphaelite dream of fairyland para-

dise to the actuality of' "m.,y fool-driven land" ("All Things Can Tempt
Me," formerly called "Distraction"), Yeats's dealings with reality
are represented by a poetry which reflects his passionate struggle
with the world.

The forms and "seeming needs" of "this vegetable

universe" distract the poet in his priestly quest for concord,
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"Unity of Being."

As he writes at the end of The Green Helmet, "All

things can tempt me from this craft of verse."

But that is more and

more a part of the "vague and incoherent," early Yeats; "Now nothing
but comes readier to the hand/ Than this accustomed toil."

In one

of the few really specific references that scholars have given attaching Yeats's verse to a corresponding passage of Jonson, J. G. Nichols,
in The Poetry of Ben Jonson, notices a thought in "All Things Can
Tempt Me" "which may .be a reminiscence of Jonson" in The Haddington
Masque.

In the last six lines of Yeats's poem, the speaker (Yeats

as a poet) addresses himself to the change we as readers have been
witnessing in his poetry.
• •• When I was young,
I had not given a penny for a song
Did not the poet sing it with such airs
That one believed he had a sword upstairs;
Yet would be now, could I but have my wish,
Colder and dumber and deaf er than a fish.
The lines which Nichols cites from Jonson's masque are these:
Last, in the FISHES place, sits he, doth sC13;
In married ioyes, all should be dumbe, ~ they.
(The Haddington Masque, 11. 306-7)56
This thought may seem particularly cold and pessimistic, but
it certainly is not the last word in The Green Helmet.

The "penny,"

which the young poet would not have "given ••• for a song/ Did not the
poet sing with such airs ••• ," is nevertheless tossed in the final
poem, "Brown Penny," a gesture of that aristocratic sprezzatura, "To
find out if I might love" (1. 4).

It seems a most casual gesture
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after the intensity of the body of verse behind it.
0 love is the crooked thing,
There is nobody wise enough
To find out all that is in it •••
(11. 9-11)
And the final effect of this poem is an affirmative launch into the
later verse--unlike, in character, that Jonsonia.n mule kick which
ends Responsibilities.

Echoing perhaps those "married· ioyes" sug-

gested in Jonson's masque, "'Go and love, go and love, young man"'
is the coin's message (1.

5).

"One cannot begin it too soon" is

"I's" response (1. 16).
Through the next body of verse, Responsibilities (1913-14),
Yeats would pretty well complete the turn toward actuality he had
begun when he took up the study of the Renaissance in the first few
years of this century.

Significantly, William Pritchard observes,

••• the celebrated turn toward reality in Yeats's poetry from
roughly 1903 to 1915 is rather the substitution of one dream
for another. [The dream of Innisfree is replaced by the poet's
creation o'!] tightened structures of rhetoric which protect
and exalt him (or ••• appropriate a worthy other like Lady Gregory to Yeatsian lonely rectitude) even as they frequently.~!$!
that he has been vanquished, is harassed and worn out •• •[f.y
in .these middle poems Yeats often achieves the •passionate
syntax' he once spoke of, it is to the exclusion of the subjective exploration he later undertook.57
Pritchard's previously cited impression of the surface beauty of
these poems {like a Jonson epigram), is thus reaffirmed.

But an

important addition must be noteds the inclusion in the picture of a
"worthy other"; the increased value of friendship and worthy or
aristocratic companions; those "hearts" which are "wild and wise,/
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And yet not cold" in "The Mask"; and, in "At Galway Races,"
"3e, horsemen for companions,
Before the merchant and the clerk
Breathed on the world with timid breath.
{11. 7-9)
A poem such as "A Friend's Illness" illustrates the really high, one
might even say, Jonsonian value Yeats places on friendship.
fellowship of one's own particular "Tribe of Ben" is later

{The
celebrat~

ed in memory of the "Poets with whom I learned my trade,/ Companions
of the Cheshire Cheese," the first lines of "The Grey Rook.")

And,

in the poem "Upon a House Shaken by the Land Agitation," Yeats begins to rehearse the theme of Jonson's Great House poem, "To Penshurst," when he asks:
Although
Mean roof-trees were the sturdier for its fall,
How should their luck run high enough to reach
The gifts that govern men, and after these
To gradual Time's last gift, a written speech
Wrought of high laughter, loveliness and ease?
{11. 7-12)
In later verse, Yeats repeatedly used this theme in creating Great

House poems of his own, magnificent works like "Coole Park, 1929"
and "Coole Park BJld Ballylee, 1931," works which number among his
finest achievements.

Such great performances were not achieved,

however, without earlier trials.
there by the year 1912.

All of the right impulses were

But what was needed was some significant

stimulus to launch them into poetry.

That stimulus came in a new

controversy nearly as exasperating for the poet as the reception
of The Playboy had been for the pl83W'right.
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V. RESPONSIBILITIES

In the last chapter, something was said about the famous YeatsMoore feud.

Yeats had been trying to raise support for the Lane

Gallery, a proposed building to house the priceless collection of
paintings which belonged to Hugh Lane, Lady Gregory's nephew. According to Yeats, the appeals he had made to the Irish aristocracy made
no mention of the middle classes.
though they had.

But George Moore attacked him as

Lady Gregory had also been assaulted in a portion

of Moore's memoirs, Hail and Farewell, which was being published in
The English Review (January, 1914).

But when he got around to Yeats,

whom he considered a "literary fop," Moore depicted the scene of a
speech Yeats had delivered in 1904, after returning from a lecture
circuit in America.

With noticeable malice, Moore writes:

As soon as the applause died awa;y Yeats who had lately returned to us from the States with a paunch, a huge stick and
an immense fur overcoat, rose to speak. We were surprised
at the change in his appearance, and could hardly believe our
ears when, instead of talking to us as he used to do about
the old stories come down from generation to generation, he
began to thunder like Ben Tillett himself against the Middle
Classes, stamping his feet, working himself into a great passion, and all because the middle classes did not dip their
hands into their pockets and give Lane the money he wanted
for his exhibition. It is impossible to imagine the hatred
which came into his voice when he spoke the words 'the mid~
dle classes• •••• And we asked ourselves why Willie Yeats
should feel himself called upon to denounce the class to
which he himself belonged essentiallys one side excellent
mercantile millers and shipowners, and on the other a portrait painter of rare talent. With so admirable a parentage it did not seem to us necessary that a man should look
back for ancestry, and we had laughed at the story ••• 58
For her _part in the quarrel, Lady Greeory, backed by Yeats, threatened a libel suit and persuaded Moore to take back some of his remarks
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about her; but Yeats, who had been on bad terms with Moore since
their collaboration on the 1900 play, Diarmuid and Grania, met
Moore's challenge with a just revenge of letters.

In 1909, for in-

stance, he had written in his diary:
George Moore:
Moore once had visits from the muse
But fearing that she would refuse
An ancient lecher took to geese
He now gets novels at his ease.
Made long ago but written now because it comes up into memory,
and it may amuse me in some moment of exasperation with that
artless man.5~
On

Similarly, he comforted Laczy- Gregory against Moore in the Responsibilities poem, "To a Friend Whose Work has Come to Nothing&"
••• how can you compete,
Being honour bred, with one
Who, were it proved he lies,
Were neither shamed in his own
Nor in his neighbors' eyes?
(11. 4-8)
And, as shown in the last chapter, Yeats denied having made any
mention of the middle classes in the particular speech Moore had
described, saying that Moore had confused that speech with another
given at the National Literary Society, "which /ji.ooriJ did not hear
60
but would have heard of • 11
In this second speech, however, he had
used the word "bourgeois" in the same sense that one finds in Jonson's use of the word "cit," which Yeats pretended to suppose to
be a mere "word of artistic usage."

Perhaps encouraged by Pound,

who was spending the winter of 1913/14 with him at Stone Cottage,
Sussex, and to whom he dictated much of his work, Yeats sharpened
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the temper of his counterattack on Moore and the middle class.

In

the same passage of Yeats's Memoirs which answered Moore by citing
Jonson (ostensibly dated "January 1914," the month of Moore's attack
in The English Review), Moore is represented as "the born demagogue
••• He has always a passion for some crowd, is deliberately inciting
them against someboay. 1161

Pound, who temporarily raised the ire of

Yeats by making some unauthorized changes in some five of Yeats's
. perio
. d , 62 was a fl amb oyan t , i·~
.
1 cu l a bl e in
. fl uence
poems o f th is
• inca
on Yeats at that time and for the next few years.

If it is doubt-

ful, as Yeats seems to argue, that he could have maligned the middle classes in the ridiculous fashion portrayed of him in his 1904
speech for the Lane pictures, it is not improbable that Moore had
something of a case against him and the rhetoric he was using by
1913, when Pound was almost in constant contact with him.

Still

pleading for his municipal gallery of modern art, for example, in a
speech given at the Court Theatre, London, July

14, 1913, Yeats fin-

ished with these wordss
If the intellectual movement is defeated, Ireland will for
many years become a little huckstering nation, groping for
halfpence in a greasy till. It is that, or the fulfillment
of her better dreams. The choice is yours and ours.63
As it has been noted, 64 "groping for halfpence in a greasy till" is
strikingly r .e peated, only slightly modified, in Yeats's bitter poem,
"September 1913," which was first printed less than two months after
this speech was delivered.
As a direct result of this controversy, Yeats erected his first
verse monument to one of several ancient houses celebrated in his
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poetry.

And it is at this point that we see the two aspects of

Yeats's strongl.3 aristocratic temperament, his scorn for the

m~

and his praise for the li'ortl13 few, distinguished for the first time
by the forms used by Ben Jonson for similar purposes.

There are

long poems, short poems, sonnets and epigrams; but what perhaps is
most striking is that Responsibilities is filled with an extraordinary

amount of occasional verse.

Yeats's impulse to commend the

worthy few, like Jonson, in great moYi.ng verse-epistles and his impulse to condemn the mob, like Jonson, in biting odes and epigrams
is a development--not quite full.3 realized in Responsibilities-which we see in symbolic polarity when we view the famous Prologue
and Epilogue which cap the ends of the book.

According to Joseph

Hone, in W. B. Yeats, 1865-1939, both of these poems were written
as a direct result of the Moore-Yeats controversy (January and February, 1914) in an effort to "turn the table on George Moore of
Moore Hall. 116 5
The Prologue, frequentl.3 referred to as "Pardon, old fathers,"
is Yeats's tribute to his own ancestral house--though as yet he has
no actual house or progeny of his own--Butlers, Armstrongs, Yeatses
and Pollexfens, those who represent the "Merchant and scholar who
have left me blood/ That has not passed through any huckster's loins"
(11. 7-8).

Yeats doubtlessl.3 felt such personal tribute necessary

in answer to particular charges Moore had made against his pretensions of being an aristocrat.
on Yeats in Vales

For Moore had added, in his attack
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AE who is usually quick witted should have guessed that Yeats's
belief in his lineal descent from the great Duke of Ormonde
was part of his poetic equipment •••• It did not occur to us till
this last minute, but AE knew that there were spoons in the
Yeats family, bearing the Butler crest just as there were portraits in rq family of Sir Thomas More, and he should have remembered that certain passages in The Countess Cathleen are
clearly derivative of the spoons.66
At Stone Cottage with Pound, January, 1914, Yeats addressed himself
to Moore's remarks.

After declaring Jonson the model for his use of

the word "bourgeois," Yeats wrote in his journals
I have been told that the crudity common to all the Moores
came from the mother's family, ~o squireens, probably
half-peasants in education and occupation, for his father
was a man of education and power and old descent. His mother's
blood seems to have affected him and his brother ••• There has
been a union of incompatibles and consequent sterility.67
In "Pardon, old .fathers," a poem T.

s.

Eliot called "that violent and

terrible epistle dedicatory to Responsibilities, where is first fully
evinced Yeats' [Sic;/ .power of speaking as a particular man to men, 1168
Yeats opposes himself to that "consequent sterility" of Moore.

And

the last four lines demonstrate not only the crucial evidence of his
own virility, but a certain recourse to poetic tradition.
Pardon that for a barren passion's sake,
Although I have come close on forty-nine,
I have no child, I have nothing but a book,
Nothing but that to prove your blood and mine.
Rupin Desai, in Yeats's Shakespeare, recognizes in these lines a
commonplace Elizabethan idea of a "poet's verses substituting for a
flesh-and-blood heir."

The idea is at -the root of Jonson's touching

line from "On llf3 First Sonne" (Epigram.mes, XLV), " ... s81Y here doth
lye/ Ben. Jonson his best piece of poetrie."

But Desai is convincing
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in his claim that this passage in Yeats was inspired by "Jonson's
famous lines in his panegyric on Shakespeare prefixed to the First
Folio ... " (also in Jonson's Ungathered Verse, XXVI, Herford and SimPeon, eds. )s
•••• Looke how the fathers face
Liues in his issue, euen so, the race
Of Shakespeares minde, and manners brightly shines
In his well torned, and true-filed lines.
(11. 65-8)
This thought represents Jonson's regard for Shakespeare's volume of
plays as the fit offspring of Shakespeare's genius, "perhaps a consolatory gesture to the shade of Shakespeare for the death of his
only son, Hamnet, in 1596," Desai conjectures.
poem well, Desai says there is "no doubt."

That Yeats knew this

And there is substantial

evidence in the Essa..ys and elsewhere, in Yeats's remarks about Shakespeare, to uphold this belief f Yeats was simply thoroughly familiar
with Jonson's discourse on Shakespeare, a rare contemporary picture
of the Bard written by an admirer and close friend.
The virility, the blood, one might say the "sanguineous temperament" of the artist (in contrast to Moore, "that artless man") is
then responsible for "the book," the issue of his genius1 and, with
the Epilogue, the book ends with a sufficiently powerful demonstration of poetic gusto and poetic scorn to invite a comparison with it
and "The Fascination of What's Difficult," a poem discussed earlier
for its Jonsonian characteristics.

Not surprisingly, given the

overt quotation of Jonson in the Epilogue, a number of critics have
had something to Bfl¥ regarding it.
to quote in full.

As a sonnet, it is not too long
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While I, from that reed-throated whisperer
Who comes at need, although not now as once
A clear articulation in the air,
But inwardl\v, surmise companions
Beyond the fling of the dull ass's hoof
-Ben Jonson's phrase-and find when June is come
At ~le-na-no under that ancient roof
A sterner conscience and a friendlier home,
I can forgive even that wrong of wrongs,
Those undreamt accidents that have made me
-Seeing that Fame has perished this long while,
Being but a part of ancient ceremony-Notorious, till all my priceless things
Are but a post the passing dogs defile.
The poem is a single sentence; and, given its two more or less casual
interjections (11. 6 and 11-12), it conveys a sense of actual speech
while surging forward with the compressed power of one magnificent
and startling thought.

The "reed-throated whisperer," according to

George Saul in his Prolegomena, 70 "One presumes ••• to be the Muse."
One could possib4r argue, instead, that it also has the more peculiar ring of those ghost4' spirits of imagination, who, like Virgil
in Jonson's Poetaster, Yeats supposed were "So rammed with life they
can but grow in life with being. 1171

But it hardly matters which.

Perhaps, for our purposes, the Muse will be the most useful identification.

It is not clear which of two sources Yeats used for his

borrowing from Jonson.

But it is clear that he once tried to main-

tain the archaic spelling of Jonson's phrase.
sell Alspach,

~n

Peter Allt and Rus-

The Variorum Edition of the Poems of

w.

B. Yeats,

indicate that, for years, printings of the poem bore the spelling
2
in line 5 of "ass's hoof" as "asse's hoof • 11 7 In "An Ode. To Himselfe," a poem from Under-wood, Jonson's last stanza readsa
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And since our Daintie age,
Cannot indure reproofe,
Make not thy selfe a Page;
To that strumpet the Stage,
But sing high and aloofe,
Safe from the wolves black jaw, and the dull Asses hoofe.

(11. 31-6) 73
Elsewhere in Jonson, the last two lines are virtually repeated; but
the rest, of course, is quite different.

In "an apologeticall

1?!!:-

logue" entitled "To the Reader," which appears at the end of!!!.!,
Poetaster, a

pl~

that we know Yeats was familiar with, Jonson as-

signs these last words to the speech of the "AVTHORs"
I, that spend halfe my nights, and all my dav"es,
Here in a cell, to get a darke, pale face,
To come forth worth the it.zy", or the b~es,
And in this age can hope no other graceLeave me. There's something come into my thought,
That must, and shall be sung, high, and aloofe,
Safe from the wolves black iaw, and the dull asses hoofe.
(11. 233-9) 74
Yeats's poem is at once a resolve to "sing high and aloofe," in
accordance with the thought Jonson's phrase represents, while it also
admits, as Thomas Whitaker notices in Swan and Shadow, that its poet
"but imperfectly incarnates ••• the light of an inward voice or luminous wind," the Muse.75

Like our ailing colt from "The Fascination

of What's Difficult" (the Pegasus image which represents inspiration
rising to "Poeticall Rapture"), the "reed-throated whisperer/ Who
comes at need" is no longer "A clear articulation in the air."

The

melancholy state of the artist, which was consistent with the hot
and bitter humors of Jonson in Yeats's Green Helmet poem, is just
as bitter here, though perhaps not as heated.

Like Jonson, who bids
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himself "leaue the lothed stage," the poet in "Fascination ••• " is
read.;y' to "find the stable and pull out the bolt."

But the speaker

· in the Epilogue to Responsibilities, as we find in the deferred main
clause of the poem's single sentence, announces "I can forgive even
that wrong of wrongs," which he then goes on to characterize by
"adapting a metaphor from Erasmus," "a post the passing dogs defile. 11 7
The forgiveness is not marked by a shift from scorn to compassion
for his enemies.

The persona has come to "A sterner conscience and

a friendlier home" ("Jcyle-na-no under the ancient roof"; part of the
Coole Park demesne of Lad.;y' Gregory).

The ailing colt of his poetic

powers, however, is still strong here, as we see by interpreting the
phrase, "although not now as once," to mean more nearly a diminished
idealism, rather than a tapering off of skill which would contradict
what we clearly observe to be the growing strength of Yeats's verse.
Yeats's visits from the Muse set him distinctly opposite Moore, whom
he had satirized in his diary as "An ancient lecher" whom the Muse
refused to approach.

What the poet forgives is not so much "the

passing dogs" or "the dull asses," but his having to oppose them in
this "Notorious" manner.

This business may seem distasteful to the

reader; as J. G. Nichols writes, generally
we shall
like the
son very
many who

not like /Jonson •if "An Ode. To Himselfe" if we disexpression of pride and scorn. In this, I find Jonsimilar to Yeats who also has won the admiration of
dislike his attitudes.
(The Poetry of Ben Jonson)77

But such a position is of certain value and possibly of necessity to
the poet.

In this line, Harold Bloom, in Yeats, writess

6
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Moore is another sign that the present has fallen away from
ancient ceremony, and so it is no wonder that notoriety (of
the kind Moore enjoys and brings) replaces aristocratic "Fame,"
which has perished. Yeats "can forgive" because he has assumed the responsibilities of becoming the continuator of a
living tradition, however dimmed it be in a world of Moores. 78
T. McAlindon places a somewhat different emphasis on the poem when
he stresses the appearance of the Jonson phrase and suggests that
Yeats was acting like Jonson, who, in "To the Reader," leaves the
wolves and dull asses, which signify the multitude, "t"° their fate
and withdraws majestically into a solitude where he will sing much
higher strains and be quite content with a small but discriminating
audience ••• 1179

Perhaps McAlindon was also thinking of Yeats's with-

drawal from the stage to the more private company of his "Plays for
Dancers" which was simultaneously ta.king place.

Aside from this

difference with Bloom's interpretation, however, an interpretation
which follows Yeats's text more closely than does McAlindon•s, we
m~

read the poem as though both the interjection of "Ben Jonson's

phrase" (1. 6) and the interjection of lines 11 and 12, concerning
the "Fame" which was "a part of ancient ceremony," are related. An
important point, for instance, that Donald Davie makes on two separate occasions, in "'Michael Robartes and the Dancer"' and "Yeats,
The Master of a Trade," is that neither the explicit naming of Jonson nor the quotation from Jonson is as important as the particularly Jonsonian idea represented in the line "Being but a part of
ancient ceremony." 80 The particular direction Davie suggests we
look is ahead, toward the later poems, "A Pr&¥er for rq Daughter"
and "The Second Coming," where "ancient ceremony" is of central sig-
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nificance. · It might be suggested here, however, that "Fame" which
"has perished this long while,/ Being but a part of ancient cere-

moey" is also the subject both Horace and Caesar address themselves
to in The Poetaster, in those lines Yeats accommodated to his own

romantic vision of the imagination in its condition of fire and its
"purifying simplification through intensity," all referred to in the
first chapter.
~oraoe;:J .And for his poesie, 'tis so ramm'd with life,

It shall gather strength of life, with being,
And liue hereafter, more admir'd, then now.
{v, i, 136-8)
~aesar;:J To shew, your titles are not writ on posts,

Or hollow statues, which the best men are,
Without Promethean stuffings reacht from heaven:

{v,

i,

14-16)

Furthermore, having made this last association, it seems possible
that the last two lines of Yeats's Epilogue, which are an adaptation of a metaphor from Erasmus that he noted in his 1930 Diary, mQ¥
have been suggested by Jonson's caution "To shew, your titles are not
writ on posts,/ Or hollow statues."

As Yeats was thinking of these

passages when he spoke of "Promethean fire," "hollow statues" and
"hollow images" in the essQ¥s of Discoveries, The Autobiograph.y,
Memoirs and elsewhere, the final metaphor of the Epilogue mQ¥ have
evolved, in the process of composition, from an image of impotence
{resembling his blast at Moore in Memoirs, which is adjoined by a
reference to Jonson) before it became the profane image adapted from
Erasmus, "till all my priceless things/ Are but a post the passing
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dogs defile."
we

m~

However that rI1s::f be, as a parting word to the poem,

once again quote Blooms

Responsibilities ends by coming full circle, in defence ot
self and companions against George Moore, taken as represen ta ti ve of the decadence of an objective age. Yeats mounts
to invective, justified presumably by the larger, supposedly
cultural issue •••• Overtly quoting Ben Jonson, and adapting
Erasmus to his own purposes, Yeats clearly tried for a rather
serious effect here, and he would have been delighted to encounter in his exegetes such deference due to a poet of his
degree ••• The wind among the reeds blows again here, but now
inwardly, the poet claims, and it gives the poet what he_
needs, not inspiration, but a sense of community with the
mighty dead, invoked throughout Responsibilities. Armed
with that sense, the poet will hie him to Lady Gregory's,
and under her roof will find that he can forgive even George
Moore, who is merely an accident of historical decline ••• "81
It has already been remarked above that in "'!'he Grey Rook,"
the long first poem of Responsibilities, there is a celebration of
Yeats's "tavern comrades," "Poets with whom I learned my trade,/
Companions of the Cheshire Cheese," which seems reminiscent of such
celebrations of worthy fellowship as are known to have been produced
by Jonson and his "Tribe of Ben."

We mS\Y recall Herrick's "An Ode

for Ben Jonson," or Jonson's "An Epistle Answering to One That Asked
to Be Sealed of the Tribe of Ben."

There is no hard evidence that

Yeats had .Jonson in mind when he wrote "The Grey Rock," yet it seems
certain that he had.

A statement in the Autobiography seems to dis-

tinguish Jonson by his usual role of leadershiP--sO that he was the
anteoedent of a type which was common in Yeats's group as he remembars them.

To repeat McAlindon•s words, for Yeats, Jonson repre-

sented "a type of pre-modern poet whose vigorous comic art proceeded
from a contemptuous indifference to mere logic and general approval."
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As Bloom has just been quoted as saying, "Responsibilities ends by
coming full c i rcle, in defence of self and companions against George .

Moore, taken as representative of the decadence of an objective age."
What then, we may ask, do Yeats's companions and Ben Jonson have in
common? .And how does Yeats use Jonson to represent them?
ly, we observe, it is their anti-Science.

Collective-

He is their pre-modern

example, a champion of Literature and Art-for-Art, an advocate, a
terr.or against decadence.
Yet, even apart from Beardsley, we were a sufficiently distinguished bodya Max Beerbohm, Bernard Shaw, Ernest Dowson,
. Lionel Johnson, Arthur Symons, Charles Conder, Charles Shannon, Havelock Ellis, Selwyn Imag~ Joseph Conrad; but nothing
counted but the one hated name. LScience;:J I think that had
we been challenged we might have argued something after this
fashions "Science through much ridicule and some persecution
has won its right to explore whatever passes before its corporeal eye, and merely because it passesa to set as it were
upon an equality the beetle and the whale though Ben Jonson
could find no ju·stification for the entomologist in The New
Inn fl or, The Light Heart?, but that he had been crossed in
love. Literature now demands the same right of exploration
of all that passes before the mind's eye, and merely because
it passes." Not a complete defence, for it substitutes a
spiritual for a physical objectivity, but sufficient it may
be for the moment, and to settle our place in the historical
process.82
In the great remainder of the Responsibilities poems that we

have not discussed, one is likely to find occasional references to
Yeats's debate with Moore and other actual frustrations in his life.
Concerning the Lane Gallery project, for instance, we have "To a
Wealthy Man Who Promised a Second Subscription to the Dublin Municipal Gallery If it Were Proved the People Wanted Pictures," which
praises the aristocracy with the

likenes~

of Guidobaldo's court in

order that they might "Let Paudeens play at pi toh and toss,/ !Dok

"To a Friend Whose Work

up in the sun's eye and give" (11. 31-2).

Has Come to Nothing," a poem which we have already associated with
La~

Gregory and Moore, is one of the few examples, aside from the

Prologue and Epilogue, in which criticism has also mentioned the
name of Jonson; tor Harold Bloom has said,
The epigrammatic strength and stoic knowingness ot Landor,
and perhaps also of Jonson, are felt again in To a Friend Whose
Work Has~ _!2. Nothing, probably Yeats's mostenduring tribute to his indispensible patroness, Lady Gregory.83
In poems like these-"The Grey Rock," "Friends" (also in the 1912

Green Helmet), "Paudeen," "September 1913"-Yeats has turned to an
occasional verse; he is a public man in actuality and his poetry has
adopted a public voice to express both what he admires and what he
faults.

But in this volume, unlike The Green Helmet which is valued

primarily for its surface beauty and its full powerful exercise of
that active voice and "passionate syntax," the poetry has now begun
to admit the contemplative character of the poet's genius in what
Pritchard calls "the subjective exploration he later undertook" (see
above).

His poetry seems most contemplative when addressed to his

friends,

wort~

less things."

companions and his aristocratic values, "all my priceOtherwise it is coldly direct, brilliantly explicit in

the delivery of a prized insult.

And this does not mean that his med-

itative verse reverts to his early use of shadows and obscure symbols.
Yeats uses, for the most part, images and speech which give the impression of a passionate man's thought; and this practice is attributable to his renewed interest in poets like Jonson, Byron, Donne
and Burns, poets who deal, as Meir

s~s,

"in a tone at once passion-
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ate and personal" (also above).

"Tragic joy," which is associated

with the aristocratic ideal of sprezzatura and represented in "The
Grey Rook" as "the gods with laughing lip" who are

betr~ed

by the

"false faces" of men who drink surreptitiously from Goban's cup,
"tragic joy" becomes an implicit undercurrent in Yeats's meditation.
And Yeats's tragic vision of "The Second Coming" is anticipated by a
poem which has been more or less casually associated with Jonson.
T. R. Berm, in The Lone1y Tower, wri tess
Besides 'The Cold Beaven', the important poem in Responsibilities is 'The Magi• •••• The Magi are ••• a part of Yeats's 'oaPricious and variable world'. As in Ben Jonson, they tell of
a prodigious and monstrous birth, a threat to the land.84
It is difficult to pinpoint what particular example of Jonson's work,
if any, Benn had in mind in making such a comparison.

One is satis-

fied, however, that it must have been a general, rather than a partioular o.b servation.

Perhaps the Magi, seen, as Bloom observes, "un-

natural, in 'their stiff, painted clothes,' as though part of a roadside creche, 1185 suggest the masked participants of Jacobean court
entertainment; Benn's "prodigious and monstrous birth" might then
suggest the anti-masque.

Similarly, the anti-masque of Renaissance

London, represented in a city

come~

like The Devil is an Ass, with

its business and debauchery, inflation of titles, deflation of morality, a picture of the world grown so rotten that it is unfit even for
the devil, perhaps something of this ·sort came to mind.

In poetry,

Jonson makes similar judgments upon men, dividing them into two
classess the true courtier or aristocrat, and the "false faces."

A

tragic vision of the "worsening .world" and an "inexplicable movement"
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toward degeneracy and objectivity may be suggested by the followings
0 TimesJ 0 MannersJ Surfet bred of ease,
The truly Epidemicall diseaseJ
'T is not alone the Merchant, but the Clowne,
Is Banke-rupt turn'dJ the Cassock, Cloake, and Gowne,
Are lost upon aocompt: And none will know
How much to heaven for thee, great Charles they oweJ
("An Epigram. To Our Great and Good K. Charles on His
Anniversary Day," 11. 17-22)86
Goe on, inorest in vertue; and in fame:
And keepe the Gloria of the English name,
Up among Nations. In the stead of bold
Beauchamps, and Nevills, Cliffords, Audley•s old;
Insert thy Hod.gas, and those newer men,
As Stiles, Dike, Ditchfield, Millar, Crips, and Fen:
That keepe the warre, though now•t be growne more tame,
Alive yet, in the noise; and still the same;
•••• Soone
Should he heare of billow, wind, and storme,
From the Tempestuous Grandlings, who'll inf'orme
Us, in our bearing, that are thus, and thus,
Borne, bred, allied? what's he dare tutor us? ••••
Let poore Nobilitie be vertuouss Wee
Descended in a rope of Titles, be
From QEz, or Bevis, Arthur, or from whom
The Herald will. Our blood is now become
Past any need of vertue. Let them care,
That in the Cradle of' their Gentrie are;
To serve the State by Councels, and by Armes1
We neither love the Troubles, nor the harmes.
What love you then? your whore? what study? ••••
("A Spe~ch According to Horace," 11. 49-56, 62-6,

79-87)fj7

While it is not clear what particulars Henn had in mind, he informs
us of a similarity of vision between Yeats and Jonson which will be
useful later, while we examine the sister poems, "A Pra.Yer for

llij"

Daughter" and "The Second Coming," for their use of' "ancestral ceremony," an especially Jonsonian value.
The last poem in Responsibilities, preceding the Epilogue, is
"A Coat."
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I made m:y song a coat
Covered with embroideries
Out of old m:ythologies
From heel to throat;
But the fools caught it,
Wore it in the world's eyes
As though they'd wrought it
Song, let them take it,
For there's more enterprise
In walking naked.
Harold Bloom has related this poem to Moore's tale of the "immense
fur overcoat" that Yeats wore when he gave his diatribe against the
middle class. 88

In

addition to what was quoted above, Moore complain-

ed that "the old green cloak that was in keeping with /Jeats•iJ profession of romantic poet" had been replaced by the fur coat "which
distracted our attention from what he was

s~ing."89 Bloom observes

that it is probably better that in his poetry Yeats had, metaphorically speaking, doffed that "magnificent fur coat."

But the poet's

additional departure from his romantic "embroideries" to the raw stuff
of Responsibilities is also, by this time, complete and is justified
by the poeta "there's more enterprise/ In walking naked."

Further-

more, "A Coat," a poem that precedes the Epilogue where Jonson is
quoted, mE13' also have been influenced by Yeats's reading of Jonson.
As Nichols writes, it "sounds to me as though it were suggested by
thist
Yff Men, and tymes were nowe
ot that true fface
As when they both were greate, and both knave hove
that ffortune to imbrace,
By Cherissheinge the Spirite yt gaue their gi".eatnesse
{iraces
I then could r~se m:y notes
Lowd to the wondringe thronge
And better Blasen them, then all their Coates,
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That were the happie subiect of my songe.
[!iode," Ungathered Verse, XLVIII, 11. 1-'i/

Nichols continuess
The two passages are similar in their pride and scorn, and
in the connection which they both make between 'Coates' and
•songe•. The different meanings of •coat' in the two passages
{garment .in Yeats and heraldic coat in Jonson) suggest that
the borrowing, if there was one, was largely a recollection
of sound. It m~ be of significance that Yeats's poem was
first published within a few months of 'While I, from that
reed-throated whisperer' which admits to a reminiscence of
Jonson.90
Yeats's persona in "A Coat" is typical of the Responsibilities oollection.

The poet or, in this case, the singer, one who walks before

"the world's eyes," is mocked by "fools" who wear his garment of song
"As though they'd wrought it."

As George Wright points out, "it is

this opposition between the passionate man and the figure he cuts in
the world's eyes which defines Yeats's treatment of his personae";9l
and it is in Yeats's next body of verse, The Wild Swans at Coole
(1917 and 1919), that we first witness, according to Wright, Yeats's
"mature use of this technique to present both himself and other personae as ironic heroes.119 2
VI. LATER POEMSs THE OCCASIONAL FOBM
The poem from Wild Swans at Coole most often singled out as the
outstanding poem of the collection is "In Memory of Major Robert
Gregory."

The poem most often singled out as the poorest is "Shep-

herd and Goatherd," for a while known as "The Sad Shepherd," but not
to be confused with Yeats's early poem which bears the name of Jonson's
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pl~.

What these two poems have in common is that they are both

elegies to the same man, Robert Gregory, and each represents Yeats's
exploration into the elegaic poetry of the English Renaissance to find
a form which would best serve as the expression of great loss that he
felt the airman's death had been to himself and to his patroness,
Lady Gregory.

Often, as in the generalized comment Rajan makes, the

scene of this entire body of verse is "At :KYle-na-no under that ancient roof" from the Ep.:ilogue of Responsibilities.

Rajan casually

observes&
Coole Park is also Penshurst, briefly graced by "Our Sidney
and our perfect man." Yeats strengthens the associations
by mourning Major Gregory's death both in a Renaissance pastoral and in an elegy the stanza of which is ta.ken from
Cowley.93
The credit goes to Frank Kermode, in The Romantic Image,94 for
the discovery of Yeats's debt to Abraham Cowley.

Though, as McAlin-

don thinks, Yeats's use of the stanzaic pattern of Cowley's "Ode on
the Death of Mr. William Harvey" does not completely account for the
tone of Yeats's poem, the selection of Cowley's stanza for "In Memory of Major Robert Gregory" does represent an important reference
to Renaissance tradition in a body of Yeats's poetry which was to
become his finest achievement; poems which represent his "subjective
exploration" and his tribute to aristocratic values such as custom,
ceremony, friendship and patronage of an honored few, well-wrought
beautiful things.

To repeat an observation made before, we can see

that as Yeats's poetry becomes more and more occasional, public and,
-

in voice, proud and aristocratic, it becomes more traditional in form
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and often in content.

His experiment with Cowley's stanza was sue-

cessful not only in this funeral elegy to Robert Gregory, but it was
repeated ef'feotively in "A Prqer for JIG" Daughter" and in the second
poem of "The Tower" sequence, at which point we witness the splendid
shift to the ottava rima stanza of' "Sailing to Byzantium," "Meditations in Time of Civil War" (parts I, ".Ancestral Houses," and IV, "!q
Descendants"), "Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen" (I), "Among School
Children," "Coole Park, 1929," "Coo le Park and Bally lee, 19 31,"
"Vacillation" (II, III), "A Woman Young and Old" (VIII, "Her Vision
in the Wood"), "Parnell's Funeral," "The Gyres, 11 "The Municipal Gallery Revisited," "The Statues" and "The Circus Animals' Desertion."
Cowley's stanza, aside from certain poetic weaknesses of' the author
which Yeats avoided, was of' use to Yeats in the following wq1 aocording to Kermode1
Cowley's characteristically uneven, over-long and over-witty
poem lacks the design of Yeats's, and what structure it has
is partly prefabricated, deriving from the conventional Renaissance funeral elegy, which is both schematic and witty. But,
as far as I know, Cowley invented the stanza, and having seen
Yeats use it, we ma\Y' be prepared to grant that it has great
virtue. It has balance and variety, and in the long concluding
line Cowley began an experiment in the elegaio possibilities
of slow, heavily retarded monosyllabic movement, which Yeats
was happy to oontinue •••• Yeats here practices a poet's not a
critic's imitation. William Harvey was not a Sidney, but he
was, according to Cowley, a many-sided genius who died young,
and the poem which commemorates him struck certain chords that
interested YeatsJ he therefore imitated it.95
The similarity of the stanza patterns used by both Cowley and
Yeats is not to be disputed, but Kermode's suggestion that Cowley's

Mr. Harvey proyided the sufficient example of the "Renaissance hero"
which "brought to a happy issue that preoccupation with Sidney and
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the Renaissance elegy which was forced on the poet 1196 is open to debate.

T. McAlindon, in "Yeats and the English Renaissance," partly

refutes Kermode's claim and makes one of his own.

Though "compli-

cated by reminiscences in Yeats's poem of Spenser's anaemic elegies
on Sidney" and by Kermode's claim for Cowley, McAlindon suggests
that Yeats's poem be compared with Jonson's "To the immortall memorie
and friendship of that noble paire Sir Lucius Cary and Sir. H. Morison" {Under~wood, LXX), where
But a comparison of Yeats's poem with Spenser's and Cowley's,
or with any other funeral poem of the English Renaissance,
will be found to throw into relief its resemblances to Jonson's ode.97
Yeats's first attempt to memorialize Gregory by writing a pastoral
elegy based on Spenser was unsuccessful and left the poet unsatisfied.

Therefore it is supposed that he browsed around further until

he lit upon Cowley.

Meanwhile (still supposition), he discovered

Jonson's ode, or knew it alread1', and adopted its tone while adopting Cowley for mere technical advantage.

In this vein, McAlindon

reasons,
The subject of Cowley's ode, one must observe, is a gentle
Cambridge scholar, not an aristocratic herof its tone is
melancholic and even sentimental--not, like that of Jonson
and Yeats, grand, triumphant, heroics and, as Yeats would
surely have noted in his exploration of the very slight
bo~ of valuable elegaic ·poetry in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, this ode--its stanza form apart--is good
just insofar as it is directly indebted to that of Jonson,
Cowley's accepted master in many things.98
In short, MoAlindon argues that Cowley suggested the form and

Jonson the content of Yeats's poem.

And the textual similarities
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are three-fold in kind.

First, each poem commemorates a young man

whose death occasions the poems Henry Morison and Robert Gregory.
In both instances, McAlindon writes, the young men are "clearly

idealized with the Sidneian model in mind."99

Jonson, who never

addressed a poem directly to Sir Philip Sidney, did honor him through
a number of epistles, odes and epigrams addressed to members of his

family (Epigram.mes, LXXIX, CIXJ The Forrest, II, III, XII, XIV)J for
Jonson, as for Yeats and Spenser, Sidney was the epitome of the
aristocratic hero, the total Renaissance man.

Accordingly, the poem

by Jonson and the poem by Yeats resemble one another insofar as they
draw on a common model.

The subjects of both poems, like Sidney,

died in combat at an "imperfect" age.

In Jonson's "To the immortall

. ••• "
memorie
Alas, but Morison fell youngs
Hee never fell, thou fall'st, my tongue.
He stood, a Souldier to the last right end,
A perfect Patriot, and a noble friendt
But most a vertuous Sonne.
All Off ices were done
By him, so ample, full, and round,
In weight, in measure, number, sound,
~s though his age imperfect might appeare,
His life was of Humanitie the Spheare.
(st. 5, 11. 43-52)
Similarly, in Yeats's "In Memory of Major Robert Gregory," "11\Y dear
friend's dear son,/ Our Sidney and our perfect man" (VI, 11. 46-7),
is furthermores
Soldier, scholar, horseman, he
As 'twere all life's epitome.
What made us dream that he could comb grey hair?
(XI, 11. 86-8)
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But this first object of commemorating the dead son and "noble
friend," a consolation to the parent and the surviving friend, succeeds, in both poems, in raising the occasion from the plain of consolation, or solace, to that of celebration, the second similarity
between the two poems.

According to Jonson, life is not "measur'd

by the space" or time, but "by the act" (11. 21-2)J "life doth her
great actions spell,/ By what was done and wrought/ In season, and
so brought/ To light ••• " (11. 59-62)._ And in Jonson, the poem, a
song, also declares itself to be a constellation where "Two names of
friendship" shine as "one Starre:/ Of hearts the union" (11. 98-9).
Jonson's poem celebrates the friendship of two men, Cary and Morison
("Friendship, in deed, was written, not in words:/ And with the heart,
not pen"; 11. 123-4).

Yeats's poem, provoked by the thought of lost

friends--Lionel Johnson, John Synge, George Pollexfen, now Robert
Gregory ("that last death took all my heart for speech," 1. 96)-is
a celebration of friendship as it honors the memory of a kind of life
these friends exhibited which is passing from the world.

It is Greg-

ory's escape into the world of action and deeds, however, that distinguishes him from these other

f~iends-and

Yeats himself, as an

isolated tower poet-and which affirms his loss in a oelebrative light,
startling the poet into the thought which rises to the poemJ and this
is the third similarity between the two poems: the intrusion into the
poem of the actual person of the poet and his meditation on life and
death.

In Jonson's poem, what is

11

immortall" is not Morison's life, as

a perfect man, or particularly his life after death, but the ,..memorie
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and friendship of that noble paire ••• " Cary and Morison.

And this

is exactly where Yeats and Jonson meet; for, in Yeats, as we have so
often seen, the "passionate dead" have their reward of immortality
in the memories and imaginations of those still living ("Soldier,
scholar, horseman, he,/ And yet he had the intensity/ To have published all to be a world's delight"; 11. 71-2).

What Morison has es-

caped by an early death is, as McAlindon puts it, "the lethargic
longevity of another man ~ot Cary, but one whom Jonson refers to as
"Stirrer," 1.

3§1 who began his manhood with promising vigour but

was quickly 'sunke in that dead sea of life"' (1. 40).

100

Robert

Gregory's death permits him an exit from life with the promise of
his youth, in the glory of a hero.

The difference between Gregory

and Yeats's three other friends, "All those that manhood tried, or
child.hood loved" (1. 75), is in the same vein as Jonson's hero.
Yeats's meditation falls first upon the tragedy of Lionel Johnson
and his inability to achieve "A measureless consummation that he
dreamed" ( 1. 32).

Next to appear is the dead Synge who, obsessed bY

a dream of art, suf'f ered from the bad fortune of a protracted illness
which both caused the obsessi-on and prevented its realization ("We
should unite stoicism, asceticism and ecstasy. Two of them have of101
ten come together, but the threenever").
The third and last of
the deceased friends to appear is "old George Pollexfen," "Having
grolin

sluggish and contemplative" {l. 40), whose passion and "mus-

cular youth well known to Mayo -men/ For horsemanship" (11. 34-5)
have declined into the dissipation of age that Jonson called "the
dead sea of life."

Gregory, as Kermode reminds us, is primarily
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treated as a painter; and as such, he symbolizes
the artist who had escaped into action, a delighted escape
from a typical cruel dilemma imposed by the nature of the
artist and exacerbated by modern decadence; and this escape
was made by a WEJ3 which other divided men had not found, or
had risked.102
Among the .other men, Kermode writes, "ffeonei/ Johnson /Jai/ the
formal antithesis of Gregory in his solution."l03

Gregory's stun-

ning escape into the life of action, which~ook f:leats•i/ heart for
speech," enabled him to achieve the ideal of personal life, aristocratic sprezzatura, "tragic joy," orUnity of Being; the last eight
lines of "An Irish Airman Foresees His Death" illustrates this better, perhaps, than stanza VIII with its depiction of Gregory's foolhard3' horsemanships
Nor law, nor duty bade me fight,
Nor public men, nor cheering crowds,
A lonely impulse of delight
Drove to this tumult in the clouds;
I balanced all, brought all to mind,
The years to come seemed waste of breath,
A waste of breath the years behind
I balance with this life, this death.
This "tragic joy" we are now familiar with in Yeats.

But something

like a wish for Unity of Being or joy, the full delight of the Sidneian hero, seems to be suggested as Jonson makes a
pea.ranee in his elegys
The Counter-turne

............ .•

...

Hee leap'd the present age,
Possest with holy rage,
To see that bright eternall

~1

notewort~

&P-
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Of which we Priests, and P6ets s93
Such truths as we expect for happy men,
And there he lives with memorie; and Ben

-The Stand
Johnson, who sung this of him, e're he went
Himselfe to rest,
Or taste a part of that full joy he meant
To have exprest,
In this bright Asterisme ••••
(11. 79-89)
Certainly, Jonson's intended meaning is not unorthodox, like Yeats's.
Jonson's tragic hero, like Yeats's, is "a Souldier," "A perfect Patriot, and a noble friend" and "most a vertuous Sonne"; but he is not,
like Gregory, an artist.

In Yeats's meditation, Kermode writes,

It is as an artist--though with the old aristocratic sprezza~escaping from the penalties of imagination, that the
dead man is presented to us. This is a symbolic figure violently abstracted from life, existing in some pattern of the
poet's mind •••• Gregory escaped from art, and his escape became an image, a new thing named, a new truth, for an artist
who did not escape but stood his course in a darkening and
increasingly hostile world.104
The most frequent theme of Yeats's meditation, in the occasional poems which follow, is the possibility of happiness, order, innocence, custom,

ceremony~aristocratic

and Jonsonian virtues

all~

retrieved in the face of impending chaos •
••• all hatred driven hence,
The soul recovers radical innocence
And learns at last that it is self-delighting ••••
("A PrS\Y'er for my Daughter," 11. 65-7)
The hero recovers but the instant of his lifetime, _makes his stand
to build "a house/ Where all's accustomed, ceremonious" ("A Pr83er
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••• ," 11. 73-4), fathers a family and gambles against the universal
decline of civilization that his issue, now more than just a book,
will flourish awhile before chaos restores all to "roofless ruin."
In

Michael Robartes and the Dancer (1921), we see the birth of a

"terrible beauty" in the poems "Easter 1916" and "The Second Coming."
••• twenty centuries of stony sleep
Were vexed to nightmare by a rooking cradle,
And what rough beast, its hour come round_at last,
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?
("Second Coming," 11. 19-22)
Appropriately, the important sister poem to "The Second Coming,"
"A Prayer for my Daughter," is occasioned by a storm during which
the poet's infant daughter "sleeps on," "half-hid/ Under this cradlehood and coverlid"

(1. 1-3).

The protective father walks and pr83's,

and his prayer, the meditation of a mind which "has dried up of late"
~itself

the

a familiar symptom of the melancholy artist or scholar of

Renaissano~,

is the poem.

And the poem describes his means

of escaping the "blood-dimmed tide" loosed upon the world in the
vision of "The Second Coming," where "The ceremony of innocence is
drowned"

(1.

6)1 an escape through generation and genius, as in

"Pardon, old fathers," in "blood," in the future of his child and
the unknown generations of his house, an aristocratic if momentary
flourish.
Beryl Rowland, in "The Other Father in Yeats's 'A Prayer for
My

Daughter, "' recognizes in the poem similarities to Coleridge's

"Ver Perpetuum," "Frost at Midnight" and "Dejections An Ode. 11105
Others, however, hear a significant Jonsonian ring1 and, as a result,
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it is thought that Yeats's bringing together of these two tones, that
of Jonson and that of Coleridge, is
occasional verse.

~great

achievement of Yeats's

In "Yeats and the Occasional Poem a 'Easter 1916, '"

Marjorie Perloff writes that Yeats's occasional verse "is, in fact,
a fusion of these two modesa the Jonsonian verse epistle and the
Coleridgean conversation poem •••• the fusion is, moreover, one that
Yeats very nearly invented." 106 Taken as types, Jonson represents
what is classical or traditional, public and formal, while Coleridge
represents what is romantic, private and subjective.

What is dis-

tinctively Jonsonian about this particular poem has, as mentioned
before, been addressed by Donald Davie, who refers us to "the ex:plicit invocation of Ben Jonson" in the Epilogue of Responsibilities,
where the line "Being but a part of ancient ceremony" assumes an important plaoe in the vision of "The .Second Coming," where "The ceremony of innocence is drowned," and in its anti-vision of "A Prayer

... ," where it is hoped in the last stanzas
••• may her bridegroom bring her to a house
Where all's accustomed, ceremonious;
For arrogance and hatred are the wares
Peddled in the thoroughfares.
How but in custom and in ceremony
Are innocence and beauty born?
Ceremony's a name for the rich horn,
And custom for the spreading laurel tree.
In "Yeats, The Master of a Trade," Davie refers us especially to those

last two lines, about which he writesa
The images here--of the cornucopia, the horn of plenty, and
of the laurel tree-are the _most hackneyed images imaginable.
And that is only to s83, the most traditional. These lines
could have been written _by any good poet writing in any West-
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em European langu81e at any time from the sixteenth century
to the present day. 07
In his

ess~

"'Michael Robartes and the Dancer,'" however, Davie

zeroes in on two such writers of the English Renaissance: Jonson
and Donne.

And Davie finds Jonson to be the one "who presides over

'Prayer for _My Daughter'"; for Jonson is regarded as superior to
Donne in the genre of the verse-epistle, and the "Horn of Plenty,"
repeated-in Yeats's poem on two other occasions (11. 32 and 60),
with its reference to classical mythology, not only represents
Yeats's "unembarrassed" use of a hackneyed-or traditional-literary property, but it compares with Jonson's use of classical myths.
On this topic, Nichols is in agreement with Davie.

108

In The Poetry of

Ben Jonson, Nichols explains,
Poets still go without ostentation to the pagan m_rths to illustrate their thought •••• It is not 'confusion' we find in either
Jonson or Yeats, but simply an extension of the meaning in the
m_yth till it becomes a sort of metaphor.109
Similarly, Davie says that Yeats, like Jonson, "naturalized" classical material to his own particular landscape and for his own purposesclassical references can be homely while still exalted ••• Jonson's classical erudition worked in just this way-towards a
habituation, a complete translation of ancient Greece and Rome.
The same neo-olassicism at its Jonsonian best uses 'radical'
-'radical innocence•-to link through its Latin etymology
with the sus-t ained imagery from vegetation.110
Interestingly, Yeats's use of the "Horn of Plenty," which sets up in
opposition the bride and groom of the last stanza beside the mar-
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riage of Maude Gonna and John MacBride (stanzas 4 and 8), Nichols
associates with a couplet from Jonson's "An Epistle to a Friend, to
perswade him to the Warres" (Under-wood, XV)a
The Servant of the Serving-woman, in scorne,
Ne're came to taste the plenteous Mariage-horne.
(11. 99-100)
While Nichol.a goes no further than observing "a Yeatsian ring" in
the couplet, he does so vi th emphasis a "The very feel -Of this reminds
us of Yeats, while 'the plenteous Mariage-horne' oan hardly fail to
111
br i ng 'A p reyer f or 'flJ3' Daught er I t o mi n d • "
In Yeats, "Ceremoey's
a name for the rich horn" (1. 79).
In the sixth stanza of "A Pra.;yer ••• , 11 we find an exposition of

that important tree image, the symbol of "custom" (1. 80) or "rootedness" which is of central significance later in Yeats's Great House
poems, "Coo le Park, 1929" and "Coo le Park and Bally lee, 19 31."
Mey she become a flourishing hidden tree
That all her thoughts mS\Y' like the linnet be,
And have no business but dispensing round
Their magnanimities of 'sound,
Nor but in merriment begin a chase,
Nor but in merriment a quarrel.
0 ma.;y she live like some green laurel
Rooted in one dear perpetual place.
Such an idea of "rootedness" opposing change is aristocratic and,
MoAlindon asserts, was a contribution from Yeats's reading of Ben
Jonson.

As McAlindon observes, "Yeats refers to his heavily 'flzy'th-

ologized Jonsonian friend," John Synge, as "that rooted man" in "The
Municipal Gallery Revisited" (VII). 112 Similarly, we observe the
metaphor of' the family tree and "rootedness" in the poetry of Jonson:
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And raise a noble stemme, to giue the fame,
To CLIFTON'S bloud, that is deny'd their name.
Grow, grow, faire tree, and as tey branches shoote,
Heare, what the Muses sing about t~ roote ••••

("Epistle. To Katherine, Lad_y
rest, XIII, 97-100)

Avbi~," The For-

Such Notes are vertuous menl they live as fast
As they are high; are rooted, and will last.
They need no stilts, nor rise upon their toes ••••
{"!!!,Epistle ~ fil!: Edward Sacville, ~ Earle ~
Dorset," Under-wood, XIII, 143-5)
O how will then our Court be pleas'd,
To see great Charles of Travaile eas'd,
When he beholds a graft of his owne hand,
Shoot up an Olive fruitful, faire,
To be a shadow to his Heire,
And both a strength, and Beautie to his LandJ
. {"!2, the Right honble Hierome, L. Weston. An Ode
gratulatorie ••• , 11 Under-wood, LXXIV, 25-30T
••• Nature, or the later Ayre
Gave two such Houses as NORTHUMBERLAND,
And STANLEY, to the which shee was Co-heire.
Speake it, you bold PENATES, you that stand
At either Stemme, and know the veines of good
Run from your rootesJ Tell, testifie the grand
Meeting of Graces, that so swell 1 d the flood
bf vertues in her, as, in short, shee grew
The wonder of her Sexe, and of your Blood ••••
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Shee had a mind as calme, as shee was faire;
Not tost or troubled with light Lady-aire;
But, kept an even gate, as some straight tree
Mov'd by the wind, so comely moved she.
("Euphe~e; or, The Faire Fame left to Posteritie
Of that truly-noble Lady, the Lady VENETIA DIGBY
••• ," Under-wood, LXXXIV, Part II, 4-12 and Part

IX, 163-6)113

In Yeats's two later poems, "Coole Park,

1929" and "Coale Park

and Ball.ylee, 1931," the "rootedness" or permanence of the houses of
Gregory and of Yeats faces the same opposition as the permanence of
custom the poet meditates on in "A Prey'er for my Daughter."

"Pas-
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sionate intensity," which was associated with the characters of Jonson by Swinburne, Symonds and Yeats and which was associated by Yeats
with the personalities of a few admired companions, is a characteristic of "the worst" by the time the Second Coming arrives; and when
that time comes, not only is innocence drowned, but a profound reversal of values takes place.

Anarchy replaces custom and ceremony; the

best are indifferent, "while the worst/ Are full of passionate intensity" ("Second Coming," 11. 7-8).

Fundamentally, this is the imminent

"darkening flood" which threatens with extinction the houses of Yeats
and Gregory in these two later poems.

In "Coole Park, 1929," we have

the tree symbol attached to Lady Gregocy, "that laurelled head," but
the "aged woman and her house,/ A sycamore and lime-tree lost in
night" (11. 2-3), subjects of meditation, represent that momentary
flourish that the poet must eventually concede to a prevailing set of
vegetation images-"nettles ••• on a shapeless mound/ And saplings
/jhic'i/ root among broken stone" (11. 27-8).

In "Coole Park and

Ballylee, 1931," we have a similar degeneration.
Upon the border of that lake's a wood
Now all dry sticks under a wintcy sun,
And in a copse of beeches there I stood,
For Nature's pulled her tragic buskin on
And all the rant's a mirror of my mood:
At sudden thunder of the mounting swan
I - turned about and looked where branches break
The glittering reaches of the flooded lake.
(11. 9-16)
The "darkening flood" from line 48, however, is more portentous of
destruction and evil than the quiet decay and peaceful overgrowth depicted in the previous poem.

Lady Gregocy, not presented in the poem
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but as the "Sound of a stick upon the floor" (1. 25), in her house,
represents a Wf13 of life already half-faded from the world •
••• ancestral trees,
Or gardens rich in ·memory glorified
Marriages, alliances and families,
And every bride's ambition satisfied.
Where fashion or mere fantasy decrees
We shift about--all that great glory spent-Like . some poor Arab tribesman and his tent.

(11. 34-40)
The "Arab tribesman and his tent" signify a culture which ceases to
be "rooted" and civilized.

Opposite that, we have "ancestral trees"

and houses, "Marriages, alliances and families," "every bride's ambition satisfied," which should be more than sufficient reminder of
the final stanza of "A Prey-er for my Daughter."
More than the symbol of a family, however, Lady Gregory's
house at Coole Park stands for the kind of noble hospitality that
Ben Jonson similarly honored in his celebration of the Sidney family
in "To Penshurst."

In Yeats's "Coole Park, 1929," the poet's medi-

tation "upon a swallowis flight,/ Upon an aged woman and her house,/
A sycamore and lime-tree lost in night" (11. 1-3) carries his memory
to the thought of "Great works constructed there in nature's spite"
(1. 5) and to the cultivated company of H;yde, Synge, Shawe-T~lor
and Lane.

Like that welcome patronage Jonson acknowledged from the

Sidneys at Penshurst ("Here no man tells my cups ••• all is there;/ As
if thou, then, wert mine, or I raign'd here"), this assorted troop of
. "traveller, scholar, poet" was assured of finding at Coole "pride
established in humility,/ A scene well set and excellent company"
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(11. 15-16).

The movement from the meditated objects of two partic-

ular trees to the revery of a past "dance-like glory" involving an
invocation of these names cannot help suggesting the famous signsture tree on the Coole estate which bears the engraved initials of
such company.

If Yeats had this suggestion in mind, then it paral-

lels some of the early lines of "To Penshurst," where Jonson writes
of a great tree planted at Penshurst on the day of Sir Philip's
birth in 15541
That taller tree, which of a nut was set
At his great birth, where all the Muses met.
There, in the writhed barke, are cut the names
Of many a Sylvane, taken with his flames.
(11. 13-16)
The "dance-like glory" of the poets and the appearance of the ."Muse"
in Yeats's poem creates an antique air which complements the "ances-

tral trees," "Traditional sanctity and loveliness" {l. 42) of "Coole
Park and Ballylee, 1931" as well as the Arcadian landscape of "Pensburst."

Charles Tomlinson, in "Yeats and the Practising Poet,"

writess
Yeats revivifies for us the language of' courtesy that we know
from the seventeenth century. His poems on great houses, and
on their ruin, stand at the end of the line of the English
country-house poem, descendants of Ben Jonson's 'To Penshurst•,
of' Carew's 'To~ Friend G. N., from Wrest•, Herrick's 1 Panegerick to Sir Lewis Pemberton•, Marvell's 'Appleton House'
and the fourth epistle of Pope's moral essays. The language
of these p~ems is the language of tact and the language of
power ••• ll.4
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VII. PARTING IMAGES
In these later poems of The Winding Stair ( 19 33) through ~·

Poems (1936-9), Yeats's language frequently resembles that of Elizabethan and Jacobean poets.

A debt to Donne has

alrea~

been noted

here, though there are certain short-comings in the comparisons
Yeats's poetry often seems exciting, as Donne's is often exciting,
for our sense of witnessing the action of an intelligent man's thought;
but, as George Saul writes, Yeats
looks something of an alien when compared with the 'metap~s
ioals' of traditions he is not gnarled; he is brilliantly
rational in metaphor, never strained or far-fetched; he is
subtle without being intellectually oute.115
Yeats uses phrases and vocabulary in these poems which are directly
attributable to his reading of the Renaissance poets.

For instance,

in the line "Heroic reverie mocked by clown and knave" (1. 27) from
"A Bronze Head," we are reminded not only of those "knaves" and
"dolts" from The Green Helmet and Responsibilities, but "clown" here
seems to have the particular meaning of peasant or common person that
we often find in Jonson, for example, in "To Penshurst" (1. 48) and
Under-wood, LXIV (1. 19), quoted above.

Similarly, Yeats's "A

Drunken Man's Praise of Sobriety," with lines like "Come swish around,
my pretty punk" and "A mermaid, not a punk," has its definite Jonsonian ring while exhibiting one of the most characteristic masks of the
Last Poems, that of Yeats's wild old wicked man.

Henn has noticed

"several memories of Jonson" in the vicinity of the poem "Parting,"
in A Woman Young and Old1 where he observes that the phrase

"~
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household spies (a strange expression) is in Volpone,

~ii,

6. 11116

Except for an inaccuracy in the citation {which should be Volpone,
III, ii,

177), Benn's observation is helpful, for we find the phrase

embedded in Volpone's seduction song, "Come, my Celia, let us prove,"
a poem Yeats undoubtedly knew, which also appears in The Forrest
(V, "Song. To Celia.").

Adding further comment on this phrase "house-

hold spies," Jon Stallworthy, in Between the Lines, notes its persistenoe from the earliest drafts and suggests that it was "either
assimilated from /Jeats•i/ reading of Donne's 'Twelfth Elegy,"' also
oalled "His Parting from Her," where the phrase occurs in line 41,
..

"or, less probably, of Ben Jonson's Volpone, Act III, scene v 11117
(also an incorrect reference to a non-existent scene).

A further

observation of a possible "memory of Jonson" is made by Henn, who
finds a relation between a picture image of "Berenice's burning hair"
(1. 8) from "Her Dream" (Words for Music Perhaps, XIII, in the Crazy
Jane cycle) and a similar presentation in Jonson's line, "Who made
a lampe of Berenice'.s h83re? 11 (1. 61), from "Epistle. To Elizabeth
Countesse of Rutland" (The Forrest, XII). And both J. R. Mulryne,
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in "The 'Last Poems, '"
.a nd Denis Donoghue, in William Butler
Yeats;l9 have noted an "oblique reference" to Jonson's phrase from
The Poetaster, "rammed with life," in Yeats's "To Dorothy Wellesley"
in Last PoemsJ there, "Rammed full/ Of that sensuous silence of the

night" (11.

5-6),

one climbs to one's "chamber full of books" and

awaits the visitation of the immortal-in-memory, inspiring, passionate dead-"that great family/ Some ancient famous authors misrepresent,/ The Proud Furies ••• " (11. 14-16).
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But the most intriguing possibility of a borrowing from Jonson
in Yeats's last work occurs in the first entry of Last Poems, "The
Gyres," which opensa
The GyresJ the gyresJ Old Rocky Face, look forth ••••
An invocation of Jonson in this poem, as he appears in

"My Picture

Left in Scotland"--a. poem Yeats m83 have known either from The Under~

(IX) or fr_gm Conversations with William Drummond of Hawthornden,

where, aside from a certain madrigal, it is the only poem quoted in
full~represents

a ohoioe by Yeats that fits oomf'ortably into several

movements now culminating in the Last Poems.

As in the "Charis"

pieces, Jonson's love melancholy is humorously depicteds
Oh, but

'IIzy' conscious feares,
That flie 'IIzy' thoughts betweene,
Tell me that she hath seene
My hundreds of gr83 haires,
Told seven and f ortie yeares.
Read so much wast, as she cannot imbrace
My mountaine belly, and 'IIzy' rookie faoe,
And all these through her eyes, have stopt her eares.

(11. 11-18)
The extent to whioh Jonson presides over Yeats's "Old Rocky Face" is
indeed an unsettled question.

While J. R. Mulryne first suggested

the relationship in 1965, S83ing that "Rocky Face" '!might have been
prompted by a reading of Ben Jonson's 'My Picture Left in Scotland, 111120
Jon Stallworthy writes, in Vision and Revision in Yeats's Poems (1969),
that it is now "generally agreed ••• that an echo or recollection of the
phrase 'rookie face' in Ben Jonson's poem ••• 11121 is a part of a compounded mask of the

persona~and

Stallwortby makes this assertion with
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no other apparent support than Mulryne's "might have been."

It.!!,

generally agreed that the cave dwelling hermit of "The Gyres, 11 as
Stallworthy points out,

11

is a ••• development of the hermit upon Mount

Meru 11122 "Caverned in night under the drifted snow" ("Meru," 1. 10)
and is clearly related to the "Rocky Voice" of "Man and the Echo."
But it is not clear or "generally agreed"-or generally known eventhat a mask of Jonson's "rookie face" figured into the composition
of "The Gyres" or any other poem.

Jonson's self-portrait mey be

accounted as a fourth or fifth element in that poem--among the Delphic oracle, the Oriental ascetic, Shelley's Ahasuerus (the cavedwelling Jew in Hallas) and even a stone head placed high on the
outside of Yeats's tower--but the association cannot be supported
in "The Man and the Echo," for instance, and has yet to be adequate-

ly explained in "The Gyres."
It has been suggested that the "I" in "The Gyres 11 and "Rocky
Face" are one and the same.

And it has even been suggested that they

are both Yeats, Yeats in his mask of old age.

Or, like that "reed-

throated whisperer" from the Epilogue of Responsibilities, "Rocky
Face 0 may be thought to be the new f'ace and the new voice of the
Muses- a tomb-haunter here, as once its ghostly significance ("A clear
articulation in the air") had the run of Arcadia and the comfort of
an ancient roofJ it is now perhaps more nearly like the "Proud Furies"
in "To Dorothy Wellesley," where an oblique quotation of Jonson is
also given.

As the Muse, Daimon or some "passionate dead," "Rocky

Face" might even call up the memory of Yeats's war-gods from "The
Magi"-"their ancient faces like rain-beaten stones" (1.

4).

But
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an

important detail should be noticed earl3 in the first few lines

of "The Gyres:" "Rocky Face" is essentiall3 an emblem, a "picture
image" as Henn would call it, of Melancho];Y in the old-fashioned
Elizabethan sense of the word.

Yeats demonstrated his familiarity

with the traditional literary pictures of Melanchol3 throughout his
poetry; it is shown to be of various types and ranges from "The Sad
Shepherd," with his inexplicable sorrow; to "Adam's Curse," where
the quest for a changeless love and a high poetic beauty has left
the poet in the poem "As weary-hearted as that hollow moon"; to the
poems of The Green Helmet and Responsibilities, where the poetpersona complains that "The fascination of what's difficult/ Bas
dried the sap out of my veins, and rent/ Spontaneous joy and natural
content/ Out of my heart"; to the "hollow face" and "stony face" of
Dante in "Ego Dominus Tuus"; to "A Prayer for my Daughter," where
"My mind, because the minds that I loved,/ The sort of beauty that

I have approved,/ Prosper but little,
Last Poems.

ha~

dried up of late"; to the

There, in "The Municipal Gallery Revisited," for instance,

John Synge is remembered as "that rooted man" with "a grave deep face";
thrown against the scene of "this filthy modern tide" in "The Statues,"
we find "Hamlet thin from eating flies ••• Empty eyeballs" which know
"That knowledge increases unreality"; and in "The Gyres," Rocky Face
is told that "Things thought too long can be no longer thought,/ For
Beauty dies of beauty, worth of worth,/ ••• ancient lineaments are blotted out" (11. 2-4).

The Melanohol3 of Last Poems is of the type that

belongs to elder scholar-poets who have burnt up their minds with too
-

much toil and care for responsibilities dismissed by the world.

A
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suggestion of Jonson here has a mollifying effect on the terror inherent in the vision of apocalypsef his love melancholy, like the
lustful passions of the old man in the Last Poems, is alW81'S presented as just a little ridiculous.

A suggestion of Jonson is also

complementary to the Shakespearean scene of the next poem, "Lapis
Lazuli," where Hamlet and Lear are g81'•
on but laugh in tragic joy" (1.

8),

As Rocky Face is bid "look

the melancholy character he repre-

sents is very different, though part of the same tradition, from the
care worn visage of Spenser's "rugged forehead" (Faerie Queene, Bk. IV,
Proem, st. i), an image that impressed Yeats (see Ess~ys, pp. 369-70,
and The Autobiography, p. 208).

Yeats read Burton's Anatomy of Mel-

the Boiler, a collection of thoughts written shortly before his death. 12 3 And it m81' be

ancho~y

and quoted a long passage from it in

On

possible that when he sought to give his cavern dweller in "The Gyres"
a proper title, he remembered Jonson for the picture of melancholy
Jonson had presented of himself in such works of Yeats's acquaintance
as "An Ode (To himselfe);" from The New Inn, and those two possible
sources for Yeats's quotat-ion of Jonson in the Epilogue of Responsibilities, "An Ode. To Himselfe" {Under-wood, XXIII) and "To the Reader,"
an "apologeticall Dialogue" ending Poetaster, where "Rocky Face" (in
early drafts "Cavern Face") m~ have been suggested by the likes of
the followings
I, that spend half my nights, and all my d81'es,
Here in a cell, to get a darke, pale face,
To come forth worth the iuy, or the b81'es ••••
(11. 233-5)
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If "Rocky Face" is, indeed, Yeats himself in the poem, then .Jonson
~

have interested him as a master of personal epithet.

Jonson's

poetry is rich with such personal glimpses of the poet as is found
in

"M;r Picture Left in Scotland."
But to end this discussion of "The Gyres," "tragic joy" of

course should be our signal that this is essentially a poem of affirmation.

Poetry, we should remind ourselves, "calls out in joy,/

Being the scattering hand, t_b.e bursting pod,/ The victim's joy among
the holy flame,/ God's laughter at the shattering of the world"
(King's Threshold, 11. 186-9).

"Bysterica passio," which is named

in "A Bronze Head" and "Parnell's Funeral" (whose "Great Comedian's
tomb" and "painted stage" mq have some relation to the "painted
forms or boxes of make-up/ In· ancient tombs" in the "Rocky Face"
poem and "Lapis Lazuli"), is manifest in "The Gyres," where "Irrational streams of blood are straining earth ••• " (1.

5).

But "Rocky

Face," like Robert Gregory and his mother, like Ben Jonson, symbolizes those things which oppose anarchy.
to turn.

The tide, we see, is about

The final twisted sentence, unraveled, affirms thisa "Those

that Rocky Face holds dear,/ Lovers of horses and women, shall •••
disinter/ The workman, noble and saint, and all things run/

On

that

unfashionable gyre again."
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
E. Engelberg has noted the frequency with which the phrase
"What matter?" appears in Yeats's Last Poems.

It is the important
-

question of "The Gyres," where it was even used as the title of an
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early draft.

But, in "The New Generation and the Acceptance of Yeats,"

Engelberg cautions us,
it bears no ironic overtones, no tired sigh of ennui or despair. At best it is philosophic detachment; at worst bysteriaf
but it is never absolvement. Richard Ellmann has called it
Yeats's 'affirmative capacity' and I can think of no better
phrase.124
What Yeats's poetry finally represents is the poet's d~tente with
life and death.

And the poet's recourse to tradition was a means

which partly provided for this easing of tensions.

Those things

which are radically "romantic" and customarily "classic," egocentric
and social-oriented, creative and imitative, are opposed in perfect
equilibrium, yet are organl,,cally bonded like Hie and Ille, anima
hominis and anima mundi in the individual soul which transcends a
single life and death.

Tradition~oustom,

ceremony and courtesy,

abstractions Yeats adhered ,to at a time when his poetry was becoming
more and more concrete--provides the poet with a momentary security,
a

flour~sh,

within which time he may create something of lasting

beauty, something permanent, the anti-self or mask of world decadence.
Yeats's first move into the world of action in poetry is noted
by his recourse to models like Jonson, Byron and Landor, poets who
have given a powerful masculine voice to their poetry and who provided fine satiric examples with which to oppose the coarse conduct
of the soul of the world.

Yeats looked to the Elizabethans and

Jacobeans for the "passionate syntax" of the active man's speech;
but he also looked for something else, just as useful to him, their
values, their form, their love for "poetic oratory, and ••• audacious
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metaphors"~something

permanent and aristocratic, something to be

plB\Y'ed to the balconies and not to the low floor.

In The Green

Helmet and Responsibilities, as Davie BB\Y'Bt Yeats
envisaged himself at this time as a specially privileged retainer of such a noble house f:.8,s Lady Gregory•~, the poet
maintained by the family to serve them by his poetry just as
their groom and chambermaids served them in humbler ways.
This was the relationship between poet and patron which Ben
Jonson celebrated in many of his verse-epistles, and which
he preferred to being patronized by the public at large, just
as Yeats preferred it after hiJS disappointment with the Abbey
Theatre audiences.125
The next stage, then, in the development of Yeats's poetry to
which his reading of Jonson contributed, is marke4 by the introduction of a series of long poems affirming__or
itated ideal--or its loss--or

w~rtby

ce_1ebratin~. ~ome

individual.

med-

The poems of The

Wild Swans at Coole, The Tower and The Winding Stair, though on the
surface set at the houses of Gregory and Yeats, on another level are
really set at Penshurst again.

The poetic form that Yeats champions

there is the verse-epistle, which, according to Perloff, Yeats translated for his own purposes from the traditional mode that Jonson's
occasional poetry represents and from the romantic mode represented
by the Coleridgean conversation poem.

And the fusion of these two

antithetical modes--public song and private thought--produces some
of Yeats's greatest masterpieces, including "Sailing to Byzantium."
Yeats's meditation on the imminent ruin of "ancient houses" in
The Tower and The Winding Stair--"We were the last romantics ••• "
("Coole Park and Ballylee, 1931," 1. 41)-turns to the meditation of
"ancient tombs" in Last PoemsJ

th~

Great House poem becomes almost
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the Great Tomb poem, starting with "The Gyres" (whose hysterical
vision was arduously wrought in the noble ottava rima stanza, same
as "Sailing to Byzantium") and ending with "The Black Tower" and
"Under Ben Bulben."

The substance of Yeats's poetic vision comes

full circle while the technical accomplishment of the poet moves
steadily forward in a straight line.

The last Arcadians rattle their

swords in their tombs--men and women of a past time and an older
order, "workman, noble and saint"-while the mythmaker d.i_stinguishes
himself as a modern poet so accomplished that his technical skill is
virtually inimitable.
On this last point, finally, we note that much has been said
about Yeats's accomplishments as a poet and the very hard work that
went into his art.

Robert Baum, in The Poetic Art of William Butler

Yeats, places Yeats in a larger frame of poetic tradition, one in
which Yeats would have undoubtedly approved, in a view of poetry and
poets
that has prevailed not only in England and Ireland but all the
round earth's imagined corners, a view rarely challenged until
recent times--times, interestingly enough, of massive intellectual confusion and social fragmentation. It is a view
[!i••• of the 'devil of a lot of trouble' it cost him to cast
his material into verse, of the agony of working all day and
producing nothing final, or merely a sequence of four or five
completed lines •••
that has accommodated poets as different
as Jonson- and Keats, Chaucer and Shelley, Vergil and Milton,
Camo@ns and Sung YU. One must get it in plain sight or not
see Yeats in the right perspective.126

:!:J

Furthermore, Nichols refers to the "good company" which Yeats and
Jonson kept as poets who pounded out their verse from prose drafts
Virgil, Pope, Goldsmith, Coleridge, Tennyson, Browning and Rossetti
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(the list, hardly complete, is meant to illustrate the extreme range
which exists).

Donald Davie, however, in "Yeats, The Master of a

Trade," is perhaps the only writer to compare Yeats with Jonson in
the discussion of Yeats's "influence" on other writers, particularly
later generations of writers.

What Davie is concerned with is "tech-

nioal influence," what a poet is more likely to be interested in than
a "commentator"-"cold-blooded 'know-how', having to do with tricks
of the trade and rules of thumb--such as a note on how it's usually
better to rhyme verb with noun than verb with verb. 1112 7
con~ention

Davie's

is that most often second-rate poets are of more use to

other poets and represent the body of tradition better than are its
"central poets."

Jonson is the exception to this rule and, as suoh,

is opposed to the late Yeats; Jonson is "one of those very rare great
poets whose influence is in no wa:y vitiated by the very fact of their
128
greatness."
Those "hackneyed" and "traditional" images of the
middle Yeats, such as the "Horn of Plenty" and the "spreading laurel
tree" in "A Pra:yer for my Daughter," are profitable instruction for
the young poet, Davie writes, for
hackneyed, conventional images are in themselves no worse,
and in fact are probably better for most purposes, than unprecedented images. The young poet can learn, in fact, that
all his efforts to be above all original, distinctive, himself and no one else--all these exertions are probably wasted labour.129
The influence of Jonson on his contemporaries and near-contemporaries
is well-known.

But Davie believes that, taken as a whole, Yeats is

not like Ben Jonson, a genius

who~e

example to other poets is not

impeded by his own distinctive voice.

Still, when considering the
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middle Yeats, perhaps then we will find that these two poets resemble
each other.
Yeats' [Sic;] influence has not been universally beneficial.
His greatest poems ••• have tended to lead later poets astray.
For these are poems in which Yeats takes liberties which
hardly anyone else can afford to take; this is what makes
these poems glorious, it is also what makes them dangerous.
It's the slightly earlier collections--above all, The Wild
Swans at Coole and Michael Robartes and the Dancer--which
contain the poems which are models of poetic diction. And of
these at least I believe we can say that their influence 'has
always heightened and purified the art of others•_. And it's
for the sake of these poems by Yeats that all of us who write
with deliberation are now his debtors.130
Marjorie Perloff's claim should make an adjustment in Davie's theory;
for she sees, in the new type of "confessional" poetry written by
Robert Lowell, W. D. Snodgrass, Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton and John
Berryman, the influence of Yeats's greatest poetic accomplishment
still strong in a younger generation of poets.

"At its worst," she

writes,
the new 'confessional' poetry becomes sheer sociological documentation on the one hand, or the raw material for one individual's autobiography on the other. At its best, however, the
'confessional' mode, which is quite simply the occasional mode
of Yeats in a new dress, ·is no more personal than that of Coleridge's conversation poems, no more documentary than that of
Ben Jonson's Epistle Answering !2_ One That Asked to be Sealed
of the Tribe ·of Ben.13l
"Tradition," as Eliot wrote, "is a matter of much wider significance.

It cannot be inherited, and if you want it you must obtain

it by great labour." 132

This was certainly true of Yeats.

Yeats's

success at modernizing his verse came largely as a result of his
appreciation of certain dead poets of the past and his determination
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to do what they had done.

While a product of his own particular time,

he could trace his lineage to the ancients.

While taking a partic-

ular interest in writers of the English Renaissance, he saw that he
belonged to a tribe of men, poets, deliberate writers of personality
and imagination, which linked the present age to the mythical past
in an unbroken chain.

The road from Seanchan and Orpheus to Homer

and Chaucer, to Jonson, Shakespeare, Spenser and Donne, to Swift, to
Blake and Shelley, and to Yeats, is uneven and not without its bends
and obstacles.

The poet has always to fight the distractions imposed

upon him by his great enemy, the world, because the poet, more than
most men, is divine.

The antagonism between the poet and the world,

reflected in miniature by the war that takes place inside the poet
himself, is also implicit in the effect that Yeats's reading of Jonson had on his poetry.

Rhetoric, as Yeats defines it, is the antagon-

ism between the poet and his world, while poetry is the antagonism
between the poet and himself.
style of poetry

Jonson's great contribution to Yeats's

i~ characterist~c

of this dichotomy.

Above all, style,

"the sensible impressions of the mind, ••• a deliberate shaping of all
things," whether used as a rhetorical weapon or a self-saving convenience to "Poeticall Rapture," is the only escape from "that raving
slut/ Who keeps the till," "Mistress Commodity."

Jonson, as a writer

of "passionate syntax" and personality, produced a powerful body of
work which exemplified for Yeats both the language of courtesy and
the language of scorn.
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